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Abstract – This research was done to evidently prove that the 
response time for a cloud-hosted website is faster when the 
data is cached to a proxy server physically located closer than 
the cloud to clients. A K-means-based database partitioning 
algorithm was developed to group data with similar access 
patterns together for caching. A bookstore web application 
was implemented in the Amazon Cloud to perform experiment. 
The results of the experiment show that data caching can 
significantly reduce response time for a cloud-hosted website. 

Keywords:  data-caching; cloud-computing; K-mean data-
partitioning; cloud-hosted website. 

 
1. Introduction 

In simple words, Cloud Computing is the computing based on 
the internet. In a typical environment, programmers build some 
dynamic applications and deploy it in a physical computer or a 
server located near the business. But, with the advancement on 
Cloud Computing, working with dynamic applications has 
taken a new dimension. Cloud Computing allows people to 
access the same dynamic web application through the means of 
the Internet [16]. According to the Amazon Web Services 
(AWS), “Cloud Computing, by definition, refers to the on-
demand delivery of IT resources and applications via the 
Internet with pay-as-you-go pricing.” Whether we are running 
applications that share photos to millions of mobile users or we 
are supporting the critical operations of our business, the 
“cloud” provides rapid access to flexible and low cost IT 
resources. By using the Cloud Computing technology, we have 
a simple way to access servers, storage, databases and a broad 
set of application services over the Internet. In today’s world, 
we see that more and more websites are moving towards the 
cloud. There are many advantage of using Cloud platform over 
website hosting in a server. Instead of having to invest heavily 
in data centers and servers before we know how we are going 
to use them, we can only pay when we consume computing 
resources, and only pay for how much we consume. Another 
benefit is that by using the Cloud Computing technology, we 
can achieve a lower variable cost than we can get on our own. 
Because usage from hundreds of thousands of customers are 
aggregated in the cloud, providers such as Amazon Web 
Services can achieve higher economies of scale which 
translates into lower pay as you go prices. In a cloud 
computing environment, new IT resources are only ever a click 
away, which means we reduce the time it takes to make those 
resources available to our developers from weeks to just 

minutes. This results in a dramatic increase in agility for the 
organization, since the cost and time it takes to experiment and 
develop is significantly lower [16]. 

Despite all these benefits and its flexibility, there is a major 
drawback for many businesses in using the cloud platform. 
Cloud is deployed in data-centers. It requires a lot of 
investment for businesses to get data centers up and running. 
There are a very few data centers in many locations around the 
world. This is because of the initial and the maintaining cost of 
data centers for many businesses. So, for businesses that are 
physically located far from the data center, the response time 
for the dynamic web application is usually more than those 
located near to the data centers. To improve the response time 
for the cloud hosted websites, there is a need of some cloud 
caching mechanism. 

Web caching is a technology aimed at reducing the 
transmission of redundant network traffic. A lot of other 
related works have been done in this field of research. A user 
would opt for web caching to increase the bandwidth 
availability by curbing the transmission of redundant data [1]. 
Solutions including optimization of the Apache web server, 
introduction to caching technologies and widespread 
implementation of AJAX code are purposed as optimization 
techniques to improve performance [2]. In proxy based 
caching, two broad approaches exist in using proxies to cache 
dynamic pages, namely page-level caching and dynamic page 
assembly [4]. In these approaches, the dynamic contents are 
cached outside the site’s infrastructure. In page-level caching, 
the proxy caches full page outputs of dynamic sites. Whereas 
some solutions are deployed in forward proxy mode, in 
distributed caching architecture located at numerous points 
around the Internet [5, 6].  Page-level caching can improve 
website performance by reducing delays associated with page 
generation, as well as reducing bandwidth consumption. The 
server side caching solutions are based on the idea of caching 
dynamic content within the site architecture at various levels, 
to accelerate dynamically generated content [3]. Various types 
of database caching have been suggested, including caching 
the results of database queries [7, 8], caching Web Views [9], 
caching database tables [10] and caching database tables in 
main memory [11]. 

All these techniques used work very well for web caching 
technologies. However, as we mentioned that more and more 
websites are moving towards the cloud platform, one key issue 
remains in hand. There is a need for caching of the cloud-
hosted website. 
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2. System Model 
In the model shown in Figure 1, the AWS Cloud Platform 
consists of the bookstore web application and the database. 
The bookstore application is a java based web application that 
serves as a web service for the clients to interact with the 
database. The web application is wrapped by a web service 
which acts as a standard used for exchanging data between the 
application and the client. In our application, the client sends a 
standard HTTP protocol involving the HTTP request methods 
like GET, POST, PUT, DELETE, and PATCH etc. to access, 
retrieve, modify and delete information from the database. The 
web service in the cloud accepts the client request, processes it 
with the web service, handles the request, and responds it back 
to the client with the HTTP response object. The web service 
has specific methods to handle the client requests. For 
example, there exists a web service method named 
getAllBooks() which serves as a service layer between the 
client and the database. When the getAllBooks() web service 
call is made by the client, the web service will then 
communicate with the database and retrieve all the books. The 
information thus received from the database will then be sent 
to the client in a JSON object format. The database hosted in 
the AWS cloud platform is a relational database using the 
MYSQL database engine.  

The database consists of a table named Book. The table 
consists of the id of the book, the title, the name of the author, 
the language of the book, the online based user rating, the date 
that the book was published and the subject or the field of 
study of the book. The table consists of 5000 unique books. 
So, altogether the cloud platform consists of the web service 
along with the database with all the books available to the 
customer. When client requests for resources on the cloud, the 
response time is recorded. Now, on the other hand, a proxy 
web server is created which is located physically closer to the 
web client. This proxy server consists of the web application 
which is again a wrapped web service that lets a user request 
for resources. The database however consists of data retrieved 
after running the K-Means Data Clustering Algorithm on the 
main dataset. Since the proxy web server is just a proxy server 
and not the main server, only a fraction of the main dataset is 
stored in it. In order to retrieve only a fraction of the main data 
set, we choose the retrieve the dataset that are mostly accessed 
by a client of that location. For example, there is a client who 
uses the bookstore application living in Shanghai, China and 
the web application is hosted in Washington, United States. 
For this client who is accessing the application from China, he 
or she is most likely to search for Chinese Books in the 
bookstore. This does not mean that the client cannot access 
English books or French books, but it is highly likely that he or 
she just accesses the Chinese books for the most part. So, 
keeping this scenario in mind, the K-Mean Algorithm is run on 
the main dataset and clustered based on the query location of 
the client. Then, the fraction of the main database is stored in 

the proxy server located closer to the client. In this example, 
this fraction of data will most likely consist of many Chinese 
books. These books will then be stored in the proxy server. 
Now, when a client who is located in China makes a request to 
the web application, the client is served by the proxy server 
first. When the proxy server is able to handle the request of the 
client, the response time is recorded. When the proxy server is 
not able to handle the request, the original request of the client 
is redirected to the main server. The response time is recorded 
in this case as well. Based on this model, a various number of 
experimentations are performed to eventually prove that data 
caching can significantly reduce response time for a cloud 
hosted website. 

 

Figure 1: Model diagram 
 

3. K-Mean Data Partitioning Algorithm 
K-means is a clustering method that aims to find the positions 
of the clusters that minimize the square of the distance from 
the data points to the cluster. The problem statement of this 
algorithm is that we are given a set of data points and we need 
to group these set of data points into a cluster so that points 
within each cluster are similar to each other and points from 
different clusters are dissimilar. Usually, the data points are in 
a high-dimensional space, and similarity is defined using a 
distance measure like Euclidean, Cosine, Jaccard, Edit 
Distance, etc. K-Mean data partitioning algorithm is 
commonly known as the K-means clustering algorithm. It is 
also referred to as Lloyd’s Algorithm. It is the most common 
algorithm which is as an iterative refinement technique. 
Clustering, in general, is the process of partitioning a group of 
data points into a small number of clusters. The goal is to 
assign a cluster to each data point. The K-mean Algorithm 
works as follows: First, initialize the center of the clusters. 
Then, attribute the closest cluster to each data point. Next, set 
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the position of each cluster to the mean of all data points 
belonging to that cluster and finally repeat steps until there is a 
full convergence. 

The algorithm eventually converges to a point, although it is 
not necessarily the minimum of the sum of squares. That is 
because the problem is non-convex and the algorithm is based 
on a heuristic, converging it to a local minimum. 
The number of clusters should match the data. An incorrect 
choice of the number of clusters will invalidate the whole 
process. 
Thus, for the K-means clustering method, if k is given, the 
algorithm can be executed in the following steps: 

� Partition of objects into k non-empty subsets 
� Identifying the cluster centroids (mean point) of the 

current partition 
� Assigning each point to a specific cluster 
� Compute the distances from each point and allot 

points to the cluster where the distance from the 
centroid is minimum 

� After re-allocating the points, find the centroid of the 
new cluster formed 

Mathematically, minimizing the within-cluster sum of squares 
is defined as  

||xi
j  - cj||2 

 

where, n number of objects or data items have been partitioned 
into k non-empty subsets Si, i = 1,2,…,k and the term ||xi

j - cj||2 

provides the distance between a data point and the centroid of 
the cluster. 

K-means clustering has a lot of applications in day-to-day life. 
So examples include clustering customers based on their 
purchase histories, clustering products based on the sets of 
customers who purchased them, clustering documents based 
on similar words or shingles, clustering DNA sequence based 
on edit distance. 

In case of our bookstore web application, The K-Mean Data 
Partitioning Algorithm was used to cluster the books into k = 3 
groups or subsets. The clusters where chosen based on the 
languages of the books accessed by the clients. This 
information was retrieved from the apache access log. The 
access matrix was created of dimension n*m where ‘n’ were 
the number of data rows and ‘m’ were the number of data 
columns. To run the K means Algorithm, the Lloyd method 
was chosen which categorized a data point into a cluster based 
on the Euclidean distance from the point to the centroid of the 
cluster. There were a total of 5000 data points and each data 
point consisted of 10000 dimensions. So, instead of the two 
dimensional Euclidean distance, the ‘n’th Euclidean Distance 
is calculated based on the ‘n’th Euclidean distance formula. 
Mathematically, if ‘p’ and ‘q’ were two data points, then, in n-
dimensional space, the distance is calculated as  

d(p,q) = √(p1 – q1)2 + (p2 – q2)2 + (p3 – q3)2 + … + (pn – qn)2. 

After all the necessary data was collected, a Cluster Analysis 
programming language named ‘R’ was used. R Language is a 
programming language and environment for statistical 
computing and graphics. It is an integrated suite of software 
facilities for data manipulation, calculation and graphical 
display. Before we perform the clustering, we need the 
numeric matrix of data. This is the usage matrix of a tuple of 
database rows with the queries extracted from the apache log 
file. 

Usage matrix is nothing more than just a multidimensional 
matrix. For example, in a two dimensional numerical matrix, if 
there are ‘n’ number of data rows and ‘m’ number of data 
columns, then the usage matrix can be represented by a 
numerical matrix of data, or an object that can be coerced to 
such a matrix (such as a numeric vector or a data frame with 
all numeric columns). For example, in a usage matrix of one 
thousand rows by one thousand columns, the item at row five 
and the column ten represents the data value for that specific 
row and column. 

In case of our bookstore application, let us take a subset of the 
usage matrix of the tuple of database rows with the queries 
extracted from the apache long file. 

Tuples/Queries Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 … … Qn 
T1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
T2 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 
T3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
T4 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
… 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
… 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Tn 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Figure 2: Tuples-Queries Matrix 

In figure 2, the tuples (T1, T2, …,  Tn) represent the rows in the 
database whereas the queries (Q1, Q2, …, Qn) represent the 
queries extracted from the apache access log file. Each data in 
the matrix represents if that query (column value) accesses the 
given tuple (database row). Inside the matrix, 1 represents the 
access hit while 0 represents the access miss of the database 
row using the query. 

Now, to perform the k-means clustering on a data matrix, the 
following command was used in the R language. 
kmeans (x,centers, item.max = 100000, nstart = 1, algorithm = 
c(“Lloyd”)) 
where, 
‘x’ is the numeric matrix of data. This is the usage matrix of a 
tuple of database rows with the queries from the apache log 
file. ‘centers’ is the number of clusters (say k). 
‘iter.max’ is the maximum number of iterations allowed. This 
was chosen to be 100000 so that algorithm does not run for a 
very long period of time. Algorithm is chosen to be ‘Lloyd 
Algorithm’ to calculate the cluster based on the Euclidean 
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distance from the data point to the chosen centroids. This 
Algorithm is the most common algorithm used for an iterative 
refinement technique. This algorithm if often presented as 
assigning objects to the nearest cluster by distance. This 
distance is the Euclidean distance between the cluster and the 
data point. When running the K-Means Algorithm, the 
centroids of the clusters are chosen at random selecting K 
points from the dataset. In our case, we choose 3 centroids at 
random from the dataset to serve as centroids. But, the 
centroids are adjusted in the following iterations in the 
algorithm. 

Figure 3 represents a simple diagram of how the clustering 
looks after the K-Mean Data Partitioning Algorithm is run. As 
we can see, the data are clustered into 3 distinct and different 
clusters named 1, 2 and 3.  

Figure 3. K-Means Data Clustering and the Cluster 
Membership 

After the K-Mean Data Clustering Algorithm is run on the 
usage matrix, we retrieve the cluster membership. In the figure 
3, we can see that there are 3 distinct clusters. Each data point 
defines its own cluster membership. For example, the first 
data-point belongs to Cluster 1, the second data-point belongs 
to Cluster 2, the third data-point belongs to Cluster 3, the forth 
data-point belongs to the Cluster 1, the fifth data-point belongs 
to  cluster 3 and so on. This finally let all the data-points 
belong to one of the three clusters. 

 

4. Experimental Study 

Using the model described in the System Model, experimental 
study was done to prove that data caching can significantly 
reduce response time for a cloud-hosted website. In order to 
effectively manage a web server, it is necessary to get 
feedback about the activity and performance of the server as 
well as any problems that may be occurring. The Apache 
HTTP Server provides very comprehensive and flexible 
logging capabilities. As the client makes HTTP calls to the 
web service in the cloud, there are call traces created. The call 
traces are nothing but the apache access logs. Apache provides 

the access log which is the server access log records of all the 
requests processed by the server. Then, the entire access log 
was analyzed in detail. A subset of the data access log was 
taken into the experimentation. The subset consisted of ten 
thousand lines of access log data. The format for the access log 
is exactly the same as the Common Log Format, with the 
addition of two more fields. Each of the additional fields uses 
the percent-directive %{header}i, where header can be any 
HTTP request header. The access log under this format will 
look like: 

127.0.0.1 - frank [10/Oct/2000:13:55:36 -0700] "GET 
/apache_pb.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 2326 
"http://www.example.com/start.html" "Mozilla/4.08 [en] 
(Win98; I ;Nav)" 

This server IP address, the GET request were then taken into 
account for the experimentation process. This was used to 
create the usage matrix. The usage matrix was nothing but an 
information matrix of the access log to the database row item 
as described in Section 2. The access hit or miss is determined 
from the access log. 

Figure 2 represents a subset of the main usage matrix. In figure 
2, the rows represent the database rows. As there are 5000 
rows in the database hosted on the Amazon RDS instance, 
there are 5000 number of rows represented by T1, T2, T3,…, 
T5000. The columns represent the access hit or miss of each 
apache access log information. For instance, let us take the row 
number 10 from the database. As we analyze the tenth row 
with the column number 2, we see a value of ‘1’. We can 
interpret that as row number 10 is one of the data items in the 
database that is accessed/hit by the query in column number 2. 
Similarly, if we take row number 1 and column number 1, we 
see a value of ‘0’. We can interpret that as first database row is 
not accessed (or missed) by the query in column number 2 and 
so on. 

This usage matrix is then fed into the K-Mean Data Clustering 
Algorithm. The K-Mean Algorithm then computes the 
distances from each point and allot points to the cluster where 
the distance from the centroid is minimum. For convenience, 
we set the number of clusters (k) to 3. After the K-Mean 
Algorithm is run, we have data nicely grouped into 3 clusters. 
We then cache one of the clusters to a proxy server physically 
located closer than the web server to clients. Then, we conduct 
the final set of experimentation. We created a pool of 25, 50, 
75, 100, 125, 150, 175 and 200 concurrent users to test this 
scenario. On one hand, we record the response time for the 
clients who access the cloud application and on the other hand, 
we record the response time for the clients who access the 
application from the cached server. 
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Figure 4. Response time for cloud and cached servers 

The bookstore application used in the experimental study was 
created using the Spring Framework. The bookstore 
application was nothing but a web service with an HTML view 
engine for the client. When a client makes a request to the web 
application, an underlying service in the application is called to 
do a specific task. This service is nothing but a web service 
call. When the web application gets the request from the client, 
a specific web service method is called and the response is 
returned back to the client. This response is returned in the 
JSON format. Since this is not an ideal or a pretty form of 
viewing the resources returned from the server back to the 
user, the JSON objects are parsed and presented in a nicely 
formatted table or output to the user [12]. HTML view engine 
helps present the response of the web service is a user friendly 
view back to the client. The Spring Framework used to create 
the bookstore application uses the Spring Boot technique. 
Spring Boot makes it easy to create stand-alone, production-
grade Spring based Applications that you can just “run”. Most 
Spring Boot applications need very little Spring configuration. 
Spring Boot applications feature of stand-alone Spring 
applications; embedded tomcat (no need to deploy WAR files); 
provides opinionated ‘starter’ Gradle file to simplify the 
Gradle projects; provides production-ready features such as 
health checks and externalized configuration and automatically 
configures Spring whenever it is possible. This dynamic web 
application as well as the database is hosted in the Amazon 
Cloud platform. The web application is hosted in the AWS 
Elastic Beanstalk platform. AWS Elastic Beanstalk is an easy-
to-use service for deploying and scaling web applications and 
services developed with Java, .NET, PHP, Node.js, Python, 
Go, Ruby, and Docker on familiar servers such as Apache, 
Nginx, Passenger, and IIS [14]. The bookstore web application 
and services was developed in Java with the Apache server. 
The web server environment was created as a single instance, 
auto-scaling Apache Tomcat 8 environment. The WAR file 
generated from the build of the web application was used as 
the source for the web server. The processing power of the web 
server in the environment used was of instance type t1.micro. 
With all these configurations, the environment was launched. 

Similarly, the Database was hosted in the Amazon Relational 
Database Service (Amazon RDS). Amazon RDS is an Amazon 
Cloud Platform application which makes it easy to set up, 
operate, and scale a relational database in the Cloud. MySQL 
was used as the database engine. It provides cost-efficient and 
resizable capacity while managing time-consuming database 
administration tasks, freeing us up to focus on our applications 
and business needs. The database engine hosted is easy to 
administer and is highly scalable. It is also highly available and 
durable, fast, secure and inexpensive [13]. The database engine 
used was My-SQL. The instance class was used as db.t2.micro 
with the storage capacity of 5 GB. The default endpoint is 
created which connects to the dynamic web application with 
the means of My-SQL driver. 

The java based web application, along with one of the clusters 
obtained from the K-Means Data Partitioning Algorithm is 
cached to a proxy server physically located closer than the web 
server to clients. Only one of the clusters is picked and cached 
to the proxy server. The web service also needs to be cached 
meaning that the web service is wrapped in the proxy server so 
serve the same functionality as the main server. The web 
service hosted in the cloud is modified in the proxy server so 
that when a request comes in from the client, the web service 
always looks for the data in the proxy server first. So, for 
instance, a client sends a request to the bookstore web 
application. This request is first sent to the proxy web server 
that is physically located closer to the client. Since this data is 
a cached version of the main web service, the client’s request 
may or may not be handled by the proxy server. If the proxy 
server is able to handle the request, then the response is 
returned back to the client. But, if the proxy server cannot 
handle the request, then the original request from the client is 
sent to the main server so that the request is handled 
appropriately. Figure 4 represents the graph of plotting the 
response time for 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, and 200 
concurrent users for both the main cloud server and the cached 
server. For the cached server, the response time for clients are 
significantly less than that of a server hosted in the cloud. The 
response time for the cloud server is 191 milliseconds for 25 
concurrent users, 195 milliseconds for 50 concurrent users, 
188 milliseconds for 75 concurrent users, 226 milliseconds for 
100 concurrent users, 239 milliseconds for 125 concurrent 
users, 255 milliseconds for 150 concurrent users, 340 
milliseconds for 175 concurrent users and 318 milliseconds for 
200 concurrent users. Similarly, for the cached server which is 
located physically closer to the client, the response time is 14 
milliseconds for concurrent 25 users, 12 milliseconds for 50 
concurrent users, 11 milliseconds for 75 concurrent users, 14 
milliseconds for 100 concurrent users, 14 milliseconds for 
concurrent 125 users, 18 milliseconds for 150 concurrent 
users, 19 milliseconds for 175 concurrent users and 26 
milliseconds for 200 concurrent users.  
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After the experimentation, we can see that the response time 
for the cached server is significantly lower than the main 
server. Thus, the experiment's results show that data caching 
can significantly reduce response time for a cloud-hosted 
website. 
 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 
Thus, with the means of various applications and different 
software platforms, we were successfully able to carry out 
the research of the data caching for a cloud hosted website. 
After the experimentation was carried out, we were 
evidently able to conclude that the data caching for a cloud-
hosted website can significantly reduce the response time for 
the clients.  
In this research, all the HTTP requests by the clients are 
GET requests. In other words, both the cached server and the 
main server only handle the reads from the database. As part 
of an on-going research, the future work remains. The future 
work will consist of experimentation of the research along 
with the write operations. After a client buys a book, the 
number of books in the bookstore application should reduce 
from the total number of available books to be purchased. 
While this seems like a feasible task, we need to be careful 
on how we handle the synchronization issues. If a client 
buys a book from the main server, then all of the cached 
servers with the total number of books have to be updated. 
So, to make it practical, all the cached servers and the main 
cloud server have to be in sync. Determining and enforcing 
per-application resource quotas in the resulting cache 
hierarchy, on the fly, poses a complex resource allocation 
problem spanning the database server and the storage server 
tiers. Modern enterprise systems consist of multiple software 
layers including web/application server front-ends, database 
servers running on top of the operating system, and storage 
servers at the lowest level. Thus, there is a high need for 
better management of shared multi-tier caches. Thus, much 
of the work on this part is needed. 
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Abstract – As data and usage of World Wide Web (WWW) 
grows, user demand for better user experience also increases. 
Web users desire to find important links and information 
quickly on websites. A poorly designed site thus can lead to 
low productivity and revenue. Designing website with better 
user experience is of critical importance. A faster response 
time and high server throughput play important roles in 
providing better user experience. This paper proposes a 
method based on association rule mining and proxy server 
caching to improve user response time and server 
throughput. The web log data a website is collected and 
sorted by on countries by utilizing GeoIP to deduce users’ 
geolocations. Association rule mining is then used to analyze 
the geolocation-based log data and discover important user 
navigational patterns and redesign the site. The discovered 
rules are cached on proxy server closer to the users’ location. 
An experimental study is conducted on this approach versus 
the regular approach where user activity is not considered in 
the system design. Results from the study show a high 
response time and throughput using the above described 
approach. 

 

Keywords: Web Log Mining, Web Caching, Association 
Rule, Cloud Computing, GeoIP 

1 Introduction 
“Websites must provide a "rapid retailing" experience if 

they want to expand their consumer sales, according to 
research” [1]. A poll conducted by Riverbed Technology, 
showed that 67% of online shoppers will leave a website due 
to slow performance. They discovered, almost 70% of online 
shoppers will return to buy and items from an online store if 
they had previous positive experience even if they could get 
it cheaper elsewhere [9]. Another study reveals that a 
response time of 0.1 and 1 second create a pleasant user 
experience however users lose interest for a 10 seconds 
response [10]. 
These results clearly depict the significance of the 
performance rate of any web site. Various researches have 
been conducted in this area to provide better user experience 
using methods such as prefetching and web catching, web 
mining [11, 12 and 13] and all of which have been adopted to 
provide recommender based systems [7] and as well 
improved web site navigational patterns [3]. Web mining is 
the usage of information processing techniques to the WWW 
in order to discover useful patterns from data collected from 

the web [2]. Since cache storage is limited, web mining 
provides us with the most relevant objects to cache. Data used 
in these analyses are collected from user activity from log 
files on application servers. The Prefetching technique 
predicts a future web resources request by a client and caches 
the objects before they are explicitly requested by the user. 
Web caching on technique on the other hand considers highly 
requested objects and store them close to the user machine on 
the client machine or proxy server [14]. Prefetching becomes 
disadvantageous when the objects initially loaded into the 
proxy server cache is not requested by the user which implies 
huge server traffic and load. Also to detect which object to 
put or remove (when the cache is full) from the cache, the 
following factors are used; size of the object, number of times 
the object is requested and the time the object was added to 
the cache. The relationship between the objects are not 
considered which flaws the criteria used in discovering the 
objects to cache [14].  
 This study combines web mining and web caching 
techniques (Proxy Server Caching). Proxy Server serves as 
an intermediary between web server and the user request.  
When a user sends a request, the proxy server checks its cache 
to see if the requested resource is available. If the resource is 
available (cache hit), it serves the client with a response 
otherwise (in the case of cache miss), it forwards the request 
to the original server. For the user, this gives a faster response 
time. On the server side, this reduces network bandwidth 
usage and traffic on the original server hence reducing the 
original server load [14]. The web mining approach discovers 
the user navigational and access pattern from log files using 
the Association rule Mining Technique. Data from obtained 
from the server logs is cleaned to remove irrelevant 
information like media files, error pages etc. The fields 
important to the web mining process are selected. Association 
rule is then used to discover the relevant user patterns. The 
objects obtained from the rules are then cached on the proxy 
server for performance enhancement. 
 
2 Related Work 

The plain web caching approach uses cache replacement 
policy. When a user request a resource which is not found on 
the proxy server, the request is forwarded to the original web 
server which returns the resource to the proxy server. The 
proxy server caches the object and serves the object to the 
web user. The decision on which object to replace or which 
object to keep as the cache gets full depends on the size of the 
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object, how recently it was accessed, and the number of 
request to that object and the cost of retrieving the object from 
the original server [14].  Some studies have used the Least-
Recently-Used (LRU) algorithm in their cache management. 
In this approach the object that is least recently accessed is 
removed until there is sufficient space for new objects. This 
performs poorly in web caching as the size of object to be 
cached is not taken into consideration. Others have used the 
Least-Frequently-Used approach which replaces the objects 
that least referenced in the cache. However objects which 
have been highly referenced but no longer referenced are still 
kept in cache location [14]. Study [11] uses the LRU strategy 
with extra criteria. They combine Recent Access and 
Frequency strategies are based on Podlipngi and Bsz 
Bszremnyi classification. The algorithm performs better than 
the basic LRU only on a low cache storage environment. 
Other studies have used the cost function based prefetching 
approach i.e. web objects are pre-fetched into the cache 
depending on their popularity and life time. Another 
approach is Markov Model Based where the objects are pre-
fetched based on combining the user’s current access with the 
user’s web access sequence history. In [13], prefetching 
scheme is used to discover user access pattern and a cluster 
created. When a user requests an object, all other objects 
related to the cluster are fetched from the original server to 
the proxy cache. This is done in expectation that next set of 
objects requested by the user will be those that have been 
loaded into the cache. The aim is to boast server performance 
in hit ration and byte hit ratio as opposed to the plain web 
caching approach which has low hit ratio.  
 
3 System Model 

Cloud hosting based on cloud computing technology has 
become the preferred means of web hosting for web 
applications. Cloud is made up of a group of computing 
devices working together to provide a service. Cloud 
computing is where these cloud resources are used to provide 
service over the internet. Cloud hosting uses the server 
resources of the cloud to host websites as compared to other 
hosting options where one machine is used. With cloud 
hosting, security and high reliability are guaranteed. Cloud 
hosting is also cost effective and scalable among others and 
removes the burden of purchasing servers and other resources 
to run your own data center [16]. Cloud hosting providers 
include Amazon, Bluehost, InMotion, Westhost, SiteGround 
etc. Our system is hosted on Amazon cloud. The Amazon 
Web Service (AWS) provides cloud hosting for web 
applications. The Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) 
provides the capacity to run application on the Amazon cloud. 
It gives the ability to manage storage capacity, create virtual 
servers and configure security [15]. However, Amazon data 
center is not available in every country like Ghana, hence 
access to resource from those countries take a longer time. A 
proxy server helps reduce this latency. The proxy server 
serves as intermediary between the client and the original 
server. Some resources are cached on the proxy server and it 
would only forward request to the original server when a 
particular requested resource is not found in its cache. The 

most important question here is what do we cache on the 
proxy server? Our approach uses Association Rule Mining. 
The research paper details this method. 

 
 
 
 

Database Instance

INTERNET

Ghana Proxy server

USA Proxy Server

China Proxy Server

Web App 
Server

Web Clients Web Clients

Web Clients
 

 

Fig 1. Architectural Diagram of our System Model 

4 Our Approach 
Association Rules are the relationships that are 

discovered from the probability of items continuously 
occurring from a collection using the association data mining 
function [4].  For example, let’s denote “news.jsp” by N and 
“donations.jsp” by “D”, the rule {N} => {D} implies if a user 
views the news page he is likely to visit the donations page. 
With large amount of data that is extracted from server logs, 
the following criteria; support and confidence are used to 
extract the most relevant rules. 

Support: The support defines frequency of occurrence of an 
item in a collection. Let’s denote, Transactions by T. the 
support of the rule {N} => {D} is evaluated as;   

P (N ∩ D) = No of T in which both N and D occur 
Total number of user T        (1) 

Support is symmetric in that the support of {N} => {D} 

= {D} => {N} [5].  

Confidence: Confidence shows how reliable the rule is. It 
defines the percentage of occurrence of a transaction 
containing an item N and also D [5]. The confidence of the 
rule {N} => {D} is estimated as: 

P (D|N) = P (N ∩ D) = No of T in which both N and D occur 
                 P (N)              Number of T in which N occur        (2)    
                                           
Confidence however is not symmetric, i.e. P (D|N) ≠ P (N|D) 
[5]. Another useful criteria is Lift. For the derived rule,  
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{N} => {D} to be significant, the conditional Probability of 
P (D|N) must be greater than the probability, P (N). This is 
known as lift [4] and estimated as [5];  
P (D | N) = P (N ∩ D)      = 
P (D)     P (D)*P (N) 
No of T in which both N and D occurs 
No of T in which D occurs * No of T in which N occurs 

   (3)    
For the purpose of this research, a support of 5% and 
confidence of 80% is used. 
 
4.1 Processing Log files 

Server logs contain information about the request -client 
IP address, time of request, the requested page, HTTP 
response code, and bytes of data sent, user agent, referrer etc. 
The collected data is cleaned and irrelevant data removed. A 
user session is identified using IP and type of browser used. 
The user’s geolocation is also identified from the IP using 
GeoIP and the data obtained from all these processes grouped 
into logs based on the user location. GeoIP is a method of 
finding the geographical location of a terminal using the 
terminal’S IP address [6]. The purpose of the GeoIP in this 
study is to narrow the rules to be country specific. We 
consider log files from Ghana, USA, China users. After the 
logs are cleaned up the following data is retrieved – IP  

Address, Requested Page, Referrer, Duration on the Page and 
Location. Sample Cleaned data is shown in Figure 3. The data 
is then analyzed using arules and arulesViz packages in R 
software environment. Arules packages is used to create the 
mapping rules and the arulesViz used for plotting and 
creating graphical representation of the rules 

4.2 Deriving the Rule in R 
To derive the rules, first make sure the packages arules and 
arulesViz are installed in R and enable them. Also set the 
working directory to the appropriate directory so that the 
imported file can be identified. The R pseudocode is provided 
below 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 2. Sample apache server web application log file 
 
 

Fig 3. Sample cleaned data to be used in association rule mining 

4.3 Results 
The rules derived from Ghana logs are shown below.  A graph plot of the rules is shown in Figure 6. 

 

Fig 4. Association rules discovered from Ghana log files. Note: lhs – left hand side, rhs – right hand side 
 
 

read.table(file location, separator, header) #Load 
data in R and assign to a variable 
discretize (column name, number of categories, 
method) #categorize any continuous variable 
as(log data, “transactions”)#convert data to 
transactions 
apriori(transaction, parameter =list(support=value, 
confidence=value)#generate the rules 
inspect (rules)#view generated rule 
plot(rule name, method) #plot a graph of the rules 
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A graph plot of the Ghana rules in shown in Fig.6. The 
difference in sizes in Figure 6 indicates the varying support 
value for all the rules from biggest to smallest ranging 
from (0.609 – 0.109) while the difference in color indicates 
the differences in the lift ranging from (3.555 – 9.136). The 
rules are sorted by the lift in order of highest level of 
significance. The arrows show the pages that have 
association. 
Interpretation of Rules – Taking the rules discovered from 
Ghana (Table shown in Figure 4 and graphical 

representation shown in Figure 6), from the derived rules 

for Ghana, for every user who accesses the about us page, 
the user is likely to visit contact us page. Likewise after the 
user lands on the index page he is most likely to visit the 
about us page. Another important pattern seen, is for every 
user that visits the donation page or news page, that user is 
most likely to visit the success story page. The rules 
recommend creating a link to the corresponding pages if 
links between them do not already exist. Similar 
interpretation applies for rules discovered for China and 
USA as shown in   figures 4 and 7 respectively.

The rules derived from China log files are shown below in Fig 5. 

Fig 5. Association mining rules discovered from China log files 

Graph for 4 rules 

REQUESTED_PAGE=/pages/aboutUs.jsp

REFERRER=/index.jsp

Duration=[400,598]

REFERRER=/pages/news.jsp

REQUESTED_PAGE=/pages/aboutUs.jsp

REFERRER=/pages/donations.jsp

REQUESTED_PAGE=/pages/contactUs.jsp

Size:support (0.061-0.109)
Color:lift (3.555-9.137)

Graphical Representation of Ghana rules

Graph for 5 rules 

REQUESTED_PAGE=/admin/memberProfiles.jsp

REFERRER=/admin/agencyProfiles.jsp

REFERRER=/admin/login.jsp

REQUESTED_PAGE=/admin/agencyProfiles.jsp

REFERRER=/admin/serviceEdit.jsp

REQUESTED_PAGE=/admin/services.jsp

Size:support (0.099-0.099)
Color:lift (4.929-9.889)

Graphical Representation of China rules

REQUESTED_PAGE=/admin/news.jsp

REQUESTED_PAGE=/admin/login.jsp

REFERRER=/index.jsp

REFERRER=/pages/aboutUs.jsp

Fig 6. Graphical representation of association rules derived from Ghana and China log files respectively 

The rules derived from USA log files are also shown below 

 
Fig 7. Association rules discovered from USA log files 
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Graph for 4 rules 

REFERRER=/admin/login.jsp

REFERRER=/index.jsp

REQUESTED_PAGE=/admin/news.jsp

REQUESTED_PAGE=/admin/reveiwDonations.jsp

REQUESTED_PAGE=/admin/reviewStory.jsp

REQUESTED_PAGE=/admin/login.jsp

Size:support (0.11-0.11)
Color:lift (4.342-8.712)

Graphical Representation of USA rules

REFERRER=/admin/reviewStory.jsp

 
Fig 8. Graphical Representation of rules derived from USA Log files 

5 Experimental Study 
Based on our association rules and patterns derived, 

the website is redesigned based on country specific rules 
with the aim of improving performance. An experimental 
study is performed to prove the relevance of the research. 
The experimental study focuses on the rules derived from 
Ghana only and caches the pattern on a proxy server. A 
performance test based on two scenario is then conducted:  
Case 1 - For every user request, the request is initially sent 
to the proxy server. If there is a cache miss, request is then 
forwarded to the original web server.   
Case 2 - All requests are sent directly to the original web 
server in the Amazon Cloud. 
In both scenarios, we lookout for Average Response Time 
and Throughput.  
Response Time – This is a measure of how long it takes 
for response to be received from an application for a sent 
request [7]. The duration is measured in milliseconds (ms). 
Low response time value implies high performance and 
vice versa. 
Throughput – This is a measure of the number of 
transactions processed over time. It depicts the capacity of 
a website [7]. We measure throughput per second (per sec). 
A higher throughput value implies the higher performance 
i.e. the system is able to process a lot of request per second. 

5.1 Tools Used 
The test is performed using JMeter 2.13 on Ubuntu 

14.04 platform. The application runs on Apache Tomcat 
7.0.41, AWS (Amazon Web Service) CLI, an AWS EC2 
instance with the instance type of t1.micro.  

 
 

5.2 Test Case 
For each case, we consider 1, 10, 50, 100 and 200 

users. We assume all users access the following pattern: 
index.jsp -> aboutUs.jsp -> contactUs.jsp -> login.jsp -> 
member.jsp -> alerts.jsp ->logout-> news.jsp 
 ->successStory.jsp.  
Per the rules for Ghana, the following patterns will be 
cached on the proxy server;  
index.jsp->aboutUs.jsp->contactUs.jsp, news.jsp-> 
successStory.jsp and the following pattern also accessed 
directly from the webserver; login.jsp -> member.jsp -> 
alerts.jsp ->logout.  Our test plan is created for every case 
using apache JMeter. The average response time (ms) and 
average throughput (per sec) are recorded. 
 
5.3 Findings on Response Time (ms) 
      A tabular and graphical Representation of result is 
shown in Table 1 and Figure 9 respectively. A plot of 
average response time indicates a lower response time 
value in Case 1 as compared to Case 2 which is as 
expected. 
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5.4 Finding for Throughput (request per sec) 
      A tabular and graphical Representation of result in Table 2 and Figure 10 below. A plot of average throughput indicates 
higher performance in Case 1 as compared to Case 2 which is also as expected. 

Table 1. Tabular representation of results for response Time

   Fig 9. Graphical Representation of Results on Average Response Time 
 

Table 2. Tabular representation of results for response time 

 

Number of 
Users 

CASE 1 CASE 2 

1 11.9 5.8 

10 14.5 8.6 

50 34.3 17.6 

100 39.8 25.8 

200 52.7 41.4 

 
Fig 10.  Graphical Representation of Results on Throughput 

6 Summary and Future Work 
The study showed web site navigational pattern 

discovered from association rule mining and cached on 
proxy improves performance. This method is therefore 
recommended to be used in improving efficiency of web 
application 
This paper only looked at caching user navigational 
patterns on the proxy server. The database however still 
resides on the cloud server therefore for any call to the 
proxy server that requires database query, the proxy server 
communicates with the database server on the AWS. To 

further improve performance, future works would look at 
analyzing database log file for the web application. This 
would be done to discover the relationship between 
frequently accessed data in the database and then group 
them into one table for easy and faster access. With that 
the system architecture would be modified and the items 
that are frequently accessed together cached also on the 
proxy server. This would be done using K-mean clustering 
technique. K-mean data mining algorithm categorizes data 
into cluster in that items belong to clusters with the nearest 
mean [8]. 
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Abstract - Cloud computing services are ubiquitous : for small 
and large companies the phenomenon of cloud, computing is 
nowadays a standard business practice. This paper would 
compile an analysis about the contractual issues related to the 
different services provided by all IT services provider. There 
are faced not only legal topics strictly connected to the 
personal data protection because, as the thesis will show, there 
are several legal acts provided by European Union, Italy (and 
from all EU’s member states) and data protection authorities 
(both nation and international) that discipline the entire data 
protection topic in the cloud computing era. This paper 
analyze the state of the art and provide a possible solution in 
order to find the legal discipline of cloud computing contracts, 
especially using the theory of “connected contracts”. 

Keywords: Data Protection, Cloud Computing Contract, 
Cloud Computing Legislation 

 

1 Introduction to the cloud computing 
phenomenon 

  The term Cloud Computing surrounds many different 
topics and this fashionable word is often treated as a general 
and generic concept. Of course cloud computing can be 
analyzed by a technical, economical or legal point of view, 
but the main aim of this work is to stress the idea that this 
term does mean nothing, to understand how laws apply to 
cloud computing and how cloud contracts operate. More 
precisely, it is necessary to differentiate between the main, 
and the most common, types of cloud computing services to 
find the proper legal discipline. 

The cloud-computing phenomenon represents a group of 
services provided typically via Internet scalable up and down 
according to user requirements [10]. Therefore, users usually 
will rent IT resources from some specific service providers 
instead of purchasing their own. The scalability is central 
because users will be able to satisfy their own IT needs even if 
they fluctuate very quickly and over a large range. Moreover, 
cloud phenomenon will encourage the economical rise up 
from EU’s crisis because of its big economic value1. In fact 
«the diffusion of cloud computing is expected to generate 
substantial direct and indirect impacts on economic and 
employment growth in the EU, thanks to the  migration to a 
new IT paradigm enabling greater innovation and 

productivity. According to the model developed by IDC, the 
“No Intervention” scenario” of cloud adoption could generate 
up to €88 billion of contribution to the EU GDP in 2020. The 
“Policy driven scenario”, instead, could generate up to €250 
billion GDP in 2020, corresponding to an increase of €162 
billion over the first scenario. Cumulative impacts would of 
course be even stronger. IDC estimates a cumulative impact 
for the period 2015-2020 of some €940 billion in the “Policy-
driven” scenario, compared to €357 billion in the “No 
Intervention” one. » IDC continues predicting that the 
“Policy-driven” scenario could affect, in the job market, with 
3.8 million of new jobs against 1.3 million without an 
intervention. 

Many definitions are possible, but cloud services are usually 
listed into the following three categories [7]: 

1. Software as a Service (SaaS). 

2. Platform as a Service (PaaS). 

3. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): these is the classical 
end user applications such as email applications or document 
remote backup (for example, Google Drive, SugraSync or 
SkyDrive). 

Essentially the key characteristics are the following: 

1. On-demand self-service - a consumer can access 
computing capabilities without requiring human resources 
working whit each single service provider. 

2. Broad network access - capabilities are available over 
the network (usually Internet) and the consumer could reach 
their own data and information using any device. 

3. Resource pooling - providers apply a multi-tenant model 
to serve a large number of consumers. Usually consumers do 
not know exactly the location of their data (e.g., country, 
town, or datacenter). 

4. Rapid elasticity - capabilities could be elastically 
provisioned and released to scale rapidly adapting to the 
incoming demand of hardware/software resources. 
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5. Measured service - pay per use or pay as you go 
services. Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and 
reported, providing transparency for both the provider and 
consumer of the used service. 

The deployment models are, instead, three or four. It depends 
if we consider the Community cloud as a single type with its 
peculiarities. It easier to consider only the most important 
models and they are Private cloud (where cloud infrastructure 
is provided for exclusive use of enterprises, or natural 
persons, and it could be owned and managed by the same 
organization or by a third party, or by a combination of them), 
Public cloud (where the structure could be similar to the 
Private one, but it is provided for open use by the general 
public) and Hybrid cloud that is a mix of the other ones. For 
instance, an organization that has its own (private) cloud 
could use a public cloud to deal with sudden work peak that 
cannot be managed from their own cloud resources [5]  

2 The outsourcing and cloud computing 
contracts 

The term outsourcing identifies the practice of finding 
resources outside the company, in the sense that (before that 
it was done internally with own resources) a strategic asset 
has been moved to a third party [8,9]. This solution - that 
find a large practical application - is used to move outside to a 
third party an entire business process and not only because of 
the simply necessity of some kind of goods or services. The 
company, in this way, transfers the execution of some internal 
services (in our interest they are IT services) to an external 
supplier, which shall implement this kind of requested 
service with his staff and resources. The usual procedure, 
which has been developing by all size of enterprises, to 
delegate and to move outside the internal structure some kind 
of activities and  some  specific  services,  will  involve  both  
essential  and  accessorial business processes. More precisely, 
this kind of choice, in fact, is implemented not only to 
contain costs, but also to be more engaged into core 
business activities. In this way, the company should 
manage with more benefits all its internal (core) business 
resources. 

More precisely the outsourcing is a business practice that 
regards all sectors of business activities and not only the 
specific area of IT services. In this context, it expresses a 
general organizational model, which is raised from 70s and 
originated from the necessity to reduce costs, to increase 
the internal flexibility and the competitiveness of the 
company, focusing energies and resources over the most 
important activities of the enterprise [1]. In the area of 
information technology, the outsourcing phenomenon can 
hardly be considered a recent invention: it is a matter of 
fact that outsourcing has gone through a first phase of 
development, which has substantially coincided with the 
raise of IT services and data processing in all business sectors 
and industry branches. In these cases some specialized 

companies used to provide to their clients the so-called “data 
service centers” and they were responsible for managing 
specific procedures (salaries, inventory, invoicing, etc..) for 
each single client, which generally was not equipped with any 
IT recourses or it had not any specific competence about IT 
resources or data processing. 

In a subsequent phase, the outsourcing phenomenon was 
radically changed and, in a certain way, has followed an 
opposite way of developing respect the first phase above-
mentioned. This phase was in fact characterized by the 
outsourcing practice where the client used to transfer, 
entirely or in part, its EDP (Electronic Data Processing) asset 
to an external provider. The distinctive features was that the 
EDP already existed and was built by a complete IT system 
with employees with IT expertise. 

Nowadays we can affirm, at least in the field of IT 
outsourcing, that we are playing an original phase. In fact 
today we are facing, once again, with multinational and 
international players who are providing to its customers, day 
by day, more and more specific services. However we are not 
in an era where both services and, in some case, technologies 
are almost unknown to the customer. On the contrary, today 
the customer is aware that it is not appropriate to immobilize 
human and economic resources   for   internal,   expensive   
and   secondary,   activities.   For this consciousness, he 
decides to find them externally. In a certain way, we are 
moving in a step back to analyze the methodological approach 
that seems to wink eyes to the past; but on the contrary, we 
are running toward the future by using new technologies. 
Today, for many companies, the outsourcing of secondary 
business processes, especially IT business process, becomes 
an essential choice, and through certain types of services 
(yesterday outsourcing contract, today cloud ones), regulated 
by specific contractual schemes, it is possible to realize, to 
develop and to manage all kind of IT systems [3]. Starting 
from the IT system marketplace and looking towards the 
cloud phenomenon, a mixed framework of contracts is 
emerging. It is a matter of fact that with this background, we 
will have to move over different contracts both typical and 
atypical. It is sufficient, in this regard, to mention the design 
activity of the entire system, the purchase of hardware 
equipment, the strictly connected software licenses, the 
physical realization of the IT system and the complementary 
technical assistance provided. In all these cases, we are able 
to analyze more than one single contractual scheme. More 
precisely, there is an articulated and global economic 
operation because the (contractual) object is not composed 
of a single performance, but it is instead made up and framed 
by multiple, and different, performances connected, with one 
another, using different contractual schemes, which must all 
be considered as a unit ( Sanmarco 2006). 

The global economic operation that is defined by the 
general, and generic, category of IT contract can be realized 
only through the procedure of connected contracts and not by 
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the other mixed contracts procedure. The connected contracts 
category is the combination of different contractual typical 
models, where each one has peculiar and qualifying elements, 
which together connected are able to reach and to realize the 
overall and original aim wanted, from the beginning, by 
contractual parties. Otherwise, regarding to the mixed 
contracts category, characterized by a single contractual 
model, there are different parties of different typical 
contracts. For this reason, the legal doctrine use the 
definition “mixed contract”, because this kind of contract 
is, de facto, a puzzle of specific pieces (contracts element) 
that are able to build one single (in contrast with the 
connected contract procedure where there are several 
contracts), and new, contract. 

Anyway, as already noted, the options will be only two: the 
f i r s t  one is the presence of a global economic operation that 
will be analyzed and, later, regulated by the connected 
contracts theory: the second one it will be represented by the 
presence of the atypical contract. 

3 The supply contract 
As we have already seen, each single contracts, with their 
particular legal discipline, will then be considered within the 
entire economic operation. In this way, we will have the 
synthesis of all the interests and the considerations of each 
contract using one procedure, in order to give greater 
guarantees for the application of law. However, it does not 
seem to share the Italian legal doctrine that wants to apply the 
discipline of supply contract to the IT system supply, on the 
contrary for the remaining parts (study and design of the IT 
system, technical and maintenance support, costumer care, 
etc.) the above mentioned doctrine wants to apply the 
discipline typical of the work contract. 

Is a matter of fact that the realization of an IT system means 
building of a material good (that is the main characteristic of 
work contract), but the economical operation cannot be 
atomized up to this level, both when there is a single contract 
(when the operation is simpler than the complex one where 
there is the connected contract) and when there is a connected 
one [6].  

In summary, the manufacturing of a specific good is the 
element that characterizes the work contract compared with 
the supply contract, where the main characteristic is to 
provide services. It should also be noted that if the 
manufacturing activity is just secondary and necessary to 
achieve another purpose, which is the main one, we would 
have a supply contract. Moreover, if the supplier does not 
perform the work, for example, it is the result of natural 
forces, it will be an atypical contract but not a supply or work 
contract where the human activity is necessary. 

This entire dissertation is not mere theoretical. In fact, the 
inclusion of IT service contracts in the category of supply or 

work contracts is not without consequences. More precisely, 
the supply contract discipline is different from the other one, 
referred to the work contract. The qualification of a certain 
contract, using one of the above-mentioned contractual 
models, is fundamental to find the proper legal regulation. In 
fact, not all legal rules laid down by the Italian Civil Code for 
work contracts are also applicable to IT service contracts. In 
order to determine which rule is more specific than others to 
regulate one specific contract (work or supply one), there will 
not be any kind of help using the literal classification 
provided by the Italian Civil Code. 

In fact, it is clear that some of the provisions - article 1655 
(Definition), article 1671 (Unilateral retirement), article 1674 
(Death of contractor) - are explicitly referred to both types of 
contracts. However, it is as much evident that others rules - 
article 1672 (Impossibility to carry out the work) and article 
1675 (Rights and obligations of the contractor’s heirs) - are 
literally referred to work contracts but, in practice, they find 
application to both contractual types. Therefore, it happens 
that the jurist cannot use, without critical approach, what it is 
established by the Italian Civil Code. In fact, he has to find 
the real contractual consideration, of each single contract, in 
order to use the proper legal regulation for the specific case. 

Applying the above-mentioned criteria, there were found 
incompatible with supply contracts the following rules: art. 
1658 about the supply of the raw material; article 1663 about 
complaints by the contractor of the raw material defects; 
article 1669 about defects for real estate built for a long term 
period; article 1673 about the good deterioration before the 
consignment; article 1228 related to work contract. In 
addition, there are not applicable, obviously, the various 
provisions regulating the   work consignment and the others 
regarding the retroactive effect following the retirement of the 
contract for non-fulfillment of contract performance (article 
1458). 

On the contrary, when a specific (supply) contract is 
stipulated to provide an IT service, there is not any reason to 
avoid the application of article 1667, paragraphs 1 and 2, of 
Italian Civil Code, which states the deadline for the 
notification of defective goods and for suing the contractor. 
Furthermore, It was also recognized that even in supply 
contracts, such as in works ones, the client has the right to 
check the work execution step by step (article 1662). 

Therefore, it cannot be sustained the approach that uses, and 
defines a priori, different types (models) of contracts for the 
same case. In fact, either we are in presence of an hardware 
purchase (even a work contract), and then the customer will 
be a mere purchaser of goods with the result that the problems 
related to the identification of the discipline will be reduced to 
the fact that the legal operator must apply the sale contract 
regulation, or we will face a more complex operation. In this 
case, that is our cloud computing scenario, even if there is a 
single (supply) contract of IT services or a connected IT 
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service contract, the key point will be the requested service to 
the entrepreneur/supplier (cloud provider). 

4 Cloud computing and data protections 
The intense flow of data, that usually is generated between the 
provider and client as a contractual parties of an IT service, 
concerns information that, in many cases, have the nature of 
“personal data”, because these data are related to third parties 
directly or indirectly identifiable (employees, suppliers, 
business partners, customers, etc.). If there is no doubt that 
these operations involve the management and processing of 
personal data, the classification of the role played by provider 
and client, who have an active role (both of them) and, 
consequently, the definition of their specific responsibilities 
and obligations may have several legal issues [2]. 

In general, terms it must be underlined that the EU’s 
legislation in the field of personal data has a data-centric 
structure, whereby the role assumed by the contractual parties 
is determined based on their effective activity. Each single 
contractor will have a different approach and a different role 
with all data processed in the execution of an IT service. 

If there is a wide freedom of decision making power for the 
definition of the essential characteristics of (personal) data 
management, by each single contractual party, there will be 
two separate data controllers, with the result that the 
information flow, that is established between them, will be 
necessarily qualified in terms of transmission data between 
autonomous data controllers. Otherwise, if the data 
management flow is directed from the user to the provider, 
there will be a relationship between controller and processor. 
The main consequence, of this case, is that the (personal) data 
exchange can be more easily qualified as an “internal” process 
(between controller and processor). 

The implications related to the adoption of one or other 
organizational model are able to produce consequences on 
both the operational structure and hierarchical responsibility 
for data processing. In fact if it is closed the independence of 
the contractual subjects, the user will benefit from a reduction 
of costs in terms of regulatory compliance and he cannot be 
held responsible for violations occurred by the provider 
(processor). Moreover, we have to consider the issue of 
possible indirect damages resulting from the unlawful 
treatment (reputational damages and loss of potential future 
customers, etc.) resulting from the provider activity. Beyond 
the possibility of a claim for punitive damages against the 
provider, the user may more effectively regulate this aspect in 
advance through the adoption of appropriate contractual 
clauses that take into account these possibilities. So, he can 
integrate the contractual covenant with provisions useful to 
quantify, in advance, the possible damages and he can also 
establish and define specific cases for the discharge of the 
contract. 

The provider (as a processor) will not have to put in place 
specific formalities (except if there is a delegation by the 
controller), in terms of giving information and acquisition of 
specific consent but on the other hand he will have, from these 
higher powers, the obligations to improve and monitor 
security measures required by law. The user (as a controller) 
will have the duty to choose a processor with adequate 
technical skills provided by the article 17, paragraph 2, of 
Directive 95/46/EC. 

From data processing point of view, there are not differences 
between the dissimilar models of cloud computing services 
[4].  

Anyway, some further legal issues can arise when these 
(personal) data are moving towards “third countries”. In 
accordance with the provisions of the article 4 of Privacy 
Directive, it is stated that «each Member State shall apply the 
national provisions it adopts pursuant  to this Directive to the 
processing of personal data where: (a) the processing is 
carried out in the context of the activities of an establishment 
of the controller on the territory of the Member State; when 
the same  controller is established on the territory of several 
Member States, he must take the necessary measures to ensure 
that each of these establishments complies with  the  
obligations  laid  down  by  the  national  law  applicable;  (b) 
the controller is not established on the Member State’s 
territory, but in a place where its national law applies by 
virtue of international public law; (c) the controller is not 
established on Community territory and, for purposes of 
processing personal data makes use of equipment, automated  
or otherwise, situated on the territory of the said Member 
State, unless such equipment is used only for purposes of 
transit through the territory of the Community.» For example, 
a cloud customer based in Rome, using a Russian cloud 
provider with servers in France to process personal data, must 
comply with the Italian Privacy Code (not Russian or French 
laws).  

Many of the IT processes, for reasons mainly attributable to 
cost containment, currently are located in third countries. 
These location are obviously different from the cloud provider 
headquarter whit the consequence that we are testimony of a 
globalization of data process flows.  This  phenomenon,  in  
legal  terms,   not  only  results  in the introduction of 
international elements but often it implies a different level of 
protection afforded to the rights of natural and legal persons. 
Moreover, maybe the most important aspect, these third 
countries have a different degree of autonomy and a different 
level of democracy of so called western countries. It is 
sufficient to think about a data center of one big cloud-
computing provider located in a country politically instable. 
What will happen if a specific government fall down under a 
coup d’état and all the IT facilities, over there located, are 
confiscated or destroyed? This profile is not marginal and 
must be considered very carefully. 
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5 Conclusions 
The two key points that need to be addressed in the cloud-
computing era are: 

• Data protection; 

• Legislation about cloud computing contracts. 

The first point is probably the thorniest but, paradoxically, it 
is the most addressed. In fact, the European Commission is 
producing a new European regulation (actually a proposal, as 
said above) with a clear focus over cloud phenomenon. For 
sure, it is not easy to convert theory into practice but the 
starting point is well defined. In order to improve the above 
theory we can use other precious allies like ISO/IEC FDIS 
27001 (there is also a recently published ISO/IEC 
27013:2012 standard that merges ISO 27001 and ISO 20000-
1): it is a landmark for improving information security 
management system. The basic idea is to understand the real 
ambient where we are operating, so it is central to adopt the 
PDCA process model (Plan-Do-Check-Act). Of course ISO 
27001 does not make data 100% secure, but it is a useful 
guidance to approach with common sense the entire lifecycle 
of our data (and information) and, as a consequence, our 
cloud service. 

Regarding the second key point above-mentioned, we have to 
understand that it introduces a new idea of contract as a legal 
instrument: it is nowadays more and more oriented to the 
entire economic operation concept. It is certain that IT 
contracts (included the cloud service ones) usually express the 
parties’ need to negotiate contracts not provided by typical 
legal schemes, even if worthy of protection, because of their 
socially relevant interests. In this way, to find the most 
suitable regulation for cloud contracts, a possible solution 
could be obtained from the Italian legal concept of “connected 
contracts”. 

This work want to demonstrate that the cloud-computing 
contract, as a legal category, does not exist. This is a strong 
statement but it is evident how not every kind of IT 
phenomenon produces direct effects over our legal order. The 
whole Italian legal system has the correct legal instruments to 
manage every ICT innovation and the constantly necessity of 
definition of every new contracts that seem to born, represent 
nothing over than the inactivity of the jurist in front of the new 
IT challenges. Even in this millennium the role of lawyers, 
law professor and judges, is day by day more important 
because all these subjects have to adapt the already existing 
and provided legal instrument to, in this case, the new cloud 
computing contracts. 
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Abstract— A cloud has both finite bandwidth resources
and service capability. Specifically speaking, one mega data
center belonging to a cloud is only able to provide services
for a certain number of connections that do not exceed
a performance threshold. When saturated by bandwidth-
consuming connections from a huge number of users, the
cloud could not sustain such load, resulting in a low level of
service quality, such as high latency and limited bandwidth.
In order to solve this problem, we present a new cloud
computing architecture named Multi-Tiered Cloud (MTC)
architecture. MTC has high scalability and customizability.
It supports hybrid pull-push model especially focusing on
pushing multimedia resources with high concurrency. We
abstract a concept, User Groups capable of Autonomous
Programming (UGoAP), to help explain how our architec-
ture is both inward and outward customizable. A case study
is also shown to better illustrate the architecture.

Keywords: Cloud computing, Multi-tiered architecture, Inward

and outward customizability

1. Introduction
Cloud computing is a specialized distributed computing

paradigm where computing power and resources are pro-

vided as service to be accessed remotely via the Internet

[7]. It has successfully enhanced the efficiency of resource

management, supporting pay-as-you-go fashion, and lowers

the up-front investment and operating cost of enterprises.

Companies and developers no longer need to throw large

capital outlays in hardware to deploy new services, thus

also save vast expenses related to maintaining hardware [1].

By purchasing the services with elasticity, startups can even

handle huge transient data flow. It seems like that cloud

computing provides the tenants with an illusion of infinite

computing resources available on demand [6].

However, in most cases cloud providers adopt a cen-

tralized architecture that has inherent problems such as

unreliable latency and bandwidth bottleneck [8]. There are

four categories of typical scenarios in cloud computing: 1)

big data processing. (e.g., with MapReduce or Spark model)

2) video streaming. 3) cloud storage. 4) interactive services.

(e.g., video chat, cloud gaming). In big data processing

scenarios, a centralized architecture is appropriate, benefiting

*Corresponding author

from discount over standard power rates [4]. However, in

video streaming scenarios, which are bandwidth-consuming,

a centralized architecture will cause the mega data center to

be under a heavy bandwidth load. In cloud storage scenarios,

the interplay between the server side and user side is usually

pull-based (i.e., end users are always the initiator of a con-

nection). Since end users lack the global view of the whole

system, it is difficult to achieve the overall optimization.

In interactive services scenarios, latency is the essential part

that influences the user experiences. Unfortunately, to pursue

lower energy and construction costs, cloud service providers

prefer to locate mega data centers in a desolate area far away

from end users, leading to a higher latency [2].
In general, the current centralized cloud computing archi-

tecture is not efficient and scalable in bandwidth consump-

tion and could not meet the stringent latency requirements

of evolving applications. Moreover, as applications become

more data-intensive and the need for interactiveness continue

to grow [6][11], new cloud computing architectures are

necessary to bring both bandwidth, storage and computing

power closer to the users.
We are motivated by the fact that though content delivery

network (CDN) has been the most widely used solution in

the industry, it only provides the data and content delivery.

CDN does not provide computing service delivery. There-

fore, we are inspired to design an architecture that transforms

the delivery model from simple ’delivery of data’ to ’delivery

of services’. Besides, we leverage the feature of locality of

CDN to achieve high bandwidth utilization, high end-to-end

throughput and low service delay.
In this article, we present a multi-tiered cloud (MTC)

architecture. A novel feature of MTC is to decouple the

cloud into control plane, data plane, and service plane. Based

on such decoupling, the bottom tier of our architecture can

be built not only by cloud providers, but also a group of users

working in the same company, living in the same residential

area, or learning in the same campus. The goals of this

architecture are highlighted as follows:

• High scalability: It is convenient to add new nodes to

an existed MTC architecture.

• High bandwidth efficiency: MTC has an obviously bet-

ter bandwidth utilization than a centralized architecture.

• High customizability and encouraging innovations:

MTC is both inward and outward customizable and

exposes open interface for various content providers
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(CPs) or ISPs to deploy their services.

• Hybrid Pull-Push Model: MTC provides an efficient

mechanism and interfaces to support both pull and push

services.

• Co-operative construct: Cloud providers and users can

construct MTC in co-operative efforts. Users can build

their own local cloud subordinated to the MTC model

and interfaces. Then the local cloud can access into

MTC core framework.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. We

first present the multi-tiered cloud architecture. Then we

make a comparison between MTC and traditional solutions

such as CDN, hybrid cloud. After that, we provide a case

study of MTC followed by conclusion.

2. Related Work
There are several works in the literature that address the

bottleneck of the current cloud models. For example, CDN

focuses on the network and content placement optimization

problems for deliverying data contents based on locality

and caching techniques. Hybrid cloud and cloud federation,

which are created by interconnecting multiple independent

clouds either among public clouds and private clouds, or

among public clouds built by different vendors [9][12], also

try to solve scalability and security issues of a centralized

cloud.

2.1 Solutions based on locality
CDN is a distributed system that provides fast web content

and streaming media delivery based on the geographic

closeness to the users. As a distributed approach lacks a

global view of the whole system, some research introduced

a central control plane designed around centralized optimiza-

tion to provide great benefit [10]. However, CDN cannot be

customized by end users.

2.2 Hybrid cloud
A Hybrid cloud is a cloud composed of two or more

cloud types, such as private cloud and public cloud. It hosts

resources with a shared resource pool for all the members in

the cloud and a private resource pool solely for the private

members in the cloud [14]. Fog computing was proposed

to address latency problem by providing elastic resources

and services to end users at the edge of the network [13].

However, it is expensive to build many micro data centers

at the edge or use high-end devices such as IOx [5].

2.3 Cloud federation
In this research track, there are many researches on

Intercloud. The concept ’Intercloud’ was proposed to support

scaling of application across multiple vendor clouds [3].

If a cloud cannot meet the demand of users, other clouds

can serve them immediately. Intercloud requires different

vendors obeying to a common standard and protocol, and

Fig. 1: Multi-tiered cloud architecture.

most importantly sometimes vendors do not provide the

same cloud service functionality. Such fact causes a big

obstacle if Intercloud will apply in the real IT industry.

3. Multi-tiered Cloud Computing Archi-
tecture

The MTC architecture consists three tiers as depicted in

Figure 1. We refer to the top tier as the Top Cloud, the

second layer as the Trunk Cloud, the bottom layer as the

Service Cloud. This architecture has one Top Cloud, several

Trunk Clouds and many Service Clouds, each belonging to

its corresponding Trunk Cloud. Service Clouds are located in

end users vicinity, ensuring QoS to end users. A Trunk Cloud

can be designed as a distributed data center, which provides

basic cloud services like storage capacity and computation

capacity. Different Trunk Clouds connect to each other over

Internet. Data can be transferred from a Trunk Cloud to

another. The Top Cloud serves as a control center which

owns a global view of the whole architecture.

3.1 Decouple the control, data and service
plane

In MTC architecture, we decouple the control plane, data

plane and service plane as depicted in Figure 2. According

to the geographical distance to end users and the difference

of storage capacity, we divide the data plane into three tiers.

According to the range of known information, we divide the

control plane into three tiers to establish a top-down control

model. By defining interfaces between each tier and each

plane, we hide the implementation detail of them and expose
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Fig. 2: Decouple the control, data and service plane.

the abstraction of their functionality, making this architecture

more agile and scalable.

The control plane is responsible for supervising and

directing the whole system. In this top-down control setting,

the Service Cloud responsible for managing end users (e.g.,

user access management) and Trunk Clouds are responsible

for managing Service Clouds belonging to it. The Trunk

Cloud hands over the control information (e.g., link state,

bandwidth load) to the Top Cloud for a global view and

optimization (e.g., centralized optimization and load balanc-

ing).

The data plane is mainly constituted by Trunk Clouds.

A Trunk Cloud can be implemented by a distributed data

center, which can provide storage and computation capacity.

The Service Cloud has the mechanism to buffer data that is

frequently being used by end users, relieving the bandwidth

load between the Trunk Cloud and the Service Cloud. Data

can be transferred between Trunk Clouds. The Top Cloud

stores the data index to identify which Trunk Cloud contains

the users’ desired data and controls the data transfer from a

Trunk Cloud to another.

The service plane eventually provides services to end

users. It takes advantage of the geographic closeness to end

users, ensuring a good QoS to them. The Service Cloud can

run various applications in separated application containers,

thus supporting multi-tenants and enabling a PaaS service

with very low latency. Compared with the Trunk Cloud, the

Service Cloud has a limited storage capacity and compu-

tation capacity. So encountering a heavy data or a heavy

computation tasks, the Service Cloud delivers these tasks

and data to the Trunk Cloud. The Service Cloud continually

synchronizes user data with the Trunk Cloud periodically

and just maintain the frequently used data for users.

3.2 Design of MTC architecture
The design of MTC architecture is depicted as Figure 3.

The Top Cloud consists several servers located in different

areas, responsible for controlling the whole system. As the

Top Cloud server and the Trunk Cloud are scalable, this

architecture supports convenient appending of new server

Fig. 3: Design of MTC architecture.

and new Trunk Cloud, which is controlled by the authen-

tication module. The Top Cloud, Trunk Cloud and Service

Clouds have the information module, and the information,

containing performance states like storage load and available

bandwidth, is shared between adjacent clouds. The Top

Cloud leverage the control module to process data and task

flows. The cloud service module is used to provide storage

and computation services while the transfer module is used

to transfer data from a Trunk Cloud to a Service Cloud or

between Trunk Clouds. The container management module

manages the application containers to run applications and

provide PaaS services. User tasks are scheduled by the task

management module.

The Top Cloud interact with the Trunk Cloud though

the north API. The Top Cloud can direct the transfer of

data between Trunk Clouds. For example, when data is

stored in unbalance between Trunk Clouds, the Top Cloud

can recognize this unbalance by checking its information

module. To adjust this unbalance, the Top Cloud can give

a command to transfer data from a high-load Trunk Cloud

to a lower one when idle bandwidth is sufficient. In some

cases, when a Trunk Cloud needs some data located in other

Trunk Cloud, such data transfer will also happen. Once this

transfer occurs, a Trunk Cloud transfers its data to another

through the horizon API. The north API also support the

Top Cloud in pushing data to end users directly.

The horizon API is the interface between different Trunk

Clouds. Each Trunk Cloud has several storage nodes. A file

with considerable size will split into a series of slices. These

slices and their duplicated slices are arranged to be stored on

different nodes. When receiving the command from the Top

Cloud to transfer files from a Trunk Cloud to another, the

transferring initiator invokes the horizon API to manipulate

the nodes to transmit data to nodes of other Trunk Cloud.

Such multi-nodes to multi-nodes data transfer can reach high

throughput as depicted in Figure 4.

Service Clouds can provide an environment for applica-

tions to run in the application containers. Applications in

these containers can use storage and computation capacity
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Fig. 4: Horizon API for data transfer.

provided by the Trunk Cloud. Service Clouds invoke the

south API to leverage these cloud services. Service Clouds

intrinsically provide services to end users. Service Clouds

have a standard interface for new services to be deployed,

so that Trunk Clouds can deploy new services on Service

Clouds easily and a group of people can construct or

customize their own Service Cloud conveniently.

3.3 UGoAP based customization and hybrid
pull-push model

We abstract a concept, user groups capable of autonomous

programming (UGoAP), to help in explaining the customiza-

tion feature of MTC architecture. UGoAP refers to a group

of users that have the ability to program based on a standard

API. For example:

• A user group in a campus which consists of students

and professors.

• A user group in a company with IT department.

• A user group in a government organization which has

outsourced their IT function.

• A user group in an intelligent residential area of which

the property management company is capable of pro-

gramming.

These groups have the ability to achieve the fine gran-

ularity customization. Once one architecture provides the

standard API (e.g., REST or HTTP API), they can deploy all

kinds of services for their specific demands, thus bringing

the service clouds high customizability.

The Service Cloud provides both inward and outward

customizability compared with a traditional CDN solution or

a hybrid cloud. Regarding CDN, CDN is usually deployed

by cloud providers or a third-party CDN company. So the

end users do not have the privilege to operate the detail of

the CDN server. As for hybrid cloud, Companies usually

put their sensitive and private data in a private cloud and

put their large size files and computing data on a public

cloud. The private cloud can connect to the public cloud,

but it does not expose API to outside. The outside usually

do not know the presence of the private cloud of a company.

The content providers have little chance of distributing their

data and application on the private cloud. The Service Cloud

can provide inward customizability. The services cloud can

provide IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS to the inner users. Users can

deploy their application on services cloud, which we referred

as inward customizability. Moreover, the Service Cloud also

exposes open API to outside, which supports different ISPs

to deploy their services and different content providers to

deliver their data.
In a pull-based model, the users usually serve as the initia-

tor. Different initiator does not know the state, information

of connection and status of links. In our architecture, the

Top Cloud has the global view of the whole system, which

can:

• For the large-scale foreseeable video streaming distri-

bution (e.g., The World Cup), it can provide predistri-

bution when bandwidth is idle.

• Achieve better load balancing based on the transferring

content, status of link and the idle states of Service

Clouds.

• Support more business form (e.g., auto upgrade of

applications and information notification)

By introducing the hybrid pull-push model, our architec-

ture can support the variety of demands of application and

increase the bandwidth utilization.

3.4 Comparison with existing architecture and
model

As shown in Table 1, under these four typical scenarios,

we contrast three traditional approaches to our architec-

ture. In the big data processing scenario, mega data center

which adopts centralized power supply and cooling is fit,

beneficial from discount over standard power rates. So it

is cost-efficient, while other approaches do not have such

advantages. In the video streaming scenario, a centralized

architecture has low bandwidth utilization. The mega data

center needs to establish different connections to different

users. Many approaches use the locality designs to provide

fast content distribution. The locality designs can be im-

plemented by CDN and hybrid cloud. In the cloud storage

scenario, traditional architectures and models are usually

pull based and are activated by end users. Our architecture

supports hybrid pull-push based model. In the interactive

scenario, our architecture provides both inward and outward

customizability. Content providers can deploy their data,

information and even application on the services cloud which

is close to the end users. That can help to achieve a low-

latency QoS.
MTC can be beneficial to all the roles related to cloud

computing, such as end users, content providers, cloud

providers and ISPs. From the perspective of end users,

they can experience a higher QoS (e.g., more fluently

video streaming and lower latency). From the perspective of

content providers, they can reduce some cost of building the

CDN infrastructure. From the perspective of cloud providers,

the expense also can be cut since MTC can be constructed
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Table 1: Comparison with existing architecture and model.

Big Data
Processing Video Streaming Cloud Storage Interactive services

Sample applications or
models

MapReduce and

Spark model
YouTube; Twitch Dropbox; OneDrive

Cloud gaming;

Video chat

Challenges The scale of

computing cluster
High bandwidth

ensurance

Content security and

privacy ensurance

Latency and

response time

Features

Mega DC

Cost efficient.

Beneficial from

discount over

standard power rates

Bandwidth-

consuming

applications cause

bottleneck

Pull based
Relatively high

latency

CDN None

Use locality to

provide fast

streaming delivery
Pull based

Do not support

customization from

users

Hybrid

Cloud

Depend on public

cloud

Use locality to

provide fast

streaming delivery
Pull based

Do not support

customization from

ISP and content

provider

MTC
Depend on the

Trunk Cloud

Use locality to

provide fast

streaming delivery;

Centralized

optimization

Hybrid pull push

based

Support high

customization

in co-operative efforts. From the perspective of ISPs, the

bandwidth efficiency of MTC can release the congestion on

the core network.

4. Case Study
In this section, we elaborate an example case in a video

surveillance system. The case is that the government is

constructing a video surveillance system as shown in Figure

5. The government instructs a hypermarket to connect into

the system. During the process, technical operations are

outsourced to a video processing company. We show how

MTC is superior in this case. The reality requirements are:

1) the hypermarket does not allow all videos to be uploaded,

since machine rooms and storage rooms involve privacy or

confidentiality. Therefore, the hypermarket requires configur-

ing their privacy policies as a filter. 2) The government only

requires a subset of the videos. For example, the government

just wants videos from 6:00 AM to 11:00 PM (i.e., duration

policies as a filter). 3) The video processing company

may want to pre-process (such as video compression and

video content indexing) videos in the hypermarket locally

before uploading, to reduce the bandwidth consuming. In

MTC, the Service Cloud provides policy customization

and the environment for applications running. For inward

customizability, the hypermarket as the end user can provide

privacy polices as a filter. For outward customizability, the

government can define other filters and the company can

deploy their proprietary applications. After passing through

these filters and applications, the videos become smaller in

size and volume.

In the above paragraph, we observe the case from the

perspective of the Service Cloud. Now we observe it from

the perspective of a global view as shown in Figure 6.

The company have deployed a Deployment Management

System (DMS) in the Trunk Cloud to achieve the automatic

deployment from the Trunk Cloud to the Service Cloud. The

DMS makes the deployment convenient from a Trunk Cloud

to multiple Service Clouds by a top-down control, a key

feature of MTC. When videos transfer back to the Trunk

Cloud after filtering and processing, the company transfers

videos to the government’s storage system in other Trunk

Cloud by the horizon API. The government uses their storage
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Fig. 5: Video surveillance system in the Service Cloud. The

input is 20-TB surveillance videos. After the process of

the Service Cloud, the output is reduced to 1-TB videos

that need to be transfered. We have saved the broadband

resources.

Fig. 6: Video surveillance system overview in MTC. Every

Service Cloud can set their own filters and these filters can

be auto deployed by a management system running on the

Trunk Cloud. All the video data can flow across Trunk

Clouds.

system to back up these videos, which can be retrieved for

taking evidence. After all above procedure, the government

gathers the statistical information and indexes and transfer

them to the Top Cloud for universal control and scheduling.

Traditional CDN solutions and hybrid cloud cannot

achieve this since the case requires the local components

to have both inward and outward customizability. First, the

case requires videos to be processed close to end users (i.e.,

the locality feature). CDN can support the feature but it is

transparent to the users. The users cannot customize CDN

(CDN has no inward customizability). Second, hybrid cloud

is not suitable since the case requires the policy configuration

from the government and the application deployment from

the company (hybrid cloud has no outward customizability).

MTC shows three superiorities in this case that makes

it outperform CDN solutions and hybrid cloud. 1) From

the perspective of resource utilization, MTC makes a trade-

off between the computation capacity and the bandwidth

consuming. Since the videos pass through the filter and

the pre-processing, we leverage the computation capacity

of the Service Cloud to reduce the bandwidth consuming

between the Service Cloud and the Trunk Cloud. 2) From

the perspective of service demand, MTC can flexibly fulfill

various requirements such as privacy requirements and du-

ration requirements. 3) From the perspective of the whole

architecture, the Top Cloud has a global view and it has a

high control over the whole system. When the number of

the Service Clouds increases or massive data flows occur,

the Top Cloud can achieve some centralized optimizations

such as link optimization and load balancing in MTC.

5. Conclusions
In this article, we have proposed a novel cloud computing

architecture. The key part of this architecture to decouple

the control plane, data plane and service plane. In addi-

tion, MTC architecture supports hybrid pull-push services

and focusing on pushing multimedia resources with high

concurrency. It is a high scalable architecture and it is easy

to be customized by users. MTC supports both inward and

outward customizability. We believe a highly customizable

multi-tiered architecture will be prevalent in the near future

as applications continue to become more data-intensive and

require more stringent latency.
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Abstract -  With cloud computing being around for 
many years and most organizations wondering if they 
are ready to adopt this concept, a proper decision 
model that is used to help them make the right decision 
and its proper use in business environment becomes 
inevitably necessary. In this study, we analyze different 
business scenarios that warrant different solutions by 
using the decision models developed using some well-
established decision theories.  
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computing 

1 Introduction 
 Cloud computing has been present for only about 
a decade in our current society; however, the concept 
of cloud computing along with its technologies and 
applications have been steadily gaining ground in 
today’s business use of computers. In order to 
understand the history of cloud computing and the 
background of this study, let us take a look at the 
November 28, 2012 edition of the Information Week 
that presented an article by Charles Babcock (Babcock, 
2012) that introduced 10 cloud computing pioneers (of 
which we only choose seven of to present here). 
Babcock claims in his article that his list is neither 
exhaustive nor all-inclusive. And, undoubtedly, there 
will be other lists, highlighting other quiet innovators 
whose names we’re just beginning to hear, and whose 
accomplishments will be no doubt well-known in the 
coming years. 

 Werner Vogels, CTO and VP of Amazon Web 
Services, joined Amazon in 2004 as the director of 
systems research, coming from a computer science 

research post at Cornell University. He’s had a vision 
of a new type of a distributed system, one that relied 
on inexpensive parts but could scale out infinitely, 
making the Amazon Compute Cloud elastic and not 
come to a halt if a piece of hardware failed underneath 
it. He was an advocate of Amazon getting into the 
business of distributing virtual server computing 
cycles over the Internet and charging on a basis of 
time. Before Werner Vogels got a cloud infrastructure 
to evangelize at Amazon, there was Chris Pinkham, 
designer of Amazon Enterprise Compute Cloud (EC2). 
Pinkham was the project’s managing director while 
Amazon software architect Christopher Brown was 
lead developer. Together, Pinkham and Brown 
produced Amazon’s first public cloud infrastructure. 
Pinkham had the knowledge of how things needed to 
scale in a Web service environment. Soon, both he and 
Brown then set about exploiting the possibilities of a 
fully virtualized data center to allow for virtual server 
launch, load balancing, storage activation and adding 
services such as database.  

 In the early days of cloud computing, NASA 
CTO Chris Kemp took several leading concepts of 
how to assemble a low cost, horizontally scalable data 
center and put them to work at the NASA Ames 
Research Center in Mountain View, Calif. One 
concept was placing banks of standard x86 server 
racks in a shipping container with a single power 
supply and network hookup. Kemp initially created the 
Nebula cloud project to collect big data from NASA 
research projects, such as the Mars mapping project. 
But Kemp also conceived of a mobile cloud data 
center that could be transported to different locations 
to provide onsite compute power. In addition, he 
initiated the OpenStack open source code project when 
NASA sought to team up with Rackspace to combine 
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cloud computing software assets. In March 2011, 
Chris Kemp resigned his post with NASA, an agency 
with which he had dreamed of working since he was a 
child, to become founder and CEO of Nebula. 

 Randy Bias, cofounder and CTO of CloudScaling, 
has been a specialist in IT infrastructure since 1990. 
He was a pioneer implementer of infrastructure-as-a-
service as VP of technology strategy at GoGrid, a 
division of hosting provider ServePath. GoGrid 
launched a public beta of its Grid infrastructure in 
March 2008. He pioneered one of the first multi-
platform, multi-cloud management systems at 
CloudScale Networks and went on to found 
CloudScaling, where he was a successful implementer 
of large-scale clouds based on a young and unproven 
open source code software stack, OpenStack.  

 Jonathan Bryce partnered with website designer 
and friend Todd Morey to host sites on their own 
rented servers in Rackspace. They left Rackspace in 
2005 to branch out into their own website building and 
hosting business, Mosso Cloud. But Mosso still ran on 
servers in the Rackspace data center. Rackspace 
executives saw the relationship between its hosting-
services business and emerging uses of cloud 
computing, so they asked Bryce to keep building out 
the Mosso Cloud. Bryce later rejoined the company as 
the head of Rackspace Cloud. 

 Marc Benioff, CEO of Salesforce.com, stands out 
as the pioneer and guerrilla marketer of software-as-a-
service. He drew much attention to the concept at a 
time, when it was widely disregarded as an aberration 
of limited use, by brazenly advancing the concept of 
cloud services as the “death of software,” in which he 
meant that on-premises software, the systems that have 
been keeping enterprise data centers running since 
1964, were starting to go away, replaced, instead, by 
software running in a remote data center accessible 
over the Internet. 

 As the senior VP for technical infrastructure at 
Google, Urs Holzle led the design and build-out of the 
search engine’s supporting infrastructure and ended up 
supplying a pattern for Amazon, Microsoft, GoGrid 
and others to follow. A Google data center is designed 
to use about half the power of a conventional 
enterprise data center. 

 Frank Frankovsky worked as Dell’s director of 
Data Center Solutions during the crucial period of 

2006-2009, building up the hardware maker’s ability 
to sell rack-mount servers to search engine and Web 
service companies seeking to build new, more efficient 
data centers. In October 2009, Frankovsky became the 
director of hardware design and supply chain at 
Facebook during a crucial period in its expansion. In 
April 2011, Mark Zuckerberg and other Facebook 
officials announced the launch of the Open Compute 
project to set standards for efficient cloud servers. 

 

2 Different business scenarios 
 We may classify the different business scenarios 
by using a variety of methods. One such method is to 
recognize the size of the business organizations. The 
rationale behind this method is that the size of 
organizations is closely related to the complexity of 
decision making processes (see Simon, 1991, Wang, 
2004, Wang and Chu, 2004), i.e., as the size of 
organizations increases, the complexity of decision 
processes increases as well. When we study the 
business scenarios in which we make decisions, we 
have to consider some of the most influential factors, 
where size is one of them. Another way to classify 
business scenarios is to recognize the type of 
organizations, for example, businesses vs. nonprofit 
organizations.  

2.1 Small and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs) 

 While different countries have their own 
standards of classifying the SMEs, European Union is 
one of the first that defines SMEs (European Union, 
2003). Here, we only focus on the number of 
employees in SMEs, not the “Turnover” or the 
“Balance Sheet Total”, because they are less relevant 
to our problem. The number of employees in small-
sized enterprises is less than 50 while in medium-sized 
enterprises is less than 250. With such a small number 
of employees, and the fact they are normally privately 
owned, SMEs have become the “Innovation Center” of 
any industry in the business world. In addition, SMEs 
outnumber large organizations and hire many more 
people. These characteristics of SMEs determine their 
decision making process will be unique. Table 1 
provides the decision process characteristics for small 
and medium-sized enterprises. 
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Table 1. The characteristics of decision making 
process for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2 Large enterprises  

 Large enterprises in turn will have almost all the 
characteristics opposite to the ones for SMEs; 
therefore, their decision making process must be 
different from the one used in SMEs. In addition to 
simply the huge difference in sizes of the two types of 
enterprises, many of those large enterprises are owned 
publicly, meaning there are many “owners” of the 
organizations. The fact that owners are usually not 
managers or decision makers will separate the personal 
interests and the business interests and lead the 
decisions to be more “rational.” Table 2 demonstrates 
the characteristics of decision making process for large 
enterprises. 

Table 2. The characteristics of decision making 
process 

for 
large 

enterpri
ses 

 

 

 

 
 
 
3 Decision models 
 The decision making process is actually a 
problem solving process. First, we need to understand 
the problem to be solved, then develop a solution or 
find as many alternative solutions as possible before 
we choose the “right” one using predefined criteria. 

We discuss three different decision models in this 
section. 

 

3.1 A general decision model (Herbert 
Simon’s three-step model, Simon, 
1960). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Herbert Simon model of decision making 

 Herbert Simon’s three-step decision making 
model is widely adopted in solving general decision 
problems (see Figure 1). “Intelligence” includes data 
collection, problem identification, problem 
classification and problem statement; “Design” 
includes setting criteria for the choice, searching for 
alternatives and predicting for outcomes; while 
“Choice” includes sensitivity analysis, selection of the 
best/good alternative, plan for implementation/action 
and design for a control system. After a choice is made, 
if it is decided to be unsatisfactory, we may return to 
“Design” stage to explore other options, or even return 
to “Intelligence” stage to verify the problem. Simon 
pointed out that the outcome of the “Choice” stage 
may be satisfactory for small problems and “satisficing” 
for large problems. It complies with his “Bounded 
Rationality” theory (Simon, 1991). 

3.2 For small-to-medium sized enterprises, 
an Intuition Model is developed. 

 Since decision problems for SMEs are small in 
accordance to the size of the enterprise, it is easy to 
observe the requirements, the available options of 
cloud computing services, and therefore the managers 
or the owners of the enterprises will initiate the 
decision process and make the decision with input 
from internal and external sources. Figure 2 depicts the 
decision model used by SMEs. 

Decision Aspects Requirements 
Decision process Simple 
Decision time Short 
Decision accuracy Not important 
Decision constraints Limited 
Project/budget size Small 
Project period Short 

Decision Aspects Requirements 
Decision process Complex   
Decision time Long   
Decision accuracy Important 
Decision constraints Many  
Project/budget size Large   
Project period Long   
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Figure 2. The Intuition Model for small and medium-
sized enterprises (SMEs) 

 Once again, when the choice implemented is not 
satisfactory, the feedback goes to the manager/owner 
to further explore different options. After this takes 
place, an adjustment will be made accordingly. 

 

3.3 For large organizations, a Scientific 
Model is developed (using Herbert 
Simon’s Bounded Rationality theory, 
Simon, 1991) 

 Decision problems for large organizations are 
usually large and extremely time consuming. When 
decisions are to be made, there are many factors to be 
considered, including the impacts of the decisions, 
which are normally very significant. Since cloud 
computing will affect the IT infrastructure of an 
organization, its business processes and even its 
business models may be changed solely because of the 
adoption of cloud computing.  A Scientific Model is 
developed for this decision making process. In this 
model we use the System Development Life Cycle 
(SDLC) technique, the Group Decision Support 
System (GDSS), and a variety of business analyses 
such as Cost/Benefit analysis, Sensitivity analysis, 
User Satisfaction analysis, Service Level Agreement 
(SLA), Security, Big Data and Internet of Things (IoT). 
A Pilot program is needed for testing and analyzing. 
After that, once again, the feedbacks from different 
stages will be returned to the previous level for 
adjustment if needed. Figure 3 shows the components 
of this model. 

 

Figure 3. A Scientific Model for large enterprise 
decision making 

4 Conclusions 
 We have developed two decision models in this 
study that are to be used for different types of 
enterprises or businesses, mostly based on the size of 
the enterprise or business in question. These models 
are developed using “Bounded Rationality,” a well-
known decision theory by Herbert Simon (Simon, 
1991). We first classify the types of enterprises by 
using the European Union standard (European Union, 
2003) and then analyze the characteristics of decision 
processes for them. We conclude that the models for 
decision making used by different types of enterprises 
should be different from those of the other types of 
enterprises. We believe the models developed in this 
study will help both small and large enterprises make a 
good decision for their cloud computing needs. These 
decision models may also be applied for the sub-
problems of cloud computing such as adoption of 
infrastructure as a service (IAAS), platform as a 
service (PAAS) and software as a service (SAAS). 

 A further study in modeling may include decision 
models for special types of organizations such as 
government agencies and nonprofit organizations 
(NPOs). Nonprofit organizations are also called non-
business organizations. The key difference between 
businesses and nonprofit organizations is the 
regulation requirements and the stakeholders. While 
many nonprofit organizations are not government 
agencies, their goal is also to provide public services 
or values to a specific group of people, but to not gain 
profit at the same time. And the stakeholders of 
nonprofit organizations are similar to those of 
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government agencies. The impact of their decisions 
and the decision models to be used for both nonprofit 
organizations and government agencies will therefore 
no doubt be drastically different from the ones used by 
business enterprises, large or small/medium. 
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Abstract— In this paper we explore distributed collabora-
tive caching. Caching in distributive networks can improve
data access performance and reduce dense communication
between the client and the server. Collaborative caching can
improve caching by allowing clients to share and organize
(coordinate) their cached data. This paper will describe our
profile algorithm and its implementation and algorithms that
presently exist in the literature and their implementation.
The object is to establish a baseline of current research
existing at the present time to allow for implementation of
our proposed algorithm. We will evaluate the algorithms for
efficiency, accuracy, disk or server access, hit and miss rates
etc. Our presentation of our algorithm of profiling client
cache data will consist of constructing a real time profile
of cache data to predict a likely client(s) match for data
requests. Simulation and graphing analysis will show the
effectiveness of our scheme.

Keywords: Profile, Distributed, Collaborative, Adaptive, Cache,

Score

1. Introduction
In various networks, file sharing and data sharing are

widely used. One such technique to improve the perfor-

mance of wired, wireless or distributed network sharing is

caching. The aim of this type of caching is to reduce traffic,

congestion, data accessibility, and bandwidth management

of resources, such as battery power [5]. Caching schemes

typically do not facilitate data access based on knowledge

of distributed data schemes [5]. Our work attempts to bridge

this gap between data access and knowledge of distributed

data. In simple caching, it is the requesting node that

performs the caching. This cached copy is then utilized by

the node to service subsequent requests, as they are needed.

In most cases, the requester must retrieve data from the

data center or in our case, the "Server/Disk" when missed

cache requests occur. The caching of frequently requested

data in distributed environments can potentially improve

data access, performance and availability. Cooperative or

Collaborative caching in distributed networks allows for the

sharing and organization of cached data between and/or

among various clients or devices and groups[2]. Things

such as mobility and resource limitations, as well as limited

device battery power, make some collaborative caching man-

agement schemes more and more attractive [2]. The ultimate

goal is limited server and/or disk access.

In this paper, we propose a distributed collaborative

caching scheme based on previous algorithm work, simu-

lation and evaluation. We further suggest our own "Cache

Profile" scheme which builds off and utilizes previous ideas

and incorporates them into our framework and simulation.

Within this paper, we describe the design of our basic

framework or simulation architecture and its clients, Content

Manager, thread communication layer, logger, various scripts

and server. We will describe the basic idea of our cache

profile mechanism and what constitutes a "good" profile

among client caches. We will describe how each client will

use a similar mechanism to the "Summary Cache" [3] to

update the Content Manager with its profile at various times

or percentages of cache data. We will also describe how

the Content Manager will act as a pseudo intelligent proxy,

much like how the "Adaptive Cache" [2] mechanisms work

in our earlier researched algorithms that evaluate each clients

broadcast profile and group/cluster like profiles. It is based

upon various criteria or threshold and will mark each related

client in the cluster from a strongest to weakest match. This

clustering idea was based on previous work found in adaptive

collaborative cache mechanisms [2]. We will also describe

the mechanism by which the client will retrieve its matching

cluster information. It will make a direct request on a fellow

node or client for fast retrieval to make use of limited

resources and battery power in real world applications.

We will also show, through graphical analysis from

simulation studies, predicated actual results of our work.

Our contribution will be a unique way of viewing profile

data from client caches, making a semi-intelligent Content

Manager while cutting down on the number of hops to clients

and server requests. The data retrieval among clients will

form a collaboration of their data which will be beneficial

for limited resources in distributed networks and further the
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progress for distributed collaborative caching.

2. Related Work
There has been a vast quantity of work performed in

the area of collaborative cache and distributed collaborative

cache to improve performance, such as "Summary Cache"

[3] and Adaptive Caching algorithms [2]. Most of the

adaptive work has been carried out on MANETS and mobile

networks. We have applied that work to our static distributed

simulation work. In the "Summary Cache" [3] algorithm,

different proxies (every other) store a summary of client’s

cached data in something called a directory of data. The

local proxy shall be required to check the stored summaries

to determine if the requested document might be present in

other proxies. If the document is not found, the request is

then forwarded on to the web server [3]. The summaries

are not required to be up-to-date or accurate. The updates

may occur at regular specified intervals or at the time a

certain percentage of the cached documents are not reflected

in the summary (unchanged data) [3]. Our representation of

this summary proxy is reflected in the content manager that

performs the same work.

Other related work is known as "Adaptive Caching with

Heterogeneous Devices" [2]. This work was performed in a

mobile peer-to-peer network. Our work is a static distributed

network, but we have adapted it to basic ideas from this

paper. Many applications today, such as file sharing or

multimedia streaming such as Netflix [6], are widely used in

wireless networks. Different users may carry heterogeneous

mobile devices with different transmission ranges, latency,

and cache sizes[2]. Service is usually provided by Mobile

Support Stations [2], much like the proxy mentioned previ-

ously or similar to our Content Manager. Mobile peer-to-peer

(P2) networks can also provide services to each other. This

P2P would require a cache mechanism that could handle

heterogeneous devices and sharing among themselves [2].

This paper[2] proposes a cache scheme that is adaptive to

the actual device condition and its neighbors (clients). In

this scheme, a distinction is made between what they call

"Strong" peers that retain popular data to do self service

work. This protects what they refer to as "Weak" peers with

their limited cache space. We have adapted their work to fit

our simulator, using what we call "Client-to-Client" services.

The "Adaptive Caching with Heterogeneous Devices"[2]

paper also builds from another called "A caching and

Streaming Framework for Multimedia"[4]. It investigates

the middle ground on caching and streaming technologies

for multimedia[4]. The algorithm described in this paper

is meant for broadband architectures. The foundation of

that work is based on the internet standard "Real Time

Streaming Protocol" or RTSP [7]. They also use a proxy

manager or what they call an "Intelligent Agent" or "Broker",

much like our Content Manger that has some "intelligence".

Their scheme is much like an enhanced RTSP that maintains

state information, similar to the "Summary Cache" [3]. The

broker contains their cache algorithm’s and runs them, our

algorithms are run in the individual clients cache and/or the

"Content Manager". The main goal of their work attempts

to create the right model for RTSP to perform broker-based

streaming/cache architecture.

Our work for "Distributed Collaborative Cache" builds

upon the previous work mentioned by simulating the algo-

rithms, environment and incorporating it into our "Cache

Profile System". It utilizes the proxy/summary basic idea

and intelligent idea while applying them into our individual

clients and Content Manager.

3. Algorithm
The algorithm is our "Profile Algorithm". It is often called

"SPro" for lack of a better term. This algorithm was built

using some of the ideas from the Summary algorithm [3]

mentioned above. The basic idea was derived from reading

countless collaborative cache and adaptive cache papers. No

one paper is responsible for the general idea, except for

ideas from the Summary algorithm. Part of the idea was

born from implementing and running cache algorithms while

observing and studying their results. Also, it was helpful to

study and analyze actual trace data while observing how the

method runs and the results. The last contribution that led to

the idea came about from studying the various replacement

policies and then implementing some on a small scale. We

found LRU was the most interesting to begin our algorithms

investigation. We discovered how one could "stack" the trace

data to eliminate the need to access disk or content manager

request or trip. We found this useful in our understanding and

design of our algorithm. From watching the updates to the

summary algorithm (since we implemented this algorithm in

our simulator and others to evaluate) and while reading trace

data, there always seemed, on average, a certain "pattern" to

the cache and its current trace data. This led to the idea

that each client must have some type of data "signature"

to its cache at any given time and over time. We started

to investigate this idea, as well as reading mathematical

publications [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] to determine how

to profile or recognize similar groups of numbers.

From there, we began with the idea that we could build

on the summary algorithms timer update method to update

information back to the content manager to perform a type

of mathematical calculation. This would allow the client to

build an up-to-date profile of its cache data at that given

time. We also developed a scheme to build the profile as

quickly as the data streams into the cache. We sought to

build off the idea that we could use an idea similar to a

heap to calculate the score in real time using the efficiency

of a heap, comparable to a "score heap" (our term for it).

This idea was gleaned from [29] and from papers such

as the FSR [2]. We noticed most distributed cache or

networking systems deal with power, bandwidth, frequency
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and hop issues. These examples tend to lead to distributed

systems not hopping or going to each client in the network

for data or trace requests. We built off this idea, as it was

our desire to limit the number of hops and bandwidth while

utilizing the profile algorithm in order to group or segment

similar client cache profiles within an adjustable tolerance

or threshold.

Also, borrowing from the summary algorithm idea of

compact summaries idea or proxies [3], we used this to

create a small compact table that uses a group id and uses

the client id. Both are integers. In future work, it could be

possible to make this more compact or even smaller using

some sort of binary number or other ways. We left this

design very flexible for that reason. We made it simple to

enable us to prove our algorithms theory first.

We also expanded on the idea that over time, the data or

traces seem to repeat. The intervals seem to go in cycles

based on a cache life cycle. Using this data, we discovered

the "accumulator" parameter which allows clients to belong

to many groups or to limit the clients group membership.

The theory being that if the clients were in a group at

one time, the cycle will repeat for that group and become

a match again, increasing the hit ratio or probability. The

draw back to this idea, theoretically, in the worst case

scenario, all accumulate in the same group, defeating the

hop and bandwidth and power limitations. By using the

"accumulator" limiter, we can force group re-evaluation and

limit group membership to pairs or a small number. If the

client is in a group, it forces a re-evaluation and asks, "does

this client still belong in this group" and removes it if it does

not meet the criteria.

Finally, for the general description of the profiler algo-

rithm, we use all the mathematical calculations to arrive at a

final score. We devised the simplest way to combine all the

data in such a way to utilize it all in the final evaluation, but

quickly. The score is merely a combination of all data; we

basically add the total and use the absolute value. Based on

the score, we compare clients against each others’ score and

use the threshold or tolerance to determine ultimate group

membership.

Each client stores its own group data, but the content

manager does all of the work by calculations and redirection

based on which client is in the group. The request is made

and then returns it to the requesting clients.

To build a profile, it is calculated by using six different

measurements. These measurements can be improved. We

used these as a starting point to prove our theory and study

its results. The calculations are Euclidean distance raw and

normalized. The obvious mean, median and mode. Finally,

the standard deviation figure.

The Euclidean distance is used on the cache trace data

within the same cache per client. We do toss out the "extra"

data piece if the snap shot of the cache is odd, going on

the assumption one piece will not give us inaccurate results.

This warrants further study in the future. We also considered

calculating the distance between two or more clients caches

but felt this may overwhelm the system. It can be explored in

the future. What would constitute a good sample to perform

this cross distance, if not all? We treat every trace data as

a point on an imaginary line to calculate our measurements.

We use the same concept on the trace data for a normalized

Euclidean distance. This idea emerged from [21] reading and

studying this paper. We believed we could could achieve a

type of second opinion on the result by using this idea.

Finally, in our profile calculations, we use the standard

deviation across the cache trace numbers. We desired to

use this measurement to produce an overall measure of the

degree of desperation of a probability distribution. We com-

pared how far the data or trace points are from the average

of the cache traces. This calculation, we believed, was the

winner or top contender that gave us an accurate profile

of the data [28]. This idea, as well, could be performed

across the different client’s cashes. For the same reasons

stated above, we did not explore this at this time.

Once the content manager calculates all of the above

measurements, it then calculates the score for the clients’

cache snap shot.

The content manager will then set or pass this score back

to the client requiring the update. At this point, our algorithm

will assign the group or groups from within the content

manager. It will perform this across all clients. All of the

clients are retained in a table with their respective scores

that is updated as the profile is built. This data may be kept

in any kind of allocated memory within the content manager,

for our needs it is a passed in a thread table to the content

manager. The score of the requesting client is qualified by

using the threshold from the user and plus/minus as a test

to determine if the score is within the range of the client

at that point in the table. The content manager will also

issue the next group number in increasing order. If there is

a match, both clients are assigned to the same group; if not,

the group number issued is removed or put back and saved

for the next client request. If the accumulation is set, there

is no re-evaluation if this client or clients already exist in

a group assignment. If it is not set, and if the client has a

group membership, it will get re-evaluated for that group

and expelled if it is no loner eligible to be a member. This

all occurs at the point the update timer fires per the timer

setting.

Once the groups are set or the clients are clustered

(grouped), the cache is able to make a request for data. It

is able to do this without group membership, as there is a

default. There is no penalty other than a wasted request, as

there will be no match and the content manager will pass

operations off to the server.

If there are legitimate group assignments, the content

manager will sort through the table and find the matching

client in the requesting clients’ group and immediately stop.
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Fig. 1: Our basic CCDistSimm architecture.

It will then move to the client who possessed the match and

request the data. If the data is not found, is it passed on to

the server.

4. Implementation
Our implementation of our algorithm was built using java.

The architecture was developed using Java SE-1.7, some on

Windows 7 and other parts on Mac OS X Yosemite version

10.10.5.

The basic architecture in figure 1 called "CCDistSIMM"

or Collaborative Cache Distribution System, consists of five

parts, a client object; a communication layer (java threads)

which is the client object; logger/tracer; content manager

(brains) and disk/data server. Each client (thread) owns

its own cache object. The logger/tracer content manager

and disk/data server are singleton pattern objects. The log-

ger/tracer is a singleton (built from using the java.util.logging

[11]) to allow us to trace all data through one file while also

doing statistical analysis on one file for convenience.

The basic architecture was set to accommodate using a

shell script to run the simulator overnight without supervi-

sion to gather data. Once data or log files were collected,

we used secondary scripts to parse the data. We used tools

such as, grep [8] to collect statistics and run calculations to

feed into another file to graph. We studied the results using

Excel [9] and other programs, such as OpenOffice [10].

The overall run architecture derives from the SimmDriver

object which contains the main entry point. When the main

entry point commences, an array list is used to collect the

command line arguments to send to our SimmIniReader

object. This is responsible for handling and distributing

the input parameters. Once all of the input or command

line parameters are collected, the drive sets up the content

manger. It is required for the clients once they start to

instantiate. After the content manager is up, the server object

is instantiated and its memory size is set. Its memory is filled

from a pre-made file. This pre-made file may be any size.

At times, this disk memory file took some time or what we

call "warm-up" up time, as we had up to one million trace

data, in some cases.

Once the server was set up, all clients would be instan-

tiated (but not started, as this is important). This operation

was performed using an array of clients and a basic for loop.

The reason for utilizing an array was that some operations in

the algorithm required knowledge or data from other clients

in real time. The best way to relay all client data over to the

Content Manager or "brains" of the operation was to collect

all client references in an array which was then passed on

to the Content Manager. We refer to this as the client table.

This array was then passed or sent to our previously set-up

Content Manager in a LUT or Look Up Table method. Once

all the various parts necessary for run time operations were

set up, all clients were then started. This order is very crucial

to prevent the clients from performing operations until all

data and necessary basic architecture objects are in place.

The initial trace data was found in this area [12] [13] [14]

[15] [16]. Some, if not all, was used. In some cases, this data

was combined to diversify the data.

Our algorithm used the general synchronized java key-

word to synchronize the thread operations. Great care was

used to avoid dead lock.

The "tick" count shown in figure 2 mechanism is our way

of tracing service area and a high level way of monitoring

the performance of our algorithm and its implementation.

This eliminates the need to have the evaluation tied to any

processor speed, making future reads of our paper applicable

to any processor. Tick counts are tracked in two ways in

our CCDistSimm system. The first way utilizes a simple

print string in the log called "TICK". This method can be

problematic in that it slows down the run process/simulation

as it prints the string to log file every tick. The other method

utilized was an actual counter in the SimmTickCounts ob-

ject. This count is incremented every tick count instead of

printing a string to the log. Each client object owns its own

SimmTickCounts object and presents its final result once the

LRU execution is completed. This count is processed by a

script to give final tick count numbers. For our convenience,

there are times where we use a combination of both methods.

Our algorithm implementation or cache Profile algorithm

was set up and executed within our simulator along with

the Summary algorithm [3] and FSR [2]. We use an LRU,

Least Recently Used replacement policy out of convenience

and familiarity with the mechanism and its impressiveness.

We found this mechanism able to feed itself with internal

hits after the cache size (determined by user) gets larger and

proportional to the size of what the data feed (from file)

traces in the clients are filled or fed with. As an example,

if the file feeding the client has 1000 traces, this number is

usually 500 for cache size.

This algorithms main objects are SimmProfileEngine,

SimmProfileGroupInfo. The different portions of code are

executed based on SimmAlgorithm settings. The first one

being SimmProfileEngine which contains the engine behind

all the math utilized to build the calculations for the profile

generation score. We set this up as a separate object for

future modification, as we were ultimately unsure which

mathematical operations would best build up our profile. In

this way, we add or subtract methods for calculations.
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Fig. 2: The basic Tick counter method[2]

The methods in this object were determined by some

research and some obvious measurements using this small

sample of site [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23]. The methods

used are rawEuclidean(), normailizedEuclidean(), cacheAv-

erage(), findDeviation(), calculateMedian() and calculate-

Mode(). The three main methods of significance being

rawEuclidean(), normailizedEuclidean() and findDeviation().

We believe the remainder are obvious to the reader why they

were picked, but we will briefly touch on it in subsequent

sections.

These calculations were chosen as a starting point and

can be improved. We drew upon our research and previous

algorithm knowledge for distance between numbers.

The first was Euclidean distance [24] shown. We calculate

this to be over every two points in our cache, the local cache.

We attempted to calculate this over one or more caches

between clients, but ran out of time. For odd numbered cache

trace data, we discard the non-matched trace. We desired to

baseline, therefore, we did not worry about the accuracy hit

we would take by discarding one.

Next, we attempted to calculate the normalized Euclidean

distance. Some of our references above mentioned the way

it can be more accurate than the raw Euclidean distance.

It helps scale the variance and quantifies the distance. The

raw measure has no bound value for maximum distance.

Raw works best under relative ordering for a fixed set of

attributes. This also discards an odd valued cache. The same

reasoning applies as before. We merely desired to bench

mark and prove our theory before we were more precise

with our handling of even and odd data.

The third calculation worth mentioning was to discover

the deviation. This was used to measure the spread across the

cache "snap shot" that was given to the content manger by

the timer object. We think of it as taking it across the cache

trace population to attempt to summarize the continuous

cache data. We were not sure how this would react with

skewed data or a number of outliers in the cache. Some

preliminary data analysis showed this not to be the case, on

average.

The SimmProfile object contains the results of the Simm-

ProfileEngine() calculations. It also holds the groupId. Every

Client object has a profile object for use by the Content

Manager. The total calculations in this object are raw Eu-

clidean,normalized Euclidean, average, deviation, median,

myScore, mode and groupID. This object has defaults set for

beginning threads which proceed first (setters and getters).

It serves as a type of a holding place to hand off to other

methods that require the numbers for calculation in the

content manager, as well as for final group matching and

group data look up.

The majority of the work is completed in the content man-

ager; again, what we named the "brains" of this operation

or simulator. The trigger point is the timer, where, as we

mentioned before, used the SimmSummaryUpdateTimer()

object. It runs the buildProfile() method in the Content

Manager when the timer goes off, taking a "snap shot" of

the cache, that point, it calculates all profile fields while also

calculating the score and group matching. There also exists a

parameter we call accumulation that allows clients to belong

to one or more groups. If this is false, the group membership

is evaluated each time the group membership is calculated.

The timer can be unpredictable, as it is a thread. It

runs when there is neither enough clients nor any data

traces in the client’s cache. We therefore have built in some

mechanisms to reject the profile build request by the timer

object to "tell" it to comeback when the cache reaches a

minimum size. This size is usually two. Not enough clients

being up is not as important as the buffer size, as we find

this in what we refer to as "warm up" in the data analysis.

The client object instantiates the buildProfile() object and

the SimmProfileEngine() object every entry.Once all the cal-

culations are made, the score is tabulated by simply adding

the total, score = getRawEuclidean() + getNormailizedEu-

clidean() + getAverage() + getDeviation() + getMedian() +

getMode(). We left this number in its raw double form.

The next method to execute was the assignGroup(), which

keeps track of all the groups at the place it left off and

removes it if re-evaluated, based on the accumulation param-

eter. The tolerances are checked at this point to determine

group matching on the scores. The range is based upon the

user tolerance input, and it is a plus/minus range. Attention

must be directed to the raw initialized score (then move

on) assigning it its own id when determining the group

membership. If both match, a group id is not required. The

next group id in line is assigned if one is needed. If one

is assigned to a group, the other is added to its group. The

group number is rescinded when there is no match, as it gets
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Fig. 3: The basic Multiple Group Accumulation Assignment

table (virtual) [24]

pre-incremented. If no match is found and this client is in a

group, it will be reevaluated if there is no accumulation (set

to false).

It should be noted, whenever any client requires a request

from the content manager and it has to sweep the allclients[]

array, it must always exclude itself to avoid mis-reading.

Once the cache is full in the client object, we simulate

a request and in the profile algorithm the getDataFrom-

ClientsInMyGroup() method is called from the content man-

ager. It confirms the requesting client is assigned to a group,

and if so, looks to find a match among the clients. It also

confirms the group does not include itself and is not the

default group. It will proceed through all groups or the other

clients in the group depending on settings and search for the

requested data and return it, if found. Otherwise, it proceeds

to the server for a memory search or disk.

The group assignment table is shown in figure 3 below

with exaggerated id. In reality, they are integers, for space

reasons. The table is virtual, in other words, it does not

truly exist as a table in the code. It is merely a concept to

illustrate the way the group to client relationship architecture

is constructed. Within the code design, the table is just a for

loop that performs group id comparisons to find matches.

The single group assignment table figure 4 is shown

below, again the id, is an exaggeration.

The overall group algorithm request is shown in the figure

5 below.

The last section of our implementation is the server or

Fig. 4: The basic Single No Accumulation Group Assign-

ment table (virtual) [24]

Fig. 5: The basic Group Request (virtual) [24]
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SimmServer object. This is a singleton that simulates a real

world server. Its file assignment is kept in the SimmCon-

stants object. When the simulator starts up, its file is loaded

into its memory store using its fillMemm() method called in

the constructor. This has two searchMemm() methods; one

is over loaded to handle a client object parameter in order

to run the second tick count method. It searches its memory

for a memory hit, or else merely logs a disk hit.

5. Performance/Results
Our approach to the performance and evaluation of our

Profile algorithm developed in our distributed collaborative

cache simulation was to predict the results that were pre-

determined during our research phase. It is summed up by

using predetermined expected graphs.

Predictions were based upon our initial research of what

we would expect to find under the conditions graphed.

We researched approximately 20 papers in the literature

on caching, adaptive caching and distributed collaborative

caching to arrive at our predictions. The predictions were

not necessarily correct, merely what we would expect to

find in our distributed system.

To start, we gathered data with small hand-made data

sets. Our reasoning was to obtain a "feel" or to discover

any patterns on a smaller level, rather than large. We were

able to run any number of clients within system resource

confinements. We also used small hand made files to verify

our theory for group assignments and group profiles. We

used files with all the same traces (integers). We did every

other trace as the same, or completely different, to ensure

we would obtain the results we expected. If the results were

something other than what we expected, would would then

have to explain it. This enabled us to establish a baseline to

determine if the larger data should run.

We also tested different range traces within the same

session, as an example, 12345 and 1234567. As you will

note, the range of these numbers is large. This large range

made a difference when it came to the profile data. It would

skew the group scores and at times, if the data skew was

extreme, it did not find any matches. This caused the toler-

ance or threshold to be adjusted, accordingly. It also verified

that caching works best when all devices are processing

something similar, such as different devices viewing the

same movie.

We also studied the results of utilizing homogeneous trace

data verses data that was the same or similar.

The graph shown in figure 7, was one of our first eval-

uations involving the affect of the accumulation parameter

on the algorithms performance. With the accumulation pa-

rameter turned off (disabled), group membership reevaluates

each profile execution. As can be observed in the graph in

figure 6 the line is "jagged" and increasing. The increase,

which is the increase in hits, is caused as the number of

clients is increased, as are the number of hits. This behavior

Fig. 6: Profiler algorithm Hit comparisons, increasing Clients

with no accumulation

Fig. 7: Profiler algorithm Tick comparisons, increasing

Clients Cache with accumulation. 1k Client count

is expected. Also, around 20 clients the affect of "warm

up" can be observed with the sharp "dip" in the line. The

"jagged" observation is a result of the group reevaluation.

This "jagged" look is expected, but we must admit, we

were a bit surprised until we examined the data in order

to discover the reason for this behavior. The reason the

"jaggedness" occurs is because as group membership comes

and goes, so does its hit ratio. In other words, as the client

enters a group, it has a certain hit count. As it is expelled

and/or joins another group (in and out of groups), its hit

ratio changes again, as seen in the jagged line. This "jagged"

phenomena can be observed in other evaluations, as well,

whenever the accumulation parameter is turned off.

The graph shown in figure 7 displays the tick counts

for the Profiler algorithm. The settings for this run are 1k

clients in the system, 1k trace data per client, with group

accumulation enabled. The results of the graph show, as

the cache size increases, the tick count decreases. Note,

that since the group accumulation is enabled, there is no

"jaggedness" to the graph trace. This result is as expected.

The graph in figure 8, evidences the miss rate for the

profile algorithm. The settings for this run are group ac-

cumulation enabled, 1k clients in the system and 1k trace

data. This run had a high threshold, as well. This high

threshold would allow "easy" or a wide range for group
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Fig. 8: Profiler algorithm Miss comparisons, Mid Sized

Cache with accumulation and high threshold. 1k Client count

membership. The results in this graph show, as the cache

size increases, there was one miss! We attribute this one

miss to the "warm up". This was not expected behavior.

We were quite surprised that the Profiler algorithm worked

so well. We were concerned that this may have hit the

worst case scenario where every client is a member of the

same group, nullifying the efficiency of hop count, battery

power etc. We surmise this not to be the case, as the testing

finished in under 15 minutes. If every client was in the same

group it would have taken hours to complete from previous

observations. Without further study, we cannot say this is

a fact. Note the small "dip" in the graph, it looks to be a

negative number, but it is not. This is the same phenomena

observed with excel as before [9].

The graph shown in figure 8 shows the percentage of hits

for the Profile algorithm with increasing cache size. The

run settings are accumulation disabled, 1k clients in the

system and a wide threshold as above. This graph shows

the "jagged" phenomena. This occurs due to the clients

entering and leaving groups, changing the hit ratio as the

group membership changes. This behavior is as expected.

The graphs shown in figures 10 and 11 show the Profiler

algorithm with accumulation disabled, 200 clients in the

system and increasing cache size for miss and hit rates. Both

graphs show as cache size increases the miss and hit rate

decrease. This behavior is as expected due to self service

from the increased cache size. In graph 10 the "jaggedness"

can be slightly observed. This run only had 200 clients. As

can be observed, it is less accurate than the run with 1k

clients. This is a result of possessing less clients with which

to collaborate.

The next two graphs shown in figures 12 and 13, show

the Profile algorithm for Hit and Miss rates. The run settings

are 1k clients in the system, group accumulation enabled,

average threshold and increasing cache size. Observe that the

graph in figure 12, has two misses! This was not expected.

The performance of the Profiler algorithm exceeded our

Fig. 9: Profiler algorithm %hits comparisons, increasing

Clients Cache with no accumulation and wide threshold. 1k

Client count

Fig. 10: Profiler algorithm Miss comparisons, increasing

Clients Cache with no accumulation and ave threshold. 200

Client count

Fig. 11: Profiler algorithm Hits comparisons, increasing

Clients Cache with no accumulation and ave threshold. 1k

Client count
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Fig. 12: Profiler algorithm Miss comparisons, increasing

Clients Cache with accumulation and ave threshold. 1k

Client count

Fig. 13: Profiler algorithm Hits comparisons, increasing

Clients Cache with accumulation and ave threshold. 1k

Client count

expectations. Note that the performance improves greatly

with 1k clients, as compared to 200 or smaller.

The graph in figure 12 is shown for Miss rates with

increasing clients. This graph illustrates the "jaggedness"

phenomena that is very exaggerated. This behavior is as

expected.

It should be noted that once our performance study for

the Profile algorithm reached the point of 1k clients, its

performance was so outstanding that we could not accurately

display the percentage numbers. We observed miss rates

of just one with group accumulation and without group

accumulation. We saw numbers for misses fall from 249

to 28 to 11 to 1 ultimately to 0 within the same run. This

data was also averaged over a handful of runs (20). This

justifies further study and could be possible publication in

the future.

Figure 15 shows the tick counts for the Profile algorithm

with accumulation disabled. It can be observed that as the

cache size increases the tick count decreases. Once the cache

is large enough, it can service itself. This behavior is as

expected.

Fig. 14: Profiler algorithm %Miss comparisons, increasing

Clients with no accumulation and ave threshold. 1k Client

count

Fig. 15: Profiler algorithm Tick comparisons, increasing

Cache with no accumulation and ave threshold. 1k Client

count

6. CONCLUSIONS
Our conclusions are based upon our graph and observation

data. We have proposed our Profile algorithm. The results

of our CCDistSimm, while it needs some improvements, has

been quite productive. With our profiler algorithm, the more

groups that exist, the more accurate the system is on hit.

There is also less server access.

The memory layout as set forth by a file determines disk

access. If we randomly sample client cache files to create

memory, we obtain real world results. We found we can skew

it, or make it so that we never get any memory hits, just disk.

We did observe there is a science to the data that should be

placed in server memory, as opposed to what is retained on

disk. This is something that is worth future research.

With our profile algorithm, we discovered theories that

some optimization could be performed by not using a timer

but by calculating how many fetches are made. In other

words, there could be a "fetch" profile created to determine

the update of the cache profile. This could be utilized in

conjunction with a timer, and/or our idea mentioned in

previous sections of a "score" heap.

In future work, the number of groups should be studied. To

observe that if by having the accumulation feature on, would

the worst case scenario ever happen where every client
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belongs in each others group. We could research to find a

better mathematical way to build the profile (if needed).

The LRU or Least Recently Used replacement policy was

observed to possess a threshold for cache size and internal

hits that is proportional to the size of the incoming data. One

average was around 1/2 the data file size. We do understand

that in reality, this incoming data is not a file and is to be

considered infinite. We feel this observation is worth noting.

Our Profile algorithm shows a lot of promise. The results

far exceeded our expectations for speed and accuracy. One

such expectation was that of minimizing the cost to server

memory and disk hits. Our Profile algorithms main ideas

should be studied and improved in future work. These results

show the Profile algorithm warrants a test bed and/or real

world scenario testing and analysis.
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Abstract—This paper presents configuring and 
administering a Cray CS 400 heterogeneous cluster using 
Bright Cluster Management software. It details the 
architecture of the computational environment and the steps 
taken from initial assembly of the hardware to the installation 
of the various software layers that comprise the OS and 
system management tools. The Bright Cluster Manager is an 
enterprise level software suite that provides bare metal to fully 
functioning system management of High Performance 
Computing clusters and Big Data systems.

1    INTRODUCTION 

    As our body of knowledge has increased so has our 
realization that there are ever more discoveries to be made. 
The digital tools used to make these discoveries and expand 
our understanding have evolved from analog to digital and are 
becoming increasingly complex.   The growing demands on 
these computational systems are driving the traditional CPU to 
its physical limits.  To address this problem, which is the 
interconnected relationship between the need for more 
powerful hardware and the software with the ability to exploit 
it to handle the growing complexity and vast amounts of data 
in modern applications and computational models, High 
Performance Computing (HPC) has emerged. HPC is the 
aggregation of computational elements in parallel to 
implement large-scale mathematically intensive applications 
in the areas of engineering, science, mathematics and business 
It is geared toward modeling complex physical phenomena 
such as climate change models, the 3-D mapping of proteins, 
military applications, and academic research. 

    The industry has turned to the use of accelerators or 
coprocessing units to increase the power and efficiency of 
standalone traditional CPUs.  Intel developed a coprocessor 
capable of executing highly parallel numerically intensive 
applications quickly and efficiently; the massively parallel 
Xeon Phi Many Integrated Core (MIC), based on the x86 Intel 
P5 processors.  The Xeon Phi environment utilizes all standard 
programing platforms and paradigms such as OpenMP, 
POSIX threads and MPI as well as high level languages like 
C++ and Fortran [1]. This allows the developer to work with 

familiar tools sets and languages and does not require massive 
rewrites of exiting code. That is not to say that achieving the 
desired speed up of application execution does not require 
effort and specialized knowledge.  The developer must 
understand the underlying architecture of the Xeon Phi 
coprocessor to exploit its strengths and to determine if the 
platform is the correct one to port their code onto.

2    Environment

The system used in this research is a Cray CS 400 
comprised of a single head node and six compute nodes.  This 
section gives a description of the hardware specifications of 
the two types of nodes and the cluster’s network topology. 

2.1  The Head Node

The head node has an Intel Xeon E5-2650 v3 CPU, a 
Connect-IB (InfiniBand) Single Port QSFP, Fourteen Data 
Rate (FDR) adapter card and a ConnectX-3 EN10GbE Dual-
Port SFP+ PCIe3.0 x8 8GT/s Network Interface Card.  It also 
has an Intel RS2BL08D 8-port SAS RAID controller.

2.2  The Compute Nodes

Each compute node, named node001 – node006, has the 
Intel Xeon E5-2698 2.3GHz and dual Intel Xeon Phi 7120 
passively cooled 1.25 GHz coprocessors. The Xeon Phi 7120 
has 61 in-order 64-bit cores able to execute two instructions 
per cycle with 16GB of GDDR memory. The cores are fully 
functional computational units which allow the coprocessor to 
run its own Linux based operating system called uOS.

Each core has a 32KB L1 instruction cache, a 32KB L1 
data cache, a 512KB L2 cache and a vector processing unit
(VPU) that contains 32 512-bit registers capable of processing 
16 single-precision or 8 double-precision floating-point 
arithmetic operations or 32-bit integers in parallel [2]. Each 
core is capable of multithreading and contains four hardware 
threads. Thus each of our compute nodes is capable of running 
488 threads. The cores communicate with each other and 
maintain L2 cache coherency through the ring interconnect 
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with distributed tag directories.  The bi-directional ring 
interconnect also allows the cores to access data and 
instructions from main memory via the memory controller [3].
Figure 1 illustrates the main components of the Xeon Phi’s 
architecture. 

Figure 1: Xeon Phi Architecture [2].

    The Xeon Phi communicates with its host processor via a 
Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) bus.  
Because the card does not have any input and output options, 
all data travels through the PCIe interface and thus the PCIe 
bus is a source of data transfer overhead. Also, the Xeon Phi 
coprocessors run at approximately one third the rate of the 
Xeon host processors. 

These factors: the large VPUs, the bi-directional ring 
interconnect, the PCIe bus and the 512-bit SIMD capability 
make it necessary to determine when and how to utilize the 
Xeon Phi MIC architecture. 

2.3  Network Topology

    The Jackson State University (JSU) cluster is connected via 
a10Gb Ethernet network and FDR InfinBand as shown in 
Figure 2.

The InfiniBand core fabric connects the compute nodes and 
enables high-speed data transfer between them. While the 
10Gb and 1 Gb switches facilitate network management and 
are outward facing to the data centers switches and enable 
SSH communication remotely.

3 Software Installation

    HPHC clusters require management software.  Our software 
of choice is Bright Cluster Manager from Bright Computing. 
The recommended method of installing Bright Cluster 
Manager is on a bare metal system.  A bare metal system is 

less prone to installation errors because it has no previous 
configuration and the OS is loaded on the machine during this 
process [4].  The Bright Computing management software is a
robust and powerful set of tools that can seem to have a 
formidable learning curve for the complete novice to cluster 
computing and managing cluster environments in general and 
Bright Management software specifically. Once a new user 
familiarizes themselves with the various manuals and 
performs hands-on work with the software its power and ease 
of use becomes evident.

    

Figure 2: JSU CS 400 Cray HPHC Cluster.

We followed the add-on installation method because after 
receipt of our system we installed the OS in order to configure 
it for integration into the university’s network. We installed 
Redhat Enterprise Linux Server version 6.5 (Santiago) kernel
2.6.32-431.el6.x86_64.   

    The add-on process initially lead to several mistakes and 
was a definite learning by trial and error experience. It 
required the removal of an improper install of Bright 
Management and starting over completely.  This paper will 
not go into the many wrong paths we took but will emphasize 
the most valuable lessons learned in proceeding in an incorrect 
manner and will illustrate the final successful installation of 
Bright Cluster Manager.  The most important lessons gleaned 
from the frustrating initial incorrect install is that Bright 
Cluster Manager must be installed via a package installer 
when the add-on method is chosen and that Bright Cluster 
Manager must be allowed to override any conflict with 
anything that is currently running on the system [4].
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    When installing Bright Cluster Manager, the system must 
have repository access to the distribution of the OS.  In our 
case this required registering with Redhat Network (RHN) and 
obtaining a subscription to Redhat Subscription Manager.  
From the command line we entered:

# rhn_register                             
                 

    This command initiates the registration process and requires 
an account sign-in to the RHN portal after which the hardware 
and necessary package profiles are registered and transferred 
to RHN.  Our system required the additional configuration of 
the rhel-x86_64-server-6 and the rhel-x86_64-server-optional-
6 RHN channels.  

    After the registration is reviewed and accepted, the system 
requires a reboot and the Redhat daemon rhnsd starts.  This 
allows the system to synchronize with Redhat and enables the 
yum-rhn-plugin which in turn makes it possible to use yum for 
repository access for updates and package installations. 
    To ensure registration completely successfully and that the 
system has full access to the repositories, we ran the 
command:

# yum repolist

    This command generates a response that confirms the 
system’s registration to Redhat Subscription Manager and that 
it has access to the base repositories needed to package 
downloads and updates.  

    Upon completion of registration Bright Cluster Manager,
installation can begin.  The Bright Cluster Manager package 
can be installed directly via DVD or ISO without the package 
installer but this will lead to errors that make the target system 
prone to less than complete or useful functionality. The bright-
installer 7.1 can be pulled from the DVD and then installed 
with rpm as root on the head node with the following 
command:

# rpm –ivh bright-installer-bright-129_cmbright.\

    We were prompted to install several packages, which we 
did with yum and then began the install with:

#install-bright –n

This initiates an install with an internet connection.  The 
installer will then alert to any software conflicts and take 
whatever action the user decides and then requests the user’s 
license key.  After inputting the key, the configuration stage is 
reached.  The installer has default vales which we changed to 
the correct values for our network. After entering the interface 
values and addresses the Bright Cluster Manager packages are 
installed.   After a successful install the user is told that the 
install is complete and they have successfully configured their 
cluster’s head node.

3.1 Compute Node Image Creation

The compute nodes receive a software image from the 
image directory on the head node. Our image was the standard 
default image customized with the particular software 
packages we installed for our requirements. We created our 
custom image with this command:

#cm-create-image

We gave the custom image a relevant name and placed it 
with the default image in the images directory on the head 
node.  Then, we set our new custom image as the default 
image to be provisioned to the compute nodes upon booting.

After powering up, the nodes receive the bootloader from 
the image distributed by the head node which loads the Linux 
kernel and allows the compute nodes to complete the boot 
process. The nodes boot from the network via the 10 GB
Ethernet connection.

3.2    Many Platform Software Stack (MPSS) 

    The MPSS is the software that is required for the Xeon Phi 
to function.  Installation is performed through the Bright 
software manager and was completed using YUM.    The 
entire set of packages for our OS was installed using the 
following command:

#yum install intel-mic-*-rhel6.5 –
installroot=/cm/images/michost-image

This command was based on the version of the cluster’s OS 
and the path and name of the custom compute node image.  
After the system installs MPSS it is then necessary to add the 
MIC environment variables with this command:

#module add intel/mic/runtime

After this executing this command, the MPSS is ready to 
configure the Xeon Phi coprocessors.   This is done by using 
Bright’s MIC configuration tool.  Entering the following 
command invokes the tool: 

#cm-mic-setup

The configuration tool can also be accessed through the Bright 
Create MICs GUI wizard.  The JSU MICs were configured via 
the command line in interactive mode.  During this process, 
the tool requested several pieces of information, including the 
addresses and various settings of the hosts and coprocessors 
that form the cluster. After the nodes are configured and 
integrated into the cluster, provisioning roles were assigned.  
In the case of the JSU cluster the head node kept its default 
role of boot and provisioning node.  The size of the cluster did 
not require multiple boot nodes or nodes that need to handle 
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provisioning and image distribution to ordinary computational
nodes. After the roles were assigned and images are set in the 
correct directories, the cluster was ready to be rebooted and set 
up for its first set of computation tasks. 

3.3    Module Environment

    After logging into the head node via SSH, it is necessary to 
complete several steps to prepare the cluster for program 
execution. Programs are stored centrally on the head node and 
are accessed by using the modules environment software 
package. This third party piece of software was installed with 
the Bright Cluster Manager install and works seamlessly with 
the Bright software.  From the command line the list of 
available programs that can be shared across the nodes is 
accessed via the following command:

# module avail

This command will list the available packages that the user 
can load once logged into a compute node, also accessed via
SSH. To obtain the full set of modules this command is 
executed:

# module load shared

This makes all programs that have been loaded onto the head 
node available. It is possible for the system administrator to 
create persistent profiles for users or to write shell scripts that 
specify modules to be loaded by default when a particular user 
completes a bash login.

3.4     Intel Compiler 

The Intel compilers rely on environment variables to function 
properly. First, we needed to execute the setup script to 
configure the Linux runtime environment.  We used 
compilervars.sh for BASH shell.  We have to source this with 
the following command on the head node:  

#source 
/opt/intel/compilers_and_libraries_2016/linux/bin/compilervar

s.sh intel64 or source opt/intel/bin/compilervars.sh. 

We then checked to make sure that environment is properly 
set up by running:

#icc –V

Which if the compiler environment is active, it returns the 
version and build number.

    Next it was necessary to start the flex license service on the 
head node to enable usage of the Intel compiler.  This was 
accomplished by locating folder which holds the Flexlm 
license file which was: opt/intel/licenses.  In this folder, the 
lmgrd process was started with the following command:

#: /lmgrd – c

   After executing this command, it is now possible to compile 
and execute software on the head node.  However, the head 
node does not have MICs attached to it so our application 
execution was performed on node001. Several additional steps 
were required to allow this.   From the head node’s command 
prompt, we used SSH to login into node001.  

   No additional authentication is necessary once a user with 
sufficient privileges is logged into the system. Next the 
previously described command module load shared was run 
making available the necessary software packages.  After the 
modules were made available, the following command was 
executed:

#module load intel/compiler/64/16.0.1/2016.1.150

This command loads the Intel Complier suite from tiger onto 
the node. The finals steps consisted of copying the Flexlm 
license file, creating both a directory for the Flexlm license 
file and an environment variable that points to the file 
location. The directory that was created matches the Flexlm 
directory on tiger and is also: opt/intel/licenses. A copy of the 
Flexlm license file was transferred to this directory from tiger 
with the secure copy command:

#scp flexlm.lic node001: opt/intel/licenses

After logging back into node001, the environment variable 
was set to point to the location of the Flexlm license with the 
following command:

#export INTEL_LICENSE_FILE=opt/intel/licenses

   Upon completion of the aforementioned steps node001 was 
ready for program compilation and execution.

4    Research

An important step in evaluating new approaches in high 
performance computing hardware is selecting the correct 
testing applications. As it is often difficult to port full-scale 
production quality science and engineering applications to 
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new platforms, benchmarking tools are normally used. The 
benchmark tools (or kernels) are greatly reduced small code 
fragments that only contain the performance intensive 
computations of the full-scale application [5].

The full-scale applications are, of course, the best 
performance indicators, but they are usually too large or 
complex for use in the beginning stages of hardware 
development and may require a well-trained and experienced 
software developer to port them to a new system. For this 
reason, they are usually not implemented until the major 
design decisions are undertaken and the system is nearing 
production levels of maturity. However, this presents a 
problem. Crucial design designs must be made in the 
beginning stages rather than at the end, and computational 
kernels and benchmarking tools are becoming more 
inadequate as accurate measurers of system performance as 
the platforms and the data sets grow more complex. 
Developers have noticed an increasing gap between 
benchmark results and actual application performance on 
production-level HPC platforms [6].

Factors that affect performance should be defined and 
understood as early as possible in the development of new 
hardware systems. The necessity to address the need for 
software between the two poles of inadequate benchmarking 
tools and full-scale applications that will enable developers to 
test their designs and make informed decisions has led to the 
exploration and development of scaled down versions of 
production level applications.  

4.1    The Mantevo Project

These smaller versions contain the performance-intensive 
computational kernels of the full-scale applications, like 
benchmarks, but they also contain the context of the 
computational components of the full application and include 
libraries wrapped in a test driver providing representative 
inputs [4]. These compact self-contained proxies, called mini-
apps (proxy application), were developed under the auspices 
of the Mantevo Project led by Michael Heroux and Richard 
Barrett of Sandia National Laboratories. The Mantevo 
Project has several collaborators. Among them are:  Livermore 
computational physicists David Richards and James Belak, 
various researchers from Los Alamos and Sandia national 
laboratories, NVIDIA Corporation, and three British 
institutions—the University of Bristol, the University of 
Warwick, and the Atomic Weapons Establishment [5].
Mantevo mini-apps are reliable and accurate predictors of 
application and system performance. The mini-apps average 
5,000 lines of code as opposed to many full-scale applications 
which can easily contain over a million lines of source code. 
As such, they are much easier to understand, deploy, change 
or rewrite and are becoming widely used in HPC design 
because their implementation requires a fraction of the time, 
effort and training that porting a full-scale application 
demands.  

4.2    MiniMD

MiniMD is a simplified, miniature version of the popular 
Sandia National Laboratories Large-scale Atomic Molecular 
Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) program.  
MiniMD’s source code is less than 3,000 lines as compared to 
the full-scale size of LAMMPS which is over 130,000 line of 
C++ [4].  Similar to LAMMPS MiniMD uses spatial
decomposition MD.  The user can also specify several 
parameters including problem size, temperature, atom density 
and number, timestep size and number of timestep, potential 
cut-off, skin distance and frequency of Neighbor List rebuilds. 
These parameters are defined in an input file prior to 
compilation [7].

Unlike LAMMPS, MiniMD only supports the Lennard-
Jones (LJ) inter-atomic potential. No other pair interaction 
features such as long-range electrostatics or molecular force 
field calculators are available.  Combining these features 
would have made MiniMD unnecessarily complex and too 
unwieldy for a novice to MD and would have also resulted in 
a program difficult to port to new hardware for testing 
purposes. Despite MiniMD’s reduced size, it performs its role 
as well as, and in many cases better than, much larger and 
more complex programs. 

4.3 Porting MiniMD to the Intel Xeon Phi™

    The primary reason for obtaining the Cray CS 400 cluster 
was to perform research on HPHC by analyzing and 
comparing the performance of the miniMD mini application 
on a conventional multicore Xeon CPU with its execution on 
the Intel Xeon Phi architecture. The objective is to achieve and 
demonstrate a significant increase in speed and efficiency in 
runtime on the MIC hardware over the stand-alone CPU.

The research consisted of executing the algorithm in several 
configurations:  entirely on a conventional multi-core Xeon 
processor; in native mode where computation takes place 
entirely on the Xeon Phi coprocessor; in offload execution or 
heterogeneous programming mode in which the host CPU 
offloads all or part of the data from one or several host threads 
to the Xeon Phi coprocessor.  Computation starts on the host 
and as it moves forward the host can send the data to the Xeon 
Phi coprocessor where the coprocessor and the host can work 
on it in parallel.

5    Conclusion

The scope of this paper is not to discuss the performance of 
the cluster but rather to give an overview of the process and 
software used to configure and manage it. What is relevant to 
the focus of this paper is that Bright Cluster Manager worked 
seamlessly with Intel’s software and drivers.  Future work will 
detail actual cluster performance in addition to improving the 
install and administration process. 
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Abstract – Parallel systems such as supercomputers are 
valuable resources that are each commonly shared among 
users. System administrators are wanted to know their systems 
situations like how many jobs running on system? how many 
resources used to user jobs? Normally batch job schedulers 
(sun grid engine, load leveler, slurm etc.) are used to handle 
user jobs on systems. They also provide GUI tools for analyze
system status. In this paper, we design visualization tools for 
our batch job scheduler (sun grid engine:SGE) to understand 
system status. Some system problems may be caused by user 
jobs of causing heavy IO or abnormal behavior. This tool will 
be helpful to administrator to figure out cause of troubles. It
could be navigated user jobs allocations on each node at 
specific time. 

Keywords: visualization, batch scheduler, supercomputer 

1 Introduction 
 As the only national supercomputing center in Korea, 

we provide HPC systems to the researchers in industries, 
academia, institutes and government organizations [1]. The 
main system named Tachyon2 is composed of over 3,200 
computing nodes and it’s a theoretical peak of 300 teraflops, 
detail system specification are describing Table 1. It also used 
as a scheduler Sun Grid Engine (SGE) to carry out the batch 
job of the cluster [2]. 

             Table 1. Tachyon2 System specification 

Section Specs.  

#Nodes 3,176 Computing 
node 

#Racks 34 Computing 
Racks 

Total Cores 25,408  

Processor Intel Xeon X5570 
2.93GHz(Nehalem)  

Memory DDR3 76.8TB 24GB/node 
OS Linux(Kernel 2.6.18)  

Batch Scheduler SGE 6.2  

Actually, we were planning to develop visualization 
tools for monitoring and analysis system so called vCLAM 
(very large Cluster Log Analysis and Monitoring system). It 

would be collect various system failure logs and user job logs. 
Some system failure has related with user behavior. So we 
were wanted to watch all logs from related with failures. 
Using this tool, we could be understood correlation of system 
failures by visualizing the error logs that occurred at the same 
time. 

 In this paper, we will be focus on visualization of user 
batch jobs. For this work, we were stored SGE logs to Mongo 
DB and were visualized using D3.js and node.js. 

2 Design 
 When we were designing this system, we were 
considering two features: analysis & statistics. For analysis, 
we were mapping user job’s node allocation information on 
the rack layout of our systems. For statistics, we were 
collecting various metrics from the batch job account 
information. 

 Figure 1 shows SGE log data process flows of our 
system. When user job is finished, SGE write job logs to raw 
log file named accounting. We extract account log & node 
allocation information from raw logs every morning by cron. 
Account log has contained the information to make account 
data like consumed cpu time, number of cpus, job submission 
time and etc. Node allocation information contains allocation 
node list per each jobs.  

 
Figure 1 SGE Log data process flow 

 
       Figure 2 shows Mongo DB collection’s example data 
of our proposed system. (1) Sge_raw_log collection has 
contained user job’s information extracting from account 
file of previous steps. It has contained only a part of the 
account information to generating the statistics. (2) Job id 
collection has contained job id list which running at 
specified time. (3) Job node collection has contained 
allocated node lists per each job. 
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Figure 2 Examples of Mongo DB collections 

Using timestamp & allocated node list, we could be 
time-based navigation and could be indicated allocated node 
to the user job on rack layout. This feature would be 
distinguished from other monitoring solutions. 

For drawing rack layout of our system, we were defining 
JSON structure to represent our rack position and structure as 
Figure 3. It contains whole size of layout, position of racks, 
size of rack and rack label. 

 
Figure 3 Layout definition using JSON 

3 Implementation
We were used D3.js JavaScript library for manipulating 

documents based on data and were used node.js for 
developing server-side web applications.  

Figure 4 show node information that was allocated for 
user job at specific time. Allocated nodes per jobs would be 
indicated by small rectangles on above of rack layout images 
by different colors. We could be confirming the information 
of the node used by the user job according to the change of 
time, using the instance play function. 

 

Figure 4 Allocated node information 

    Figure 5 shows occupied node information given time 
intervals. (A) shows a part of short runtime & small resources. 
(B) shows a part of short runtime & many resources. (C) 
shows a part of long runtime & small resources.  

 

 
Figure 5 Node allocations of given time range 

 
    Figure 6 shows statistics of user jobs for a time periods. 
These statistics show various user jobs features and could be 
more helpful to understand of user job’s characteristic to 
administrator. 
 

 
Figure 6 Statistics of user jobs 

 
4 Conclusions 
 In this paper, we describe our batch job analysis tools. 
By using this tool, System administrator could be understood 
user job’s characteristic more easily. He could know node 
allocation information at specific time like system failure 
time and might be find correlation between them. He could 
understood pattern of user job’s of running durations and 
consumed resources. After that he could be modified 
configure of SGE to make more efficiently.  
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Extending the Performance Evaluation Framework for 
Auto-Scaling (PEAS) 

 
Kester Leochico and Eugene John 
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Abstract – The Performance Evaluation framework for Auto-
Scaling (PEAS) is a framework in which cloud auto-scalers 
are analyzed in terms of a chance constrained optimization 
problem that is solved using scenario theory, providing 
probabilistic guarantees on the obtainable performance of a 
given auto-scaling algorithm. This represents a major 
improvement over previous ad-hoc approaches to evaluating 
auto-scalers by providing a uniform set of metrics and 
evaluation protocol. This paper represents a first step towards 
extending the PEAS framework by introducing additional 
performance metrics from the time series forecasting 
community as a proof-of-concept of the flexibility of the 
framework and the reproducibility of the framework’s results. 

Keywords: cloud computing, auto-scaling, scenario theory 

 

1 Introduction 
Cloud computing, a high performance computing 

paradigm in which dynamically scalable and virtualized 
computing resources are provisioned to remote customers 
over the internet as a service on an as-needed basis [5][7][11], 
represents a major shift in the way customers and businesses 
pay for computing resources. By pairing the older software-
as-a-service (SaaS) notion of client-server computing with the 
idea of utility computing (the notion of paying for access to 
computing resources on a pay-as-you-go, as-needed basis), it 
gives customers access to virtually unlimited amounts of 
computing resources without the overhead of running and 
maintaining their own servers, allowing companies to start 
small and scale up readily as their computing requirements 
increase [3]. 

The key property of a cloud computing system that 
enables the utility computing paradigm that is central to cloud 
computing is elasticity. Not to be confused with the notion of 
scalability (which merely deals with the ability of a system to 
scale up to meet large workload requirements, regardless of 
how responsively it does so), elasticity is the property of a 
computing system or application to dynamically and 
automatically allocate computing resources at runtime in a 
timely, responsive manner based on the current resource 
demand [2][5][6][9]. This quality is a large part of what 
enables clouds to provide the economic benefits that they do; 
by scaling quickly, one can respond to changes in the load 
without violating service-level agreements (SLAs), and by 
provisioning only as many resources as the system needs to 

satisfy SLAs, one can reduce the cost (both economic and 
environmental) of acquiring and using computing resources 
[3]. 

Because this is a very difficult task to handle properly 
when done manually, the task of managing elasticity is 
typically assigned to cloud auto-scalers, which are 
subsystems within a cloud that decide how many computing 
resources to provision in response to current/future demand 
[9]. However, the current state of the art with respect to auto-
scaler evaluation is immature. This is due to a number of 
factors: 

• A lack of consistent benchmarking metrics. The issue 
of cloud auto-scaler evaluation is difficult to 
properly resolve due to the large number of different 
aspects to consider (quality of service, cost, etc.), 
and most extant metrics only measure a few aspects 
of the problem at a time [5]. 

• The lack of formal, standard evaluation 
methodologies for auto-scaling algorithms. The lack 
of widely accepted evaluation scenarios or 
standardized scoring metrics makes comparing 
different auto-scalers difficult, if not impossible [5]. 
Different papers in the literature use different 
metrics (such as response time, the auto-scaling 
demand index [ADI] [10], etc.), and different testing 
procedures (simulation vs. production cloud tests) 
for determining what constitutes a good cloud auto-
scaler. What experimentation is carried out is limited 
to a handful of experiments that are difficult to 
generalize for, and are carried out not by comparing 
a given auto-scaler to other auto-scalers, but to pre-
defined response times or static provisioning [1]. 

• The use of only a few short workloads to 
characterize auto-scaler behavior. Due to the lack of 
suitable, publically available cloud workloads, much 
of the auto-scaling literature uses less than three real 
workload traces, often covering only a few seconds, 
minutes, or days. This is problematic, both because 
the workload profile can dramatically affect the 
performance of a cloud auto-scaler and because the 
limited amount of workload traces used makes it 
impossible to draw general conclusions about the 
behavior of the auto-scalers being evaluated [1]. 
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One proposed solution to the issues facing cloud auto-
scaling evaluation is the Performance Evaluation framework 
for Auto-Scaling (PEAS), first proposed in [1], which aims to 
address the aforementioned issues with the current state-of-
the-art in cloud auto-scaler performance evaluation by 
providing a formalized, standardized, and mathematically 
rigorous methodology for providing probabilistic guarantees 
on the goodness of an auto-scaler’s performance based on its 
distance from the ideal capacity outlay. PEAS achieves these 
aims in part by running as many as hundreds of workload 
traces to account for the effects of the workload profile on 
auto-scaler behavior.  

This paper is a first step in extending the the PEAS 
algorithm beyond the scope of the original paper by 
introducing several additional metrics for used with PEAS 
that are pulled from the work of the time series forecasting 
community and inspired by the work in [13] as a proof-of-
concept that the PEAS algorithm can support additional 
distance metrics beyond.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
provides the requisite background information on the PEAS 
algorithm, the underlying queuing models and principles 
behind it, and the auto-scalers and distance metrics used in 
the experiment. Section 3 describes the research methodology 
used for the experiment, including the simulation parameters, 
workloads, and tools involved. Section 4 covers the results as 
well as commentary on them. Section 5 presents the 
conclusions of the study. 

2 Background Information 
2.1 PEAS 

PEAS is a framework for providing probabilistic 
guarantees on auto-scaler performance. It is based on scenario 
theory, a technique for providing approximate solutions to 
chance-constrained optimization problems in which instead of 
solving for an exact solution to a Chance-Constrained 
Optimization Problem (CCP) (which is NP-hard), one can 
solve for the best solution under the constraint that the 
probability that the actual value is less than or equal to that 
solution is greater than or equal to 1− ϵ, where ϵ is the 
probability that the actual distance value will exceed that of 
the calculated solution [1]. 

2.1.1 Underlying Queuing Model 
In order to develop the CCP, [1] models the cloud 

infrastructure as a G/G/N stable queue with a variable number 
of servers N (which represent the number of VMs) operating 
in discrete time � � � as shown in Figure 1. An elasticity 
controller attempts to match the current number of servers 
y(k) such that it satisfies the resource demand brought about 
by the incoming number of requests λ(k), the number of 
queued requests that have yet to be serviced q(k), the average 
service rate per server (in number of requests per time unit) 
rapp, and the required capacity to service long-running 

requests that require more than 1 time unit to complete Clrr. 
The ideal number of servers required to meet all currently 
running requests y°(k) can be modeled by the following 
equation: 

 �� � �
� � �� �

����
� ���� �  (1) 

 

 

Figure 1: PEAS Queuing Model [1] 

2.2 Formulation of the CCP 
[1] formulates the CCP for evaluating the goodness of 

an auto-scaler in PEAS in terms of the following conditions: 

���� � ���
�
���

������	�	
��� �� �� ��� � � � � � ��� (2) 

where ρ is the probabilistic solution to the CCP and 
�� �� ���  is a distance function that represents the 
difference in behavior between the time series representing 
the actual and ideal capacity respectively y and y°. This 
distance function is used as the performance metric to be 
considered by the PEAS algorithm, and any distance function 
that matches takes in those two inputs can be used. 

2.3 Application of Scenario Theory 
2.3.1 Algorithm 
 To solve for the aforementioned CCP, PEAS runs N 
experiments using N different time series, each of which 
represents a different representation of the stochastic input, in 
order to generate the time series traces y(i) and y°(i) for each 
experiment before generating the distance values, filtering out 
the κ largest distance values from the set, and returning the 
largest remaining value in the set. The exact process for doing 
so is as follows [1]: 

1. Get N different time series 
� � � � �� � �� ��� �� � � � �� � �� ��� �� � �� to use 
with the auto-scaling algorithms and let � � ����. 
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2. Run the auto-scaling algorithms against each time 
series to generate ���� and ����� for each time 
series. 

3. Compute the distance values ���� � ����
� � ��� � � 

for each time series � � �� ��� �� � ��. 

4. Determine the indices in the set of all input time 
series ( ��� ���� � ��� � ��� ��� �� � ���) of the � 
largest values of the set of all distance values 
����� �� � �� ��� �� � ��  

5. Return the largest value of � �  from the set of 
indices that are not in the � largest values of the 
distance values set  
( �� � ����� ���������� ���� �������������

���� ) 

The number of experiments N and the number of results 
to disregard κ are in turn affected by the empirical violation 
parameter η and the confidence parameter β. κ is set by the 
following equation [1]: 

 � � ���� (3) 

β, in turn, is used as part of solving the following 
theorem along with η to produce a value for N [1]: 

If N is such that 
��

�

�
�� � � � ��� � � � �

��

��� ��

��
Then the solution to the PEAS algorithm satisfies the 
restriction 
 
� �� �� ��� � �� � � � �� (4) 

 

The following guidelines hold when choosing values of β, η, 
and ϵ [1]: 

• Increased � tends to result in increased N, as N 
scales as �

���
, so the value of � depends on the 

desired value of N. 

• � controls the probability that the size of the 
violation set will be larger than �. Since the value of 
N is logarithmically proportional to �

�
, � can be set as 

low as ����� without a significant increase in N. 

• � has a significant impact on the number of time 
series to run the algorithm with. 

3 Research Methodology 
3.1 Simulation Parameters 

The experiments that are the subject of this paper 
reuse the original parameters from [1] where feasible. In 
particular, the following simulation parameters are used for 
the PEAS algorithm: 

• � � ���� 

• � � ���� 

• � � ����� 

• � � ��� 

• � � �� � � 

The only difference lies in the workload scaling factor 
(which is set to 1 in this set of experiments) and the average 
service rate rapp (which is set to 22 requests/second = 79,200 
requests/hour, in order to reflect the service rate used in [1] 
while accounting for the lack of workload scaling). The 
hourly Wikipedia traces from [1] are used as the source of the 
time series used for each experiment. Finally, a custom 
Python script was used to do the PEAS post-simulation 
analysis algorithm described earlier. 

3.2 Auto-scalers Used 
The experiments described in this paper use the 

following auto-scaler simulation code courtesy of the original 
author of [1]. All auto-scaler algorithms are used with the 
default parameters provided by the simulation code and are 
briefly described as follows: 

• React [4]: React is a simple reactive dynamic scaling 
algorithm that uses threshold-based auto-scaling to 
add/remove VMs. It is one of the simplest scaling 
algorithms used in [1], and also the one that 
generated the best results in that paper. 

• Hist [12]: Hist uses a histogram-based predictive 
technique that uses histograms of historical arrival 
rates to determine the number of resources to 
provision per hour. It also uses reactive provisioning 
to correct for prediction errors. 

• Adapt [2]: Adapt adjusts the number of VMs based 
on both monitored load changes and predicted load 
changes. Predictions are based on the rate of change 
of the workload, and aims to adapt to sudden load 
changes while preventing premature resource 
release. 
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3.3 Distance Formulas Used 
The following distance formulas originally from [1] 

are listed as follows with a brief description. Note that as 
these are all representing the distance between a desired value 
and the actual value, the lower the distance value the better: 

• Normalized Distance: The normalized distance 
penalizes under-provisioning and over-provisioning 
identically. It uses the squared 2-norm of the 
difference vector ||y° - y||2. To account for the 
difference in lengths between each time series, the 
normalization term �

�
 is introduced. It is represented 

by the following equation: 

 ��
���� �� ��� �

�

�
�
���

�� � � � � � (5) 

• Directional Hausdorff Distance: This distance metric 
uses a modified Hausdorff distance that can account 
for the maximum discrepancy between the ideal and 
actual behavior and the probability that y will enter 
some set within the time horizon �. It is represented 
by the following equation: 

 ��
���

�� ��� � ������ ��� � � � � � (6) 

• Over/Under Provisioning: These distance metrics 
account for the degree of over- and under-
provisioning for a given auto-scaler, and are 
represented by the following equations: 

��
���� �� ��� � ������ ������� � � �� � � ���� (7) 

��
����� �� ��� � ������ �������� � � � � � ���� (8) 

• Adapted Auto-Scaling Demand Index (ADI): The 
ADI [10] is a measure representing the degree to 
which the auto-scaler is outside a given bound of 
acceptable utilization levels as represented by the 
parameters L and U, representing the lower and 
upper bound of acceptable utilization levels 
respectively. It is, in effect, a measure of the degree 
of over- and under-utilization. A time-normalized 
version of ADI is used as described in [1] and can be 
represented by the following equations: 

 � � �
� �

�����
 (9) 

 � � �

� � � � ���� � � ��

� � � �

�
���� � � ��

����������

 (10) 

 � � � ����  (11) 

 �� �
�

�
 (12) 

In addition, three extra distance metrics are used based 
on the work of the time series forecasting community as 
described in [8] and [13]. They are briefly described as 
follows: 

• Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): RMSE is a scale-
dependent metric used in time series forecasting 
circles, and the formula in terms of the target 
capacity ����� and the actual capacity ���� is as 
follows: 

 ���� �
�

�
� � � �� �

�

���  (13) 

• Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): RMSE is a scale-
dependent accuracy metric used in time series 
forecasting circles that is considered to be less 
sensitive to outliers than RMSE, and is given by the 
following equation: 

 ��� �
�

�
� � � �� ����  (14) 

• Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE): MAPE is 
a percentage error-based accuracy metric used in 
time series forecasting circles, and is represented by 
the following equation: 

 ���� �
�

�

�� � ��� � �

��������  (15) 

4 Results 
 Figure 2 shows the solutions to the CCP using equation 

(5) for each auto-scaling algorithm considered in this paper. 
As mentioned in [1], the normalized distance provides a good 
idea of the overall performance, but not any indication 
whether or there is any over/under-provisioning. Based on 
these results, React provides the best overall performance, 
especially in light of the relatively bursty behavior observed in 
this experiment due to the lack of workload scaling. 
Curiously, both React and Adapt are tied for best performance 
for the dsup metric in Figure 3, while the other metrics that are 
some measure of the overall error (ADI, RMSE, MAE, 
MAPE) display similar behavior to the dnorm metric. 
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Figure 2: Results of the scenario approach with dnorm 

 
 

 

Figure 3: Results of the scenario approach with dsup 

 

 

Figure 4: Results of the scenario approach with ADI 

 

Figure 5: Results of the scenario approach with RMSE 

 

Figure 6: Results of the scenario approach with MAE 

 

Figure 7: Results of the scenario approach with MAPE 

In keeping with the observations in [1], most of the auto-
scaling algorithms in Figure 8 tend to over-provision more 
than under-prevision with the exception of the Hist algorithm. 
Continuing a trend observed with the previous metrics, the 
React algorithm displays the lowest overall over-provisioning, 
while React and Adapt display identical under-provisioning. 
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Figure 8: Worst-case over-provisioning and under-
provisioning 

Table 1: Summary of the obtained results. The best values are 
highlighted in bold. 

d(y, y) React Hist Adapt 
norm 30.06 184.1 44.57 
sup 22 69 22 
over 27 50 82 
under 22 69 22 
ADI 0.1342 0.4981 0.1997 
rmse 5.482 13.57 6.676 
mae 3.985 9.541 4.504 
mape 8866 29460 12780 
 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 
In keeping with the results of [1], the React algorithm 

performs significantly better than other, newer algorithms in 
just about every metric available in this study, with only the 
Adapt algorithm providing roughly comparable levels of 
performance on the dsup and under-provisioning metrics. In 
addition, the RMSE, MAE, and MAPE metrics fail to provide 
any appreciable difference in the information provided over 
the dnorm metric in this limited study, suggesting that their 
utility as performance metrics might not be appreciably better 
for the purposes of uncovering unique information about 
auto-scaler performance over the existing ones covered by the 
original paper. 

Nonetheless, the fact that additional metrics could be 
added to the PEAS framework with little additional 
reworking demonstrates the flexibility of this approach with 
regards to analyzing auto-scaling policies. One possible 
avenue for future work could be to continue to study finding 
additional metrics from the time series forecasting community 
that could have considerable utility in uncovering additional 
information about auto-scaler performance. Another approach 

could be to extend the work in [13] with regards to analyzing 
time series forecasting models with the PEAS algorithm 
discussed here to provide more rigorous performance metrics 
that are not as dependent on a single workload as in that 
paper. 
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Abstract - Our research envisions a framework to 
analyze dynamics of service delivery over different 
environments including cloud platforms. Our research 
takes into account the business objectives, service 
development and deployment dynamics, data center and 
cloud dynamics for analysis, prediction, simulation and 
comparison of value generated by the delivered services 
to the organization. This paper focuses on the 
comparison of different environment alternatives to 
service delivery. In this paper, we explore a 
methodology for how to compare different service 
delivery alternatives. This methodology helps decision 
makers in choosing the best among various service 
delivery options. 

Keywords: service delivery evaluation, service 
delivery comparison, service delivery metrics, cloud, 
data center, business objectives 
 

1� Introduction and Problem Definition 
  The overall performance of the delivered digital 
services directly influences the organization’s overall 
success. Businesses need to make sure the delivered 
digital services meet the expectations of the consumers 
and that every infrastructure resource is utilized 
economically.  

Data centers have provided infrastructure for the 
delivery of digital services. There have been recent 
modernization efforts in data centers such as migrating 
to converged infrastructures or investing in software 
defined data center, but the bigger trend is to take 
advantage of cloud services. Delivery of some digital 
services is migrating over to clouds for many 
organizations. Now it is very common for organizations 
to deliver their digital services over both the 
infrastructures hosted in data centers and clouds. Most 
organizations are facing significant decision whether to 
keep the digital services hosted in traditional premises, 

or in private cloud, in public cloud, or in hybrid. For this 
paper, we will consider the following different 
environments for delivering digital services: 

•�On-premises: this is the traditional data center 
approach although various different options can 
be considered (e.g. more traditional, converged 
infrastructure, software defined). 

•�Private cloud: private cloud can be owned by the 
organization on-premises, or it can be 
provided/provisioned by providers. 

•�Public cloud 
•�Hybrid cloud 

Businesses may choose one or some combinations of the 
above for delivering their digital services. A challenge is 
to evaluate and compare different environments for the 
delivery of the services. There are challenges on how to 
compare different options and decide on the best ones, 
particularly how different investments and monitoring 
metrics can be compared to understand if there is 
significant difference between different options, such as 
delivering the services on premises versus in cloud. In 
this paper, we will consider the challenges below: 

•�What metrics to consider and collect to compare 
different environments for digital services 

•�How to make use of the collected metrics 
•�How to compare the set of metrics 

This paper is about how different sets of metrics can be 
compared to understand if there is significant difference 
between different options. It also is about what metrics 
are suitable for such comparison. Such a comparison is 
helpful for decision makers to compare any different 
service delivery environments. It is also helpful for 
decision on migrating which services to cloud. 

We believe organizations should follow a methodology 
for such comparison. In this paper, we will outline a 
methodology to address the challenges above. The 
methodology involves: 
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•�Decide on what metrics to compare 
•�Process the metrics to make them comparable, that 

is, normalize them before comparison 
•�Use statistical hypothesis testing for comparison 

Regarding first challenge of “what metrics to consider 
and collect” we will identify several layers in abstracting 
different sets of metrics. These layers are: 

•�Business Layer metrics: metrics related to 
business objectives 

•�Services/Applications Delivery metrics: these 
metrics include 

o� Development metrics: metrics related to 
planning, design, development, 
maintenance, troubleshooting, support 
of services 

o� Usage metrics: metrics related to 
reliability, availability, quality of 
services 

•�IT Layer metrics: metrics related to platforms and 
infrastructures supplied by IT 

•�Facilities metrics: metrics related to planning, 
designing, implementing, operating and 
maintaining the facilities that host IT platforms 
and infrastructures. 

•�Cloud metrics: metrics related to delivering digital 
services over cloud(s) 

Metrics should be defined over multiple layers but that 
is not enough. Metrics should also be defined across 
multiple domains, such as over different environments 
involved in the delivery of services, and additionally any 
networking/ telecommunication and CDN services that 
the organization uses. This paper concerns only the 
layers specified above, and does not incorporate 
domains. 

How to monitor, how often to monitor, collect, 
aggregate, correlate, predict and forecast metrics will 
not be discussed in this paper. In the rest of the paper, 
we will provide list of metrics organizations may choose 
for each layer, then outline the suggested methods for 
comparing them. 

2� Metrics in Layers 
Normally, the organization should treat different types 
of comparable piece of information differently by 
distinguishing among them. All different types of such 
information may have different names, however, we will 

use the term metrics in this paper to mean anything 
measurable or could be assigned a value subjectively. 
This is to simplify the overall methodology in this paper. 

There are many metrics for consideration. Each 
organization is different and therefore should choose 
according to their needs for all the above layers as 
unified teams, which is a challenge. Another challenge 
is to understand the use cases for the 
applications/services and choose the most relevant 
metrics for comparison based on the use case. In this 
paper, we will mention a rich set of metrics as 
categorized into different layers. It is expected that an 
organization works with a small subset of these metrics. 
We compiled these metrics from various sources but we 
find [3] very helpful for identifying workable metrics 
and strongly recommend it for any professional dealing 
with metrics. 

2.1� Business Layer Metrics 

These metrics relate to vision, mission, goals and 
objectives of the organization. In this paper, we consider 
businesses that heavily depend on their offered digital 
services and digital products for their revenues, which 
we may refer to as digital enterprises. Therefore, the 
overall health of the digital services directly impacts the 
success of the digital enterprises. In general, businesses 
care about many metrics related to predicting and 
improving availability of digital services, staying eco-
competitive, managing capacity constraints, lowering 
operating costs, improving resource utilization and 
efficiency, managing carbon footprint and other 
purposes. These metrics can be used to predict higher 
layer business metrics related to new revenue 
generation, profitable growth, customer satisfaction and 
loyalty, staff productivity, cost management, ability for 
transformation and innovation. In addition, we find 
metrics under the title of “Business relationship 
management metrics” from [3] relevant to business layer 
since they are closely aligned to service level 
management providing a more strategic viewpoint to 
services and the business. We highly recommend the 
reader to refer to [3] for understanding of each of the 
metrics under that title. 

Business layer metrics that are related to business 
initiatives should be considered together with the digital 
services of the organization. Such business initiatives 
include business transitions, product launches, 
marketing campaigns, advertisement and promotion 
campaigns. Also macro-economic changes affecting the 
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digital enterprise should be considered together with the 
digital services of the organization. The main goal with 
identifying metrics in this paper is to understand how 
these initiatives are satisfied by the alternative service 
delivery environment (e.g. on-premises delivery vs 
cloud delivery of digital service). For example, how the 
offering of a digital service on-premises versus in cloud 
will impact a product launch. The task here is to define 
metrics for each objective and initiative and assign a 
score for each metric. These values indicate the level of 
importance for each objective and initiative per 
<service, environment>. Later, these values will be used 
for comparing different environments. 

2.2� Applications/Services Delivery Metrics 

The idea with this category of metrics is to collect, 
measure or estimate metrics related to digital services 
when they are delivered over different environment so 
that they can be compared. For example, estimate the 
scores of these identified metrics if/when service is 
delivered over cloud versus over on-premises for 
comparison. We categorized these metrics into two: 
service development and deployment metrics, and 
service usage metrics. 

2.2.1� Service Development and Deployment 
Metrics 

These metrics are related to developing digital services 
over different environments. These metrics encompass 
development activities including defining requirements, 
planning, designing, implementing, maintenance, 
troubleshooting and support of those digital services. 
Although there are common activities in the 
development of digital services irrespective of the end 
delivery environment, there are also differences in 
activities when the digital service is developed to be 
hosted in different environments. These metrics could be 
evaluated for each digital service and for each possible 
delivery environment for the service, and then 
comparison can be made to see the value of digital 
service to the organization if the service is deployed 
over different environments. We can summarize the 
different activities in the development of digital services 
as follows: 

1.� Planning activities such as planning for project, 
procurement, inventory, budget, SLA, platform and 
infrastructure configuration, overall infrastructure 
utilization as well as planning for compliance, 

governance and standardization with respect to 
established business and IT procedures. 

2.� Design activities such as designing for compute, 
storage and networking infrastructure and their 
virtualization, designing for redundancy, replication, 
backup and recovery. 

3.� Implementation activities such as implementing the 
service as well as designing the database, 
middleware and other supporting platforms. 

4.� Build activities involving automation of building the 
software and testing components, automation of OS 
and hypervisor build components as well as 
automation of firmware build components, if any. 
Build activities involve automating the 
configuration of compute, network, storage, file 
system components. 

5.�Deployment activities including all facility assembly 
activities (cabling, rack space, hardware assembly, 
cooling, etc), deployment of hardware, VM, OS, 
hypervisors, middleware platforms. It includes all 
clustering and load balancing configuration and 
deployment. 

The task here is to define metrics for each activity and 
assign a score for each metric. These values indicate the 
level of complexity for each activity per <service, 
environment>. Later, these values will be used for 
comparing different environments. 

Definitely some activities are applicable to on-premises 
deployment, particularly software defined data center 
environments. These activities are the ones about 
configuring components via software tools and 
automating the configuration. 

A major activity is establishing business partnerships 
with suppliers, partners, contractors and all for on-
premises environment options and establishing 
partnership with cloud suppliers for cloud environment. 

For cloud, different activities are applicable such as  

•�Designing modular applications particularly for cloud 
so that services could be designed as a collection of 
small and finely grained resources that can be added 
and removed within the cloud environment. This 
allows customization of on-cloud deployments 
which brings in advantages for cost savings based 
on usage patterns.  

•�Designing services for avoiding cloud lock-in: 
services should be designed to be able to migrate to 
another cloud environment so that the cloud service 
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provider cannot enforce lock-in kind of pricing 
when it comes to negotiating with the organization. 

•�Planning for cloud brokerage services: every 
enterprise may somehow use multiple cloud 
environments and those environments would be 
delivered with heterogeneous platforms. So, it 
makes sense for the organizations to use capabilities 
of a cloud brokerage service to be able to manage 
different cloud environments with a consistent 
management framework. 

•�Planning for making space for cloud capabilities: the 
organizations should recognize cloud computing as 
an additional set of IT solutions and platforms, and 
should make space in portfolio for cloud capabilities 
to be used over long terms. 

•�Planning for organizational change management: 
adoption of the cloud is a strategy that requires 
changes in almost all aspects of the organization. So 
that means the change in every dimension should be 
considered and that some organization-wide change 
management approach should be considered to 
effectively manage this overall change. 

These are additional activities for cloud. The task is to 
define metrics for each activity and assign a score for 
each metric. These values indicate the level of 
complexity for each activity for delivery of a service 
over cloud. 

In addition to metrics related to the complexity of 
delivering digital services over different environments, 
metrics related to benefits of the same should be 
considered as well. These metrics cover the benefits of 
speeding up decision making, improving process, 
accelerating infrastructure and system changes in 
support of business strategies and transformation 
initiatives, fostering innovation, agility of the service 
delivery. Again the task is to define metrics for each 
benefit and assign a score. These scores indicate, for 
example, the benefit of offering a digital service over 
cloud on the transformation initiative. 

We identified more specific metrics from [3] under this 
service/application development metrics category. These 
are Design co-ordination metrics, Release and 
deployment management metrics, Service validation and 
testing metrics, Change evaluation metrics, Project 
management metrics. 

All metrics in this section are to be defined and 
measured (or assigned a score) one by one per <service, 
environment>. 

2.2.2� Service Usage Metrics 
These are to be collected, measured or estimated while 
services are in use. One can compare usage metrics 
when same services run on different environments, and 
thereby can compare the value of the <service, 
environment> for the business. The service usage 
metrics are collected as part of: 

1.� Operation activities: all upgrades of components 
including firmware upgrades, hardware 
maintenance, facilities maintenance, all service level 
monitoring activities. 

2.� Troubleshooting and maintenance activities: Patch 
management, troubleshooting and root cause 
analysis, incident management, redeployment of any 
failing software component. 

The task is to define metrics for each activity and assign 
a score for each metric.  

We consider further metrics for service use and 
categorize them into two groups: (1) a category of 
metrics for all services combined, (2) and a category of 
metrics per service. 

2.2.2.1� Metrics for All Services Combined 
These metrics are considered for business objectives, 
rather than individual service comparison. The idea for 
including this category in the paper is that businesses 
will have better picture about their service portfolio by 
looking at service catalogs to see what services face the 
consumers most, what services have strong availability 
plans, what services are vital for business functions. 
Using the metrics in this section and following the same 
methodology we advise in previous sections by 
assigning scores for each metric, it is possible to make 
comparisons among the values generated by different 
delivery environments for all services combined. 

We consider the following classes of metrics from [3] 
under this category: Service catalog management 
metrics, Availability management metrics (ones that are 
applicable to all services). 

2.2.2.2� Metrics for individual Services 
These metrics relate to a specific service and to a 
particular delivery environment. Consider them for each 
individual service and environment, that is, per <service, 
environment>. 
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Three best known metrics when it comes to service 
performance are (1) load or demand on the service by 
service consumers, which usually corresponds to 
business transactions, (2) response time which is a 
measurement of performance and highly related to 
consumer satisfaction, (3) utilization which indicates 
how busy the service delivery system is. There are many 
more to consider though. Again we will refer to [3] for 
other classes of metrics of importance under this 
category: Service level management metrics, 
Availability management metrics (ones that are 
applicable to individual services), Change management 
metrics, Event management metrics, Incident 
management metrics, Request fulfillment metrics, 
Problem management metrics, Access management 
metrics, Service desk metrics, Risk management 
metrics. We strongly recommend going over these 
classes of metrics in [3]. 

2.3� IT, Facilities, Cloud Layer Metrics 

For most large organizations, data centers are managed 
by IT and facilities groups where these two groups share 
the budget and responsibilities. IT and facilities metrics 
are valuable for comparing traditional, converged, 
software defined and private cloud environments for 
service delivery. Due to space constraints in this paper, 
we will not elaborate on specifics of IT, facilities and 
cloud metrics. In general, metrics should be defined and 
assigned scores for IT, facilities and cloud on capacity 
management, service delivery availability and 
performance, service continuity management, resource 
management and utilization. 

Asset management metrics are applicable to both IT and 
facilities. For IT, further metrics should be collected on 
the effectiveness of load balancing, data/service 
relocation, caching and mirroring, cloud bursting. For 
facilities, further metrics are applicable about energy 
efficiency, power usage effectiveness or carbon usage 
effectiveness, power availability, power chain resilience 
and redundancy, temperature control effectiveness, 
coefficient of performance (COP), air flow energy star 
rating, data center compute efficiency, physical location 
usage efficiency. Such metrics are helpful when 
comparing different approaches in data centers, for 
example, when comparing a more traditional one versus 
software defined.  

Regarding cloud, we summarized some metrics in 
earlier section and will not elaborate any further due to 

space constraints. Many references exist for cloud 
metrics in the literature [4]. 

3� Comparison of Alternatives 
The metrics outlined in previous sections provide a 
foundation for comparing different delivery 
environments for digital services.  When scores are 
collected on an ongoing basis for the metrics, statistical 
and machine learning tools can be applied to assess the 
effectiveness of different environments for delivery of 
digital services, and to compare the pros and cons of 
each. Exploratory analysis can be performed to calculate 
and visualize correlations among different metrics. 
Predictive analysis can be performed to forecast the 
overall value-add of different environments over longer 
terms. 

Since there are many metrics for different delivery 
environments, it is hard to calculate a utility value out of 
all the metrics for delivering a digital service over an 
environment. Hence a set of metric values are to be 
compared. 

In this paper, we discuss how to use the defined metrics 
and their scores to compare different environments by 
employing statistical hypothesis testing. Before 
statistical tests can be executed, metrics values must be 
pre-processed. Pre-processing the metrics values involve 
assigning scores to missing values or deciding on what 
to do for missing values, assigning weights to different 
metrics based on significance of the metric for the 
business, and normalizing the values as needed. 
Normalizing involves making sure a common scheme is 
followed for values. For example, one approach is that 
low values always indicate negative effect whereas high 
values indicate positive effect into the business. Another 
approach is to convert all values into ordinal values, or 
make sure the metrics of different schemes are not 
compared together, and only metrics of same schemes 
are compared. Another normalization consideration is 
for cumulative versus non-cumulative values. If a metric 
is cumulative whereas most others are non-cumulative, 
then make that metric also non-cumulative when 
comparing. 

Hypothesis testing is a decision-making process for 
evaluating claims about observations. In hypothesis 
testing, the researcher defines the observations under 
study and state the particular hypothesis about the 
observations. The researcher then collects data, chooses 
an appropriate statistical test for the observations, 
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performs the calculations required for the test and 
reaches a conclusion. 

There are two types of statistical hypotheses for each 
test. The null hypothesis, denoted by H0, states there is 
no difference between two parameters. The alternative 
hypothesis, denoted by H1, states there is a difference. A 
statistical test uses data from observations to make a 
decision about whether the null hypothesis should be 
rejected. A level of significance, denoted by α, is 
specified by the researcher and it is the maximum 
probability of committing an error in rejecting the null 
hypothesis when it is true. Tests could be one-tailed or 
two-tailed. One-tailed test is used when the alternative 
hypothesis states that one parameter is less than the 
other, or one parameter is greater than the other. The 
former one is a left-tailed test whereas the latter one is 
right-tailed. Two-tailed test is used when the alternative 
hypothesis states the parameters are different, without 
explicitly stating first one is less than the second or vice 
versa. Most tests yield a p-value (probability value), 
which is the probability of getting a sample statistic in 
the direction of the alternative hypothesis when the null 
hypothesis is true. When p-value is less than or equal to 
the significance level, null hypothesis is rejected. When 
p-value is greater than significance level, null hypothesis 
is not rejected [5]. 

Statistical tests can be categorized into parametric and 
nonparametric tests. Parametric tests are tests for 
population parameters such as means, variances, and 
proportions. When the sample size is large or the sample 
is normally distributed, a parametric test is usually used. 
Nonparametric tests are used to test hypothesis when 
assumptions about normality cannot be met. 
Nonparametric tests are more suitable when data are 
nominal or ordinal. However, they are less sensitive 
compared to parametric tests when the assumptions of 
the parametric methods are met [5]. 

How do we apply these tests for comparing different 
service delivery environments? For comparing the two 
service delivery environments for specific categories 
where the number of samples is not very large, 
nonparametric tests are more appropriate when the data 
is ordinal and no explicit assumption is made on normal 
distribution. When comparing the service delivery 
environments in general for all categories combined, we 
can use parametric tests since sample size will be large 
enough for these tests. 

One question we need ask is about the independence of 
the samples, that is, whether scores for different service 
delivery environments are independent or not. Scores 
are assigned for different service delivery environments 
and therefore can be considered independent. However, 
since the metrics are inherently tied to the same business 
objectives and procedures, they can be considered 
dependent. We will not make assumption on 
independence of the samples and will use tests that are 
appropriate for dependent samples. 

In all the tests, our null hypothesis is that two service 
delivery environments are statistically the same in terms 
of value to business based on our metrics. The 
alternative hypothesis states they are of different value 
to the business. We will choose a significance level of 
0.05, which is equivalent to 95% confidence interval. 

Many web based tools and software packages are 
available for running statistical tests [7] [8].  

Paired Samples t-test 

This is a parametric test used to compare the means of 
two sets of scores that are directly related to each other. 
We use this test to compare the service delivery 
environments in general for all categories. When we 
compare for all categories, our sample is size is big 
enough to justify using a parametric test. 

The Wilcoxon Test 

This is the non-parametric equivalent to the t-test used 
test whether two dependent samples have been selected 
from two populations of the same distribution. Wilcoxon 
test is appropriate for comparing the two service 
delivery environments with a smaller size, for example, 
to compare two environments for a select activity. 

4� Conclusion 
We presented a framework for defining metrics over 
multiple layers for the delivery of digital services over 
different environments and comparing them. Main 
contributions of this paper are: 

1.� Formulate the different layers of abstraction for 
metrics 

2.� Identify and classify metrics into layers 
3.� Suggest using statistical hypothesis testing for 

comparison and decision making 
4.� Devise a methodology for the whole 
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The methodology presented in this paper can be applied 
for variety of use cases thereby helping decision makers 
including: 

•�Apply the same statistical hypothesis testing for 
metrics in different categories, even for different 
activities within categories, or in different layers, or 
as a whole. Same hypothesis testing can be applied 
to compare per application/service, per department, 
per different IT approach. Same hypothesis testing 
can be applied to compare metrics for different 
purposes, such as comparing sets of tactical metrics 
together, or sets of strategic metrics, or sets of 
operational metrics, provided the metrics are 
classified respectively. 

•�Same hypothesis testing can be applied to compare 
changes to established baselines. A use case for this 
comparison is comparing new approaches to digital 
service delivery against standard procedures. 
Another use case is justification of deviation from 
standard approach for the purpose of demonstrating 
improvement, or justification for a new approach. 

•�With this testing, it is possible to conduct a hierarchy 
of comparisons. One can compare smaller sets (e.g. 
activities) at lower layers and aggregate their results 
for higher layer comparison. Also, one can compare 
similar set of metrics at any layer and then 
normalize their results, then compare the results for 
higher layer reporting. This way, dis-similar sets of 
metrics are aggregated together to enable higher 
layer comparisons. 

•�Before and after comparisons: This method can be 
used to compare before and after provided “before” 
and “after” metrics exist. There are many use cases 
for this type analysis for the delivery of digital 
services, such as, before and after infrastructure 
changes, before and after service enhancements. 

•�This statistical approach is a useful tool in our overall 
framework. Not just for comparing metrics, but also 
we use to compare different sets of analytics 
predictions, and also to compare results of 
sensitivity analysis exercises in our systems 
dynamics models. 

Further work includes building a more general model for 
analyzing many dynamics of service delivery over cloud 
and the methodology presented this paper will be part of 
this general model. The general model will address 
cost/benefit aspects of the service delivery, which we 
omitted in this paper due to its complexity. Our research 
employs different techniques to understand and model 

the different dynamics involved in service delivery and 
its value to the business. We employ system dynamics 
modeling to combine business objectives and service 
delivery at a business perspective. System dynamics 
modeling has been used for analyzing complex 
nonlinear systems [1]. We employ various machine 
learning, forecasting and statistical methods for effective 
management of activities at the IT and facilities layer as 
well as in the cloud domain [2]. Further work is to be 
conducted on these efforts. 
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Abstract— Advance reservation of resources plays pivotal role 
in maintaining Quality of Service (QoS) of requests. Resource 
allocation and management for reservation of requests help us to 
reach both optimal utilization and QoS enhancement. In spite of 
sufficient capacity, a reservation request for a resource type may 
fail with no chance for resolving conflicts. Inflexibility of 
reservation request in support of replacement according to time 
axis leads to rigid resource utilization and even poor QoS of the 
system; however, with the aid of new overclocking technologies 
for doing overclocking on some current scheduled reservation 
chunks, new chances emerge to overcome such inefficiency. 
Model and simulation results show QoS of reservations was 
improved as a result of using strict overclocking schema with 
traditional processors in limited time in cluster of servers. This 
also resulted in utilization of resources improvement and 
accepted reservations increase without any side effects on 
processing and reliability of computation. 

Keywords— scheduling; overclocking; thermal behaviour; 
advance reservation; cluster; QoS;   

I.  INTRODUCTION 
In the center of every conventional system, there is a 

scheduler to manage and allocate resources to the clients 
within appropriate elapse of time. The most essential resources 
in any system, either single or orchestrated system, is 
processing unit. A challenging task for scheduler is to allocate 
requests in appropriate duration of time on the appropriate 
nodes. The focus of this paper is on overclocking computing 
resource to tackle deficiency of allocating and managing 
system’s resources which eventually lead to improving QoS of 
reservations.  

Several studies have been conducted regarding scheduling 
in clusters or grid systems [2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] as well as 
scheduling with overclocking capabilities in the single node 
systems for real-time (periodic and non-periodic) task [1, 5]. 
Nevertheless, there is no research that integrates these two 
scheduling processes yet. 

In reliable overclocking, computing resource should be 
controlled so that it does not pass the thermal threshold of 
equipment [1]. In this paper, simple model for reliable 
overclocking of processors was introduced to overcome 
complexity of real thermal model of processors and reduce 

complexity of computation of thermal radiated from 
processors. The former can influence any algorithms in real 
time, and the simplification of later leads to computation time 
reduction at each stage of algorithm.   

Typical physical architectural model of cluster is group of 
nodes that connected by a shared backbone for processing a 
bunch of workloads [12]. In this model, each of workloads is 
divided into two subdivisions. In the first subdivision, 
workload(s) is deployed to node or nodes and in the second 
subdivision, workload(s) is started and continued until it is 
finished. After transferring workload(s) to target(s), 
computation(s) starts and terminates at the end of its 
workload(s). There are two constraints on this model: 
computational capacity of each node and bandwidth capacity 
of network infrastructure. 

 Using overclocking, each of reservations or allocations on 
computing nodes could be relocated to reduce the execution 
time of each workload. Overclocking of computing resources 
requires to beware of troubles that might be affect the 
reliability of results or even chips. On the other hand, solving 
thermal equations of node(s) is costly for the scheduler in run 
time [1], therefore, a simple and dependable model should be 
employed to utilize resources efficiently to improve 
performance of schedulers. 

The layout of this research was drawn as follows: section 
ІІ describes the system model, reservation model, 
overclocking concepts and strict overclocking schema. Section 
ІІІ proposes an algorithm that combines overclocking and 
scheduling mechanisms into harmony. Section IV is dedicated 
to evaluate the performance of proposed algorithm with the 
simulation and results. Finally, in section V conclusions of 
algorithms and proposed overclocking schema presents. 

 

II. MODELS AND OVERCLOCKING CONCEPTS 

A. System Model 
In the selected model in this research, there is one type of 

requests which is reservation requests. According to definition 
each reservation request (R) has five parameters including Rc, 
Rs, Re, n, Rio. Where Rc is coming time of reservation request, 
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Rs is start time of reservation, Re is end time of reservation, n 
is number of processing units that must be allocated to 
reservation and Rio is required ratio of time to transfer the 
reservation request to processing units. In this model, within 
interval of Rs and Re, requests should be guaranteed to get 
service with n processing units. Reserves could not come into 
system earlier than Rc time, but they can leave system earlier 
than Re if all of their jobs on computing nodes has been 
completed.   

The system model in this paper is considered as a cluster of 
nodes that are connected by a single shared media backbone 
similar to a LAN network. The cluster consists of one node as a 
coordinator and n agent nodes A1, A2, .., An. The coordinator 
node receives requests, reservations, and possible plans to 
schedule requests on agent nodes by its scheduler module. On 
the other hand, each agent node has also two major parts: local 
scheduler and processor frequency controller. The scheduler of 
coordinator dispatches scheduling timetables and requests that 
are to be ran on the nodes to their agent schedulers. According 
to received timetables, local scheduler gives control of 
processing unit to the request (the reservation). Fig. 1 shows 
structure of cluster of nodes along with a master or coordinator 
that manages several agent nodes which all of them are 
connected to a single backbone. 

Fig. 1. Topology of cluster of nodes with a coordinator and agent nodes. 

According to this model of computation, there are two 
resources, computing resource and network resource. Based on 
these two types of resources, there are some conflicts over 
accessing and utilizing them. Since only one of requests is able 
to access the network and transfer its data to the destination 
node, first conflict appears when two or more requests want 
exclusively to access the network media for communicating 
and deploying their workloads to a destination node. Another 
resource is computing power of the nodes. When a request 
takes control of a node completely to use its processing power 
in a proper time interval, other requests could not access to the 
node until the fulfillment of current request. 

 

B. Thermal Model 
Relation between processor speed and thermal behavior of 

each chip can be estimated by the following equation [1]:  

�
CR

T(t)
C

(t)κs=(t)T
α

'

�
�     ���      

Where T(t) is temperature at time t and s(t) is speed of 
processor at time t. The parameters R and C are the thermal 
resistance and capacitance of chips, respectively (with fan or 
any peripheral attached to the chips, like heat sink). 

The parameter 	 and 
 relate power consumption of 
processor to its speed. The 	 parameter has a value of roughly 
3.0 [1,3]. For the safety of the system, processor temperature 
should not reach critical point of temperature due to damaging 
effects on chip operation.  

According to the thermal model in the (1), (2) can be 
derived for calculating temperature at each elapse of time 
[1,3]: 

 τt
FFE )eT(T+T=T /

0
��   (2) 

Where, in general, 	
 FF sR=T  is constant temperature at 
overclocking speed of sF and 	
 EE sR=T  is the temperature 
during this time corresponding to the speed of sE after elapses 
of t, and T0 is the temperature at lowest level at the initial time. 
Parameter � is equal to R·C and t is elapsed time since the 
temperature was T0. 

By this equation, the t value can be calculated: 
 

 )
TT
TT(τ=t

HE
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�
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To avoid complexity and delays of computations at run 
time in scheduler, simple and effective strict overclocking 
schema was employed. Consequently, in this schema, three 
phases in support of CPU frequency scaling, which consist of 
underclocking phase, normal-clocking phase, and overclocking 
phase. In underclocking phase (i.e. idle mode) frequency of 
processor is reduced to minimum possible value which leads to 
temperature reduction to near minimum possible value. In the 
overclocking phase, frequency of processor transiently is 
increased to maximum value until the temperature reaches to 
the normal point. Finally in the normal-clocking phase, 
frequency backs to the nominal value in order to continue 
reminded workload of the request. Based on the fact that the 
temperature would not pass the normal value, so reliability and 
continuance of computing operations are preserved. In 
addition, two working modes in the schema are included, 
normal load mode and idle load mode. To reduce temperature 
much more quickly in idle mode; any workload is never 
deployed to the processor to reduce the frequency to the lowest 
limitations, i.e. underclocking phase. This situation was 
exploited by expanding subsequent overclocking interval to the 
maximum possible value. Using the (3) t and ratio of 
underclocking to overclocking periods can be calculated. 

III. ALGORITHM 
In this section a scheduling algorithm is introduced which 

is useful for describing strict overclocking schema in 
situations where conflicts are appeared between current 
reservation request and previous scheduled requests 
(reservations parts). 

Global  
Scheduler 

Local 
Scheduler 

Frequency 
controller 

Local 
Scheduler 

Frequency 
controller 

Coordinator node

1Agent node  

nAgent node 
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boolean doReserve (R) 
1  if (isFreeIO(R.Rs, (R.Re- R.Rs)·R.Rio) == false) 
2  return  false; 
3  AvailabeNodes � findAvailabeNodes(R.Rs, R.Re); 
4  if  (#AvailableNodes < R.n) 
5 return doReserveWithOverClock(R); 
6  else reserveNodes(AvailabeNodes, R.Rs, R.Re, R.n); 
7  return true;                                                       

boolean doReserveWithOverClock (R)  
// find and set Eligible Allocation scheduled slot of nodes for 
// overcloking   
1  EligibleAllocs � ��
2  for i = 1 to n 
3        Alloci=null; 
4 �=min((R.Re-R.Rs-R.Rio), maxOCTime)*OCRate; 
5 if (Rid = cpuOverlap(nodei, R.Rs, R.Re)) != null and 
5.1  isFree(nodei, Rid.Rs-Tidle-Rid.Rio, Rid.Rs) and 
5.2 (Rid.Re - �)  Rs and   
5.3 isFree(nodei, Rid.Re, R.Re) ) 
6 TimeIntervalnodei, R�( Rid.Rs - Tidl, R.Re-�); 
7        Alloci= (nodei, Rid, TimeIntervalnodei, R); 
8       end if;  
9        if (Alloci !=null) 
10           eligibleAllocs � eligibleAllocs + Alloci; 
11  end for 
12  AvailabeNodes � findAvailabeNodes(R.Rs, R.Re); 
13  if (#EligibleAllocs + #AvailabeNodes ��R.n)  
14     reserveNodes(AvailabeNodes, R, #AvailabeNodes); 
// reserve nodes with overclocking 
15     for i=1 to R.n - #AvailabeNodes 
16       RE=EligiblesAlloci.R 
17       � = min((RE.Re-RE.Rs-RE.Rio), maxOCTime)*OCRate; 
18       EligibleAllocsi.interval.start -= Tidle; 
19       EligibleAllocsi.interval.end -= �; 
20       updateAllocOnNode(EligibleAllocsi.node,EligibleAllocsi);  
21       allocateNode(EligibleAllocsi.node, R.Rs, R.Re, R); 
22     end for;  
23     return true; 
24  else 
// find nodes that have self OverClocking condition for  
// Reservation R 
25    selfOCNodes � ��
26    for i=1 to n 
27      if (isFree(nodei, R.Rs- Tidle, R.Re-(�)) 
28        selfOCNodes +=nodei; 
29    end for 
30     if (#EligibleAllocs+ #selfOCNodes+#AvailabeNodes�
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������R.n) 
31      reserveNodes(AvailabeNodes, R, # AvailabeNodes); 
// reserve nodes for R reservation with overclocking other  
// scheduled requests 
32      for i=1 to R.n - #AvailabeNodes 
33        RE=EligiblesAlloci.R 
34        � = min((RE.Re-RE.Rs-RE.Rio),maxOCTime)*OCRate; 
35        EligibleAllocsi.interval.start -= Tidle; 
36        EligibleAllocsi.interval.end -= �; 
37        updateAllocOnNode(EligibleAllocsi.node, 
                                                                          EligibleAllocsi);  
38        allocateNode(EligibleAllocsi.node, R.Rs, R.Re, R); 
39      end for;  
// reserve nodes for R Reservation with Overclocking R itself 
40       for  i=1 to  R.n- (#EligibleAllocs+ #AvailabeNodes) 
41         � = min((R.Re-R.Rs-R.Rio), maxOCTime)*OCRate; 
42         allocStartTime = R.Rs - Tidle; 
43         allocEndTime= R.Re - �; 
44         allocateNode(nodei, allocStartTime, allocEndTime, R); 
45       end for; 
46       return true;           
47     end if;  
48   end if; 
49  return  false; 

As previously discussed, the three-step strict overclocking 
schema were used in order to overclock each time period of 
the processors, in the first step, processor node get 
underclocking frequency with idle workload, in the second 
step, the node get overclocking frequency, and in the last step, 
the node get normal-clocking frequency. Only the timeslots of  
a processor can be overclocked if enough timeslot exists 
before it which has not been allocated to any request. 

In the following algorithms, there are two overclocking 
approaches: other-overclocking and self-overclocking. In the 
other-overclocking approach, timeslot of processor belongs to 
the other previous requests, the reservations, is overclocked, 
but in the self-overclocking approach, current request in nodes 
is overclocked. 

Fig. 2. Top level of  reservation algorithm. 

The doReserve algorithm (Fig. 2) firstly tries to schedule 
reservation R in a cluster of nodes without any overclocking. 
If it cannot be proceeded, it tries to apply overclocking 
techniques. The doReserveWithOverClock algorithm (Fig. 3) 
implements a strict overclocking schema that was explained 
before. First, it finds eligible nodes; the nodes could be 
overclocked during period of some scheduled tasks or 
reservations. It proceeds if the request can be scheduled by 
available nodes with normal-clocking or overclocking other 
possible nodes, either self-overclocking or other-overclocking, 
otherwise it fails. Value of � is the amount of time that the end 
of a request shifts to the left on time axe after getting service 
and completing its workload sooner than normal-clocking 
because of overclocking schema. The Tidle parameter is the 
required time period which the processor needed to be 
underclocked with idle workload. 

Overclocking schema can be applied to the reservation 
from the start time of its computation to the end time. That is 
to say, overclocking cannot be applied in time of 
communication for each request because communication time 
is depended on network specification of cluster (i.e. 
bandwidth) and it cannot be altered or increased without 
changing physical characteristics of underlying network's 
components.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Strict overclocking schedular algorithm. 
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IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
For analyzing mentioned strict overclocking schema, a 

cluster of nodes with various number of processing nodes and 
reservation requests were simulated. In all simulations, 
maximum number of requested nodes by each reservation 
request was number of nodes in cluster. The reservation 
requests deployed its workload to the nodes by using 
multicasting approach with the aim of maximizing bandwidth 
utilization. 

For simulating previous mentioned algorithms, the 
following parameters were used: Arrival time of reservation 
requests which have Poisson distribution with average of 50 
units of time. Initially, the length of requests which being near 
to overclocking period, i.e. in interval of [40 .. 50], with 
uniform distribution which is named �� was considered. This 
value of � is nearly twice greater of overclocking time length. 
Secondly, multiples of the � in both the utilization of system 
and the acceptance ratio of system was considered. For 
calculating the ratio of idle time to overclocking time, Dell 
Latitude D810 (with Centrino processor) and (3) were used. 
Based on this conditions, this ratio calculated as 3 to 2, 3 units 
of time for idle time and 2 units of time for overclocking time. 
As previously mentioned, the number of requested nodes in 
each reservation is in the interval of [1 .. number of nodes], i.e. 
with increasing number of nodes, requested nodes for each 
reservation request raised. The model was simulated and 
evaluated for 11 hours. Also the ratio of communication 
time or the Rio is 0.1 of total workload. Although advance 
reservation technique was used to guarantee QoS 
of reservation request in mixed typical tasks and reservation 
 requests, in this model the start of service and the start of 
request for both conforming with advance reservation models, 
and simulation purposes (FIFO model) were separated. 

Results (Fig. 4) show that using strict overclocking schema 
improves both of utilization of resources and acceptance ratio 
of reservation request in scalable form. 

Overall, because of multi node reservation requests, which 
are better responded through dynamism and elasticity of 
overclocking schema, overclocked schema leads to 
more utilization of resources in  comparison to  normal-
clocking schema, in spite of convergence of overclocked and 
normal schema together with decreasing number of requests. 

Comparing Fig. 4 to Fig. 5, it is proved that increasing 
number of nodes do not have any impact on improving 
utilization and have less impact on  acceptance ratio, the ratio 
of acceptance which are  similar to normal-clocking schema. 

In other way, with increasing average length of reservation 
workloads, overall utilization of system in overclocked 
schema in comparison to the normal clocking increases; the 
reason is that with increasing the workloads, the side effects 
of idle time slices, which occurred before each overclocking 
part of workloads decreases. However, with the growing 
number of requests at the constant workload rate, this growth 
starts to decrease since side effects of unused idle times before 
each overclocked time slice has raised. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Acceptance and utilization in 100 nodes.  
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Fig. 5. Acceptance and utilization in 500 nodes. 

In all cases, normal and overclocked schema, increasing 
average length of reservations leads to dropping of acceptance 
ratio of reservation requests. Such results are obvious; because 
when the length of reservations increases, the probability of 
facing reservations with each other increases simultaneously. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6. Acceptance and utilization in 500 nodes with workload of 2� and 3�. 

Indeed, with increasing the workload length of 
reservations both normal and overclocked schemas improve 
quickly much more than before until reaching the saturation 
point. At this point, the overclocking does not have any 
other influences with increasing number of requests. Fig. 5 
and Fig. 6 show this trend.  Based on default value of �, 
2�, and 3�, graphs of Fig. 7, as a result of increasing average 
workload of requests, peak point of improvement is shifted to 
the left, i.e. towards less reservation request numbers. It means 
that, with increasing workload, probability of happening 
collision between end time of requests and required idle time 
intervals which are located before overclocking time phase 
increases.
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Fig. 7. Acceptance and utilization improvement in 500 nodes with workload 

of �, 2� and 3��� 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
The results show that utilization of system absolutely 

increases in contrast to normal-clocking by proposed strict 
overclocking schema in controlled boundary. Also, 
the acceptance rate of system with limited 
conditions improves. In addition, as temperature of processing 
nodes  cannot reach to critical point, the reliability of 
computation is preserved. With preserving power of processor, 
economical and commercial aspect of power consumption 
maintains. 

With expanding networks and resources, this schema can 
be used in large grid networks instead of clusters, since 
resources are exclusively provided to requests, this model and 
algorithms is more suitable for private grids that all resources 
are available for commercial purposes. 
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Hybrid Cloud 
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Abstract - Our research envisions a framework to analyze 
dynamics of service delivery over different environments 
including cloud platforms. Our research takes into account the 
business objectives, service development and deployment 
dynamics, data center and cloud dynamics for analysis, 
prediction, simulation and comparison of values generated by 
the delivered services to the organization. This paper focuses 
on predicting the load of digital services with network 
externalities and balancing the load onto on-premise and 
cloud resources. First a model for digital services with 
network effects is developed for predicting the expected load. 
Then how to distribute the load over the on-premise and cloud 
resources is discussed. 

Keywords: digital service delivery, network effects, hybrid 
cloud, system dynamics modeling 

1� Introduction and Problem Definition 
  The performance of the delivered digital services directly 
influences the organization’s overall success. Businesses need 
to make sure the delivered digital services meet the 
expectations of the consumers of such services and that every 
infrastructure resource is utilized economically. 

Delivery of some digital services is migrating over to clouds 
for many organizations. Now it is very common for 
organizations to deliver their digital services over both the 
infrastructures hosted in data centers and clouds. Most 
organizations are facing significant decision whether to keep 
the digital services hosted in traditional premises, or in private 
cloud, in public cloud, or in hybrid. For adaptive application, 
cloudbursting can be used to distribute the load to the digital 
services over the on-premise and cloud resources.  

The problem is how to predict the load for services with 
network externalities. Another problem is how the business 
product operations such as advertising and customer service 
effectiveness impact the attractiveness of the digital services 
with network externalities. Another question is how to balance 
the total load to digital services over the on-premise and cloud 
resources for satisfaction of digital service consumers. This 
paper presents a general model and then uses the model to 
address these problems. 

We will address the above problems from the perspective of 
businesses offering digital services, digital products and 
digital goods as their core revenues. We assume the business 
would like to handle the load to digital services utilizing the 

on-premise capacity as much as possible, and rent capacity 
from cloud on-demand in a hybrid cloud deployment model. 

2� Dynamics Considered 
Many dynamics influence the service delivery on hybrid cloud 
in general and particularly the prediction of the overall load 
generated by consumers using the digital services of business. 
Below we listed some dynamics and briefly mention how they 
influence the problems this paper is addressing. The paper 
will consider a select subset of the big list below 

1.�Business objectives and strategies: Overall business 
objectives determine what digital services to offer, what 
market and consumers to target. Business strategy for the 
overall service delivery affects the delivered digital 
services as well as the businesses’ digitization strategy, 
mobile strategy and cloud strategy. For most businesses, 
transformation is a reality in a fast changing business 
environment and transformation strategy affects the 
delivery of digital services. Macro-economic changes and 
seasonality of business have impact on the same. 

2.�Business operations for products/services: The overall 
product development process of the business such as for 
producing products, offering them, servicing them has 
impact on delivered digital services. Typical business 
operations that influence the load of digital services 
include product/service launch, marketing, advertisement 
and promotions. Also any supply-chain management, 
manufacturing, inventory, distribution channels for 
products have impact on the digital services. In this 
paper, we focus on digital products, and therefore, 
development of such digital products. For most 
businesses, digital products correspond to physical 
products in the background. 

3.�Service popularity: How the demand side popularity of the 
services by consumers can be predicted and can be 
managed? How the customer satisfaction, retention, 
churn, new customer adoption influences the load on the 
digital services? The utility of the digital service depends 
on service’s intrinsic utility for example due to its quality 
and the network effects. 

4.�Pricing: How the pricing for products/services with network 
externalities should be managed? How the pricing in 
competition for example in Cournot competition 
influences the service adoption? How special pricing for 
example penetration pricing to reach the critical mass 
impact the total load due to consumers’ use of the 
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delivered digital services? Pricing can be considered 
within the business product operations dynamics. 

5.�Service development: These dynamics are related to total 
time to offer service and make service enhancements 
during Planning, Design, Implementation and 
Provisioning phases of the digital service development. 
There are some differences in these dynamics for on-
premises vs on-cloud development. 

6.�Service delivery options: how the total load should be 
balanced over IT/Facilities resource, over private clouds 
and hybrid environments? 

7.�Geographic distribution of service delivery: How the 
estimated total load to the delivered digital service should 
be distributed over geographic regions for best 
performance of the service (e.g. for lowest latency to the 
consumer locations) over on-premise resources in 
dispersed data center facilities of the business, over 
CDNs and over Cloud locations? 

8.�Service capacity requirements: how the required capacity 
from IT and facilities and clouds should be estimated to 
serve the demand including the capacity to serve the load 
on-premises and on-cloud? The latter is the capacity to 
rent on demand. Additionally, consider the capacity of 
on-premise resources to handle business product 
operations, customer service, corporate IT and facilities 
requirements. The last is included in the model when 
combining the internal usual business and corporate 
operations with the requirements of delivered digital 
services offered to external customers. 

9.�Cost: how the overall cost for delivering digital services, 
including the cost of CDN, on-premise resources and 
cloud can be estimated? How the dynamics of shared and 
digital economy apply in estimating the cost to deliver the 
services? How the dynamics of cost of business product 
operations such as advertisement are incorporated into the 
total cost? 

10.� IT: How IT dynamics are incorporated for effective 
delivery of digital services, especially considering the IT 
support for such services via Load balancing within and 
across data centers, Relocation, Replication, Mirroring, 
Caching, Cloud brokering, Hybrid cloud deployment, 
Cloud bursting? 

11.� Facilities: how the dynamics of facilities in supporting the 
IT infrastructures that host the delivered services should 
be considered for effective delivery of such services? 

12.� Cloud: how the dynamics of cloud services in supporting 
the infrastructures that host the delivered services should 
be considered for effective delivery of such services? 

13.� Predictions: What predictions should be tried using 
System Dynamics, Machine Learning and Statistical 
methods, and how? 

14.� Monitoring/analytics roadmap: How the analytics 
roadmap should be set forth to estimate business 
impact/value (e.g. generated revenue) of the digital 
services as well as to measure effectiveness of the 
presented model in this paper? 

3� Intelligence Framework 
We employ a layered intelligence approach for analyzing 
dynamics of service delivery over different environments and 
for predictions. Layers in our approach are: 

1.�Business Layer 
2.�Service Layer 
3.�Service Delivery Environment Layer: IT/facilities, Cloud  
In business layer, we model the business objectives and 
strategies in Dynamics Considered section using system 
dynamics modeling. System dynamics (SD) is a useful 
analysis tool for analyzing and studying the behavior of 
complex nonlinear dynamic systems by identifying the cause 
and effect relationships and the feedback control mechanism 
[4]. Most predictions depend on qualitative inputs at this 
layer. Prediction is done by building system models and 
running simulations, performing sensitivity analysis. 
Qualitative system dynamics approach improves system 
understanding and prediction for various scenarios, even in 
the absence of quantitative data. We use SD for modeling 
various business strategies including service delivery strategy, 
digitization, mobile, and cloud strategy as well as business 
transformations and macro-economic changes. 

In the service layer, we again use system dynamics modeling 
but our SD model is integrated with machine learning and 
statistical methods for various analysis and predictions, for 
example, for service metrics. We use SD for modeling the 
dynamics of business operations for products/services, service 
popularity, pricing, cost, geographic distribution of service 
delivery, service delivery options and service capacity 
requirement in Dynamics Considered section. 

In service delivery environment layer, we use again SD 
modeling. We use machine learning and statistical methods in 
this layer as integrated into SD model and also separately 
from the SD model in order to model the dynamics of IT, 
facilities and cloud in Dynamics Considered section [3]. 

IT and facilities are considered together for the on-premise 
resources. They work together to realize all on-premise 
infrastructure could offer in terms of all resources for the 
digital services. Cloud is also part of this layer as it provides 
resources for hosting the digital services. In this paper, we 
consider the IT resources which are utilized for the delivery of 
digital services as well as IT resources utilized for product 
operations such as resources for advertising and marketing 
teams, the software development teams which in turn work on 
delivering the digital services. IT provides the complete stack 
for delivering the service. It handles management of multiple 
disperse data centers for hosting the service. It also mediates 
the CDN service. For cloud, we assume the business uses IaaS 
for service delivery. 

4� Model for Service Layer 
This paper presents the model in the service layer. The model 
implements only several dynamics from Dynamics 
Considered section for delivery of digital services over hybrid 
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cloud environment. In this model, digital products, digital 
services and/or digital goods with network externalities are 
considered. The model is modular. In subsequent sections, 
different modules of the model will be presented. 

4.1� Network Effects 

This section talks about the network effect dynamics for the 
delivered digital service. For these services, the customer 
experience is not a one-time purchase but rather continuous 
use of the digital service. The utility of product/service for the 
consumer depends on interconnections among the consumers 
and potential adopters in addition of the intrinsic utility from 
the service itself. Interconnection depends the number of users 
and how the interactions occur among them. In digital 
services, adoption process does not end by purchase. It 
continues. The consumer may continue utilizing the service 
with satisfaction and this will create positive network effects, 
but also may leave due to dissatisfaction, and this leads to 
negative effect. 

System dynamics based approach for modeling the diffusion 
of goods considering network externalities has been studied in 
the literature [1]. Our model is based on the final model in [1] 
but incorporates few additional variables. Alpha variable for 
innovators and beta variables for imitators are used in our 

model as in  [1]. Alpha initially helps for increasing the 
number of users at the beginning to reach the critical mass. 
Service launch strategy affects the alpha variable. One 
objective with the model is to simulate the early phase of 
delivered digital service till reaching the critical mass for the 
success of the product launch and other business product 
operations through attempts to activate innovators and 
imitators by free trial for imitators, referral and/or 
complementary gifts, and through support from other business 
product operations during this phase. The model continues the 
simulation after that as well. 

The number of potential users may change based on 
demographics, economic, or other factors as well as consumer 
behavior. Consumers adopt if their utility is higher than a 
level of desired utility. Potential users decide based on not 
only actual utility but also on expectation of future utility. 
Similarly for churn of existing adopters. 

The patience variable influences the discontinue rate. Existing 
adopters may become quitters when their patience level 
becomes low due to low service quality and poor customer 
service. Quitters may become adopters based on the come-
back fraction variable which is dependent on the expected 
future utility. 
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rate of potential users
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quit rate
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desired utility

quitting fraction
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expected future utility
business product
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marketing, pricing, business

initiatives for customer satisfactioncompetitor
substitutable offerings

service quality
customer service

effectivenes

come back fraction

Load

average load predictor

desired number of
adopters

service launch strategy

average patience level

 

Figure 1 SD Model for Utility to Delivered Service with Network Effects 

Desired number of adopters is used to control the load. The 
load should be managed based on capacity of handling the 
load of the digital service by IT and cloud resources and by 
business objectives. This will in turn have an impact on the 
business product operations such as advertisement, marketing 
and promotion efforts as well as pricing. Based on this value, 

businesses may control the amount of such business product 
operations, for example, not to make large advertisement that 
will create large loads that will not be handled by the existing 
resources with quality service, or large loads that will not be 
effectively supported the underlying product operations (e.g. 
manufacturing, developing the service, to be able to handle 
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customer service support inquiries, to fix anomalies, to 
maintain the business). This variable is also used to manage 
the additional production capacity to bring in (or contracting 
the development, outsourcing for development of the service, 
its maintenance and its delivery, etc). Note that in in our case, 
it is not physical production/manufacturing but it is about 
developing the digital service (software, models, digital 
goods), and bringing the whole business process and 
infrastructure together to deliver the service. 

Desired utility is a variable that management could set to 
realize it by employing customer service effectiveness, service 
quality and other business product operations for the existing 
adopters, and in turn control the churn rate. The management 
can specify this variable together with the desired number of 
adopters for a period of time and thereby control the amount 
of additional business product operations such as advertising. 

Following input variables are supplied to this module of the 
model from external sources or from other modules of the 
model. The modules supplying these variables are not 
addressed in this paper. 

•� Service launch strategy 
•� Demographics, economic factors, consumer behavior:  
•� Average load 
•� Risk (or the opportunity cost) 
•� Competitor substitute offerings 
•� Customer service effectiveness: how effectively the 

customer issues are resolved via customer service. 
•� Service quality: software development for quality, 

addressing the defects and customer cases on a timely 
manner. 

•� Business product operations such as advertisement, 
promotion, marketing, pricing 

•� Business initiatives for customer satisfaction 
•� Desired number of adopters 
One output of this module is the load variable given out by the 
simulation. This variable indicates the total load due to all 
requests to the delivered digital service by consumers. When 
the model is run for different scenarios, strategies and with 
different values of input variables, different values for the 
load variable are generated. Part or all of this load would be 
handled by the IT resources constrained with the capacity of 
IT resources. When IT resources become not adequate to 
handle all load, resources will be rented from the cloud 
provider to handle the remaining load that cannot be handled 
by the IT resources. Before discussing how to distribute the 
load in simulation, we will briefly discuss two additional 
modules that influence the demand to the digital services: 
advertisement and customer service effectiveness. 

4.2� Impact of Advertisement 

Advertisement is among business product operations that 
influence the demand to the product where in this paper we 
consider the digital services as the main product of the 
business. The module that models the influence of advertising 
on the utility of the digital services addresses several aspects: 
The effect of advertising on the expected future utility, the 
amount of advertising efforts as determined by the desired 
utility, the cost due to advertising, the advertisement channels, 
their characteristics and their effectiveness, and the 
advertisement spillover that increases utility of the 
competitors’ substitutable offerings. 

 

desired utility

expected future utility

competitor
substitutable offerings

advertisement
effort size

desired increase in
utility due to advertising

channel budget

cost of advertisement

advertisement channel

spillover effect

channel effectiveness channel characteristics

target population,
geography

Advertising
impact on

utility utility change rate

other business
product operations

 

Figure 2 Impact of Advertisement on the Utility of Delivered Service with Network Effects 

In this module, desired increase in utility due to advertising is 
determined by the desired utility and in coordination with 
other business product operations. Based on the desired 
increase, the amount of advertisement effort is determined, 
multiple channels together with their budgets are identified. 
Each channel has its own inherent characteristics, target 
population and geography. Channel effectiveness and the 
spillover are estimated based on existing research on 

advertisement [2] [5]. Spillover is one of the dynamics that 
impacts the competitor substitutable offerings. The advertising 
impact on utility stock variable is the accumulated value 
returned back to the main module that influences the expected 
future utility. There is a delay in the realizing the advertising 
effects. 
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The cost of advertisement is a separate variable in order to 
keep each such cost separately so that each can be measured 
for effectiveness and proper actions to deal with each can be 
considered. Also note that advertising impact on utility stock 
variable can be used to estimate the revenue increase due to 
advertising. 

How advertisement influences the service perception? How 
advertisement alters the utility for a service with network 
externalities? Although it is not the subject of this paper, we 
believe advertisement efforts should attempt to increase the 
utility by advertising the intrinsic utility of the service and 
also by exploiting the network effects into advertisement. 

4.3� Impact of Customer Service Effectiveness 

Many times, businesses’ delivered services are subject to 
interruption and downtime. Business continuity is significant 
for such businesses that heavily rely on the delivered services 
for their revenues. Also many times customers have issues 
with effectively utilizing the delivered digital services of the 
businesses, and for variety reasons, customers file requests. 
Customer service is very crucial for service oriented 
businesses. In this section, we will address how effectiveness 
of customer service impacts the overall service perception and 
user satisfaction, and in turn, impacts the adoption, quitting 
and re-adoption. 

Adopters
service quality

service user experience

Cases Being
Serviced

Resolved Cases

Blocked Cases

resolve rate

issue fix rate

issue block rate
IT support

engineering support

defect fixing

customer
representative
effectiveness

unresolve rate

issue complexity

feedbackfeedback ratio

feedback effectiveness

new release

customer service
effectiveness

more info needed

Customer
Service
Request

Accumulation case pickup ratecase arrival rate

delay in waiting state

representative
availability

representative morale representative
occupancy

reopen rate
error rate

case closing rate

desired customer
service effectiveness

desired utility desired number of
adopters  

Figure 3 SD Model for Customer Service Effectiveness 

For simplicity, all issues are considered at the same priority 
and severity. The users have a varying level of satisfaction for 
the provided customer service based on the service’s 
performance. Customer service effectiveness variable holds 
the positive and negative experience in the form of 
satisfaction and accumulated frustration. Customer service 
effectiveness, how effectively the customer issues are 
resolved via customer service, has impact on patience and 
expected future utility in Figure 1. This module has two inputs 
from other modules in in Figure 1 and they are desired utility 
and desired number of adopters at a given time. With these 
inputs, the desired customer service effectiveness is 
determined and it controls representative availability and the 

amount of customer feedback to incorporate, and customer 
representative effectiveness. The last is managed by 
enhancing the representative morale and proper training, 
among other things. Customer feedback is used to enhance the 
request resolve rate. 

Resolved cases may be re-opened due to errors in handling the 
cases. Some issues are blocked maybe requiring more input 
from the customers, or maybe complex issues waiting for 
expertise. Such cases can be fixed via IT support, engineering 
support, by fixing the defects followed by re-deployment, by 
making new release of the delivered service. 
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4.4� Service Delivery over Hybrid Cloud 

The load is obtained from the model by simulation and by 
performing sensitivity analysis on various variables. This load 
is to be handled by IT and cloud resources with respect to 
implicit and specified service level objectives of the 
consumers. The module responsible for determining how 
much of this load would be served by IT resources and how 
much would be rented from cloud uses a number of input 
variables and implements the load balancing algorithm. It 
implements a geo-matcher using customer profiles, service 
level objective expectations and geographic load distribution 
policies. It includes the inventory of IT and facilities resources 
in the optimization. It estimates the utilization of IT and 
facilities infrastructures. It predicts the service delivery 
performance based on estimated latency and throughput 
values. The service delivery performance variable is used to 
predict the service quality in Figure 1. It estimates the 
marginal cost of service delivery per on-premises, CDN and 
cloud environments for the given load at a given time. In this 
module, we employ modified ARIMA, other statistical and 
machine learning methods into our SD models. Particularly 
we combine the neural network algorithms with system 
dynamics modeling for policy development and enforcement 
in the optimization algorithm. We believe this module 
together with the optimization algorithm deserve a separate 
dedicated paper and therefore we will not describe in any 
more detail. 

4.5� Running the Model for Predictions 

This model can be used for predicting many outcomes with 
simulating variety of scenarios. Such predictions are valuable 
for business intelligence and for effective service management 
of the delivered Some of the predictions that can be made 
using the model and addressed in this paper include: 

•� Adoption rate due to diffusion  
•� Predicted utility of the service to the adopters by the 

simulation 
•� Predicted expected utility of the service to the potential 

adopters, adopters, quitters. 
•� Predict customer satisfaction, retention, churn, new 

customer adoption. 
•� The impact of business product operations on the expected 

future utility 
•� The impact of expected future utility on the quitters for re-

adopting the service 
•� The impact of advertising on the desired and expected 

future utility 
•� The impact of customer service effectiveness on patience, 

on the desired utility and expected future utility 
•� The impact of the patience in keeping the adopters and 

leading them to quit 
•� How much more load can be handled by the services 

combining the IT and cloud resources together 
•� How much of the load should move to cloudbursting 

Some predictions that can be made when other modules not 
presented in this paper are incorporated: 

•� The effectiveness of service launch strategy for reaching the 
critical mass 

•� The effectiveness of pricing on the desired utility and 
expected future utility. Similarly for the promotions, 
marketing, other business initiatives for customer 
satisfaction. 

•� The impact of desired number of adopters on managing the 
business product operations and business initiatives for 
customer satisfaction 

•� The impact of competitor substitute offerings on the 
expected future utility 

•� The impact of service quality on the expected future utility 
and desired utility 

•� The impact of risk on the adoption of service by potential 
adopters 

•� The impact of opportunity cost on the adoption of service 
by potential adopters 

•� The impact of competitor substitute offerings on the 
opportunity cost 

•� The cost of delivering service 
•� The cost due to business product operations 
•� How the quality of the delivered services is influencing the 

business 
•� Revenue from delivered digital services 
•� The impact of delivered digital services on the business 
•� Estimation of the utilization of IT and facilities 

infrastructures 
•� Prediction of the service delivery performance based on 

estimated latency and throughput values.  
•� Estimation of the marginal cost of service delivery per on-

premises, CDN and cloud environments for the given 
load at a given time. 

As the digital services become the core revenue sources, 
organizations need a holistic view for the whole business of 
delivering them to the consumers. Businesses need an overall 
analytics roadmap for predicting, measuring all aspects of 
delivering digital services and tailoring the business product 
operations for their effective delivery. Their analytics 
roadmap should cover for monitoring/forecasting/prediction 
of all aspects of service delivery, for evaluating the decisions 
made, and also for evaluating this model and fine tuning it. 
We believe a typical machine learning and statistical methods 
are not enough. Therefore, we presented a more complete 
approach including Business Layer, Service Layer, Service 
Delivery Environment Layer in Intelligence Framework 
Section.  

The intelligence including all predictions is achieved by 
running the model for variety of scenarios and sensitivity 
analysis. Prediction for a service with network effects is hard 
and cannot be done using analytics based on statistical and 
machine learning methods, especially when combined with 
non-quantitative objectives. Statistical and machine learning 
methods cannot build effective models in case of shortage of 
quantitative data, for example for service launch during which 
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no quantitative data is available. Therefore, they cannot be 
used to predict the demand for services or to measure the 
effectiveness of product launch strategy while the business is 
trying to reach the critical mass. They cannot easily 
incorporate business dynamics into models, cannot simulate 
policies and predict output, cannot produce intelligence based 
on non-quantitative data. We employ modified ARIMA, other 
statistical and machine learning methods into our analytics 
approach [3] [4], but use them within our intelligence 
framework and as part of our system dynamics models. 

5� Conclusion 
The performance of the delivered digital services directly 
influences the organization’s overall success. Many dynamics 
influence the performance of the delivered digital services. 
Businesses need tools and models that allow them to view and 
simulate different dynamics involved in managing the 
delivered digital services. In this paper, we outlined different 
dynamics of service delivery over different environments and 
defined a layered intelligence approach for analyzing such 
dynamics. We addressed some of the dynamics in the service 
layer of the layered intelligence approach by presenting 
different modules of a system dynamics model. One module is 
for predicting the load for services with network externalities. 
We further introduced two new modules into the model to 
address how advertising and customer service effectiveness 
impact the attractiveness of the digital services with network 
externalities. We discussed at a high level how to balance the 
total load to digital services over the on-premise and cloud 
resources for satisfaction of digital service consumers. As we 
outlined the variety of predictions that can be performed, the 
system dynamics model presented in this paper is a very 
strong tool to make predictions. Our approach with layered 
intelligence that employs system dynamics modeling as well 
as statistical and machine learning methods is very effective 
for simulating different dynamics of digital service delivery 
over hybrid clouds. 

Our future work includes: 

•� We are working on a separate paper that presents our 
optimization algorithm for geographically distributing the 
total load onto to meet the service level objectives. 

•� We are addressing other dynamics listed in section 
Dynamics Considered. 

•� We are incorporating estimating the total cost of offering 
digital services into model presented in this paper. We are 
working on introducing dynamics of digital goods 
economics into the model as well as cost of developing 
the service and the cost of business product operations. 

•� We are developing models for effective cloud brokerage 
services. Many businesses that offer digital services use 
cloud brokerage services. IT can act as the broker for the 
businesses. 

•� We are developing models similar to one in this paper for 
migration strategy of the digital services to cloud. 
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